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I, TERRY PERUSINI, of the City of Burlington, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND

SAY:

1. I am the sole Director and Officer of Stargrove Entertainment Inc. (“Stargrove”), and as

such I have personal knowledge of the matters herein deposed.

2. This affidavit is sworn in support of two applications being brought by Stargrove: (1) an

application for an order pursuant to s. 103.1 of the Competition Act (“Act”) for leave to

bring an application against the Respondents under ss. 75, 76, and 77 of the Act; and

(2) an application for an interim order pursuant to s. 104 of the Act compelling the

Respondents to issue mechanical licences to Stargrove on usual trade terms pending

determination of Stargrove’s applications under ss. 75, 76, and 77 of the Act.

A. The Parties

3. Stargrove is a company incorporated in July 2014 under the laws of Ontario. Stargrove

is a record label in the business of producing and selling competitively-priced musical

compact discs.

4. The Respondents Sony/ATV Music Publishing Canada Co. and Sony Music

Entertainment Canada Inc. (collectively, “Sony”) and Universal Music Publishing Group

Canada and Universal Music Canada Inc. (collectively, “Universal”) are music

publishing companies and record labels located in Toronto, Ontario.

5. The respondent ABKCO Music and Records, Inc. (“ABKCO”) is a record label, music

publisher, and film and video production company headquartered in New York, New

York.

6. The respondent Casablanca Media Publishing (“Casablanca”) is a music publishing

company headquartered in Toronto. I do not know if Casablanca is affiliated with a

record label, but Casablanca does rely on Universal for distribution in respect of some of

the titles at issue in this proceeding. I believe that Casablanca is affiliated with another

Toronto-based independent music publishing company, Red Brick Music Publishing

(“Red Brick”), as Casablanca’s Vice President is also Red Brick’s President.

7. The respondent Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Limited (“CMRRA”) is a

music licensing collective representing music rights-holders, on whose behalf CMRRA
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issues licences for the reproduction of musical works on various media, including

mechanical licensing for the reproduction of songs on CDs and similar physical products.

8. CMRRA’s Board of Directors includes Gary Furniss, President of Sony Publishing;

Shawn Marino, Vice President of Universal Music Canada; and Jennifer Mitchell, Vice

President of Casablanca and President of Red Brick.

B. Licensing Musical Works in Canada

9. For the purposes of reproducing a pre-existing sound recording of a copyrighted musical

work, there are two copyrights in issue: (1) the copyright in the musical work (i.e., song)

itself, which is originally owned by the songwriter(s), and is often later assigned to a

music publisher; and (2) the copyright in the “master” sound recording, which is originally

owned by the “maker” of the sound recording, and may also be assigned.1

10. There are two forms of licences that correspond to these two copyrights: “mechanical

licences”, which may be granted by the holder of the copyright in the musical work; and

“master recording licences”, which may be granted by the holder of the copyright in

the master sound recording.

11. Until recently, in Canada, under the Copyright Act, RSC, 1985, c C-42, copyright over

sound recordings continued until the end of 50 years after the end of the calendar year

in which the first publication of the sound recording occurs. Sound recordings that had

been published for at least 50 years were considered to be in the “public domain”.

12. As discussed below in further detail, in June 2015, Bill C-59, the Economic Action Plan

2015 Act, No. 1 received royal assent, extending the term of copyright in sound

recordings from 50 years to 70 years. However, the new law is not retroactive.

Therefore, a number of sound recordings that were published between 50 and 70 years

ago, including the tracks for which Stargrove seeks mechanical licences, will remain in

the public domain.

13. If a record label seeks to reproduce a recording of a musical work and the sound

recording has fallen into the public domain, a mechanical licence may still be required in

1
An original recording also includes a third copyright: the performance of the singers and musicians.

However, this copyright is not in issue when making copies of an existing sound recording.
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order to reproduce the musical work, as copyright will often still subsist in the musical

work itself.

14. Obtaining a mechanical licence in Canada may be done in one of two ways. A purchaser

may contact the musical work copyright holder directly and obtain a mechanical licence;

however, it is much more common to apply for a mechanical licence from CMRRA,

which is the authorized representative for most musical work copyright holders in

Canada.

15. For example, on Sony Publishing’s website, Sony Publishing advises that CMRRA is its

exclusive licensing agent. A copy of Sony Publishing’s website’s “FAQ” section is

attached hereto as Exhibit “1”.

16. CMRRA offers two options for mechanical licences: “pay-as-you-press” licensing and a

standard Mechanical Licensing Agreement (“MLA”). CMRRA suggests that pay-as-you-

press licences are appropriate for licensees who only occasionally manufacture products

in Canada or who do so in small quantities. Royalties for pay-as-you-press licences must

be paid in advance. CMRRA suggests that an MLA is appropriate for licensees

manufacturing sound recording products on a continuing basis. Under an MLA, royalties

are payable as products are sold on a quarterly basis. An MLA is more appropriate for a

record label like Stargrove, who is not planning to produce CDs on a one-off or

occasional basis.

17. The standard mechanical royalty rate in Canada is currently $0.083 per song, per copy

(for recordings with a running time of five minutes or less).2 For example, if the

applicable rate is 8.3 cents and I sell 100 CDs, CMRRA would collect $8.30, irrespective

of the price of the CD. The rate for a mechanical licence is the same regardless of

whether or not the sound recording has fallen into the public domain.

18. Information from CMRRA’s website describing mechanical licensing, pay-as-you-press,

and MLAs is attached hereto as Exhibit “2”.

19. To provide a more detailed, independent explanation of relevant copyright legislation,

CMRRA, and the music licensing process in Canada, I authorized my lawyers to retain

2
The mechanical royalty rate may be lower for certain budget-priced CDs.
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Mario Bouchard, former counsel to the Copyright Board of Canada. Mr. Bouchard’s

report will be filed with my applications.

C. Stargrove’s Business and Business Model

20. Stargrove’s business model relies on distributing low-cost compact discs. These discs

consist of: (i) sound recordings of which Stargrove owns the sound recording copyright;

(ii) sound recordings licensed to Stargrove from various independent labels (e.g., K-Tel

International); or (iii) sound recordings that have fallen into the public domain and for

which master recording licences are not required. As is described in greater detail below,

the first five titles that Stargrove produced consisted of public domain sound recordings.

21. For a brief period, until it was forced to stop selling its products due to the Respondents’

refusals to issue mechanical licences to Stargrove, Stargrove’s products were sold at

Walmart Canada (“Walmart”), in-store and online. Stargrove sells its CDs wholesale to

its distributor, Anderson Merchandisers Canada Inc. (“Anderson”), for approximately $3

unit. At Walmart, the CDs are sold to customers for a retail price of $5.00.

D. Stargrove’s Inception and First Five Titles

22. Prior to commencing operations, I wanted to ensure that Stargrove’s business model

was consistent with Canadian copyright law. In or around May 2014, I retained the law

firm of Borden Ladner Gervais (“BLG”) to provide a legal opinion regarding the law on

sound recordings in Canada. Among other things, BLG provided the opinion that sound

recordings first published 50 years ago would be in the public domain in Canada. A copy

of the BLG opinion dated May 30, 2014 is attached hereto as Exhibit “3”.

23. In or around July 2014, I incorporated Stargrove and decided to compile a number of

sound recordings that had fallen into the public domain and to manufacture and release

CDs of these sound recordings.

24. The first six compilation CDs that Stargrove intended to produce were:

(a) The Beatles, Love Me Do

(b) The Beatles, Can’t Buy Me Love

(c) The Rolling Stones, Little Red Rooster
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(d) Elvis Presley, Suspicion

(e) Bob Dylan, It Ain’t Me Babe

(f) The Beach Boys, Fun, Fun, Fun

25. Each of the above titles is a compilation of 11 songs.

26. I began meeting with representatives of Anderson in November 2014 to discuss the sale

of Stargrove titles in Walmart. On November 7, 2014, I contacted Patricia McAlpine of

Anderson and informed her I had previews of Beatles and Rolling Stones cover art.

27. I met with Ms. McAlpine on January 7, 2015 and she informed me that Walmart was

interested in selling five of our six titles—Love Me Do, Can’t Buy Me Love, Little Red

Rooster, It Ain’t Me Babe, and Fun, Fun, Fun— and that Anderson would be ordering

between 1000 and 3500 units per title. I received the order from Anderson on January 8

for a total quantity of 12,400 CDs. A copy of the order is attached hereto as Exhibit “4”.

E. Universal Music Group Had “Major Concerns” About Stargrove’s Beatles Titles

Before They Were Even Released

28. In the interim, in November 20, 2014, Ken Kozey at Anderson contacted me about an

email he received from Brian Greaves of Universal Music Group, in which Mr. Greaves

asked Mr. Kozey who was selling “the new Beatles public domain product” and stating

that the product in question “has obviously raised major concerns over here”. A copy of

the e-mail chain dated November 20, 2014 is attached hereto as Exhibit “5”.

29. At that time, we had not pressed any titles. We were planning to release the initial titles

in January 2015.

30. In a conversation with Mr. Kozey in December 2014, I was informed that in meetings

between Anderson and Universal Music Canada, Universal Music Canada pressured

Anderson not to carry Stargrove products and informed Anderson that Universal Music

Canada was lobbying the Canadian government to make changes to the legislation

regarding public domain for sound recordings.
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F. Stargrove’s Business Was Immediately Successful

31. In early January 2015, Stargrove contacted CMRRA to enquire about obtaining a

mechanical licence for the five titles we intended to wholesale to Anderson for sale in

Walmart.

32. CMRRA required Stargrove to apply for a pay-as-you-press licence for the mechanical

licences. Stargrove completed CMRRA’s application requirements and submitted the

required royalty payment of $13,799.10 by cheque to CMRRA on January 8, 2015.

33. CMRRA cashed Stargrove's cheque on January 9, 2015. Stargrove then began

producing its CDs for sale to Anderson. Stargrove produced five CDs in its first run to

fulfill Anderson’s order, for a total of 12,400 units. Stargrove sold the CDs to Anderson

for $3.00 per unit. A copy of Stargrove’s cheque, which was cashed January 9, 2015, is

attached hereto as Exhibit “6”.

34. The first five Stargrove titles went on sale on Walmart’s website on or around January

20, 2015 and in Walmart stores on or around February 3, 2015, for a retail price of $5.00

each. In Stargrove’s first week of CD sales in Walmart stores, its Beatles Love Me Do

title was Walmart’s top seller, with 1,488 copies sold. A copy of the list of top 10 sellers

for the week of February 2 - 8, 2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit “7”. Three of

Stargrove’s other titles had strong initial sales as well: Fun, Fun, Fun, It Ain’t Me Babe,

and Can’t Buy Me Love sold a combined total of 755 units in their first week of sales.

35. Including the six titles noted at paragraph 22, Stargrove intended to produce 45 titles for

sale by 2016.

G. The Respondents’ Campaign to Lock Stargrove Out

(i) ABKCO Refuses to License Rolling Stones Musical Works to Stargrove

36. On January 22, 2015, Veronica Syrtash, Vice President, Legal and Business Affairs at

CMRRA, e-mailed Ms. Holt of Stargrove to advise that ABKCO had instructed CMRRA

not to issue any licences for the reproduction of five musical works owned by ABKCO on

Stargrove’s Rolling Stones title, Little Red Rooster. A copy of the e-mail dated January

22, 2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit “8”.
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37. On January 23, 2015, Alisa Coleman of ABKCO e-mailed Ned Talmey of Anderson and

stated that Stargrove did not have mechanical licences for five musical works owned by

ABKCO on Stargrove’s Rolling Stones title, Little Red Rooster. Ms. Coleman requested

that Anderson remove Little Red Rooster from its catalogue and notify Walmart to

remove the CD from the marketplace and online, “before we have to take any additional

legal steps to protect our rights.” Ken Kozey of Anderson forwarded me Ms. Coleman’s

e-mail on January 24, 2015. A copy of the e-mail chain dated January 23 and 24, 2015

is attached hereto as Exhibit “9”.

38. As a result of ABKCO’s email to Anderson, Anderson removed Little Red Rooster from

distribution and returned the product to Stargrove. No copies of Little Red Rooster were

sold in Walmart.

(ii) Casablanca Refuses to License Beatles Musical Works to Stargrove

39. On February 4, 2015, Nathalie Levesque, Assistant Manager, Independent Licensing &

Royalties at CMRRA, e-mailed Ms. Holt to advise that Casablanca represents three

musical works contained on Stargrove’s Beatles titles, and that Casablanca had

instructed CMRRA not to issue any licences for the reproduction of these works by

Stargrove. Ms. Holt responded by e-mail the same day to ask why Casablanca had

instructed CMRRA not to issue licences to Stargrove for these musical works. A copy of

the e-mail chain dated February 4, 2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit “10”.

(iii)CMRRA Refuses to Deal With Stargrove On Any Product

40. I am advised by Ms. Holt and I believe that on February 9, 2015, Ms. Holt spoke with

Caroline Rioux of CMRRA by telephone regarding the Respondent Publishers’ refusals

to sell mechanical licences to Stargrove. During that conversation, Ms. Rioux expressed

to Ms. Holt that she was surprised by the Respondent Publishers’ refusals and stated

that the situation was unusual. Ms. Rioux also stated that Sony Publishing had refused

to provide Stargrove with a mechanical licence.

41. On February 10, 2015, Ms. Holt e-mailed Ms. Rioux to ask which publishers had refused

mechanical licences and to inquire regarding the status of all of the Stargrove

mechanical licence applications. Ms. Holt also stated in her e-mail that the Respondent

Publishers’ refusals raised questions about “unfair trading and competition laws”.
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42. Ms. Rioux responded by e-mail on February 11, 2015, and wrote that CMRRA would not

be processing any applications from Stargrove:

Given the concerns that you raise in your email, we think it is best that

CMRRA not be involved in this situation any further. We will be returning

all payments submitted by you already, and will not be processing any

applications from you. I suggest that you contact the publishers directly

with any questions you may have, or seek to obtain licences from them

directly. …

43. A copy of the e-mail chain dated February 9-11, 2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit

“11”.

44. Ms. Holt responded to Ms. Rioux on February 13, 2015 and informed her that Stargrove

had a number of what Ms. Holt termed “regular” titles which included compilations of

“non-controversial” tracks which have been widely marketed by other lower-priced

record labels for years. Ms. Holt requested that, as Stargrove was looking to

manufacture catalogue titles on a continuing basis, CMRRA enter into an MLA with

Stargrove. A copy of Ms. Holt’s e-mail dated February 13, 2015 to Ms. Rioux is attached

hereto as Exhibit “12”. Ms. Holt never received a response from Ms. Rioux to this

e-mail.

45. On February 25, 2015, Ms. Holt received a letter from CMRRA enclosing a refund

cheque for “all payments [Stargrove] submitted to CMRRA.” A copy of CMRRA’s letter

dated February 25, 2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit “13”.

(iv)Universal Music Group Orchestrated Fabricated Negative Reviews of Stargrove

Products, Perpetuated Myth that Stargrove Products are of Inferior Quality, and

Encouraged Publishers Not to Deal with Stargrove

46. On February 11, 2015, I received an email from Patricia McAlpine of Anderson. She

asked me to go onto Walmart’s website (www.walmart.ca) to see negative reviews that

had been left of our Beatles titles. She also told me that she had received emails from

Nielsen SoundScan, Universal, and Anderson’s CEO. A copy of Ms. McAlpine’s e-mail

to me dated February 11, 2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit “14”.

47. At that time, there were four Stargrove titles for sale in Walmart and on walmart.ca: Can’t

Buy Me Love (Beatles); Love Me Do (Beatles); Fun, Fun, Fun (Beach Boys); and It Ain’t
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Me Babe (Bob Dylan). I went to walmart.ca and saw that negative reviews had been left

for three of the titles: Can’t Buy Me Love; Love Me Do; and Fun, Fun Fun. There were

seven reviews of Love Me Do, of which six were negative; eight negative reviews of

Can’t Buy Me Love; and four negative reviews of Fun, Fun, Fun. There were no reviews

of It Ain’t Me Babe. A copy of the reviews is attached hereto as Exhibit “15”.

48. I read the reviews of Stargrove’s titles and believed that Stargrove had been targeted

with fabricated, negative reviews, for several reasons:

(a) I noticed that there was a great deal of overlap between the usernames of

negative reviewers. For example, five of the six people that left negative reviews

of Love Me Do also posted a negative review of Can’t Buy Me Love or Fun, Fun,

Fun, or both.

(b) Some reviews indicated that the reviewer had owned the product for a greater

length of time than it had existed or been available in Walmart. For example,

“RingoStarr”’s review of Love Me Do indicated that, as of the date of his review

(which I believe to have been February 9, 2015), the reviewer had owned the

product for 5-6 months. Love Me Do was only pressed in January 2015, and at

the time of “RingoStarr”’s review, had only been available in-store and online for

approximately one week.

(c) The reviews generally seemed to attack the sound quality and authenticity of the

CDs. For example, reviews included the following statements: “Awful quality, was

recorded from an LP”; “Very poor audio quality. Not the real thing. Don’t buy this

version!”; “I have seen a few of these weird versions of The Beatles lately. Buyer

beware! They are not the original recordings and definitely of inferior quality”;

“Subpar quality. Save your $5 and put it towards REAL Beatles recordings”; “Do

not buy, these versions aren’t originals and have terrible quality;” “Don’t know

why someone would buy such a bad album and not the original. Save your

money and get the real thing! Or you’ll just waste it!”

(d) No other Beatles titles on walmart.ca had any reviews, negative or positive.

(e) The three Stargrove titles that had received negative reviews all contained sound

recordings of music artists affiliated with Universal.
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49. I reported the reviews to Walmart on February 13, 2015; by February 15, 2015 the

reviews had been removed from walmart.ca.

50. Subsequently, it came to my attention that Brian Greaves, an account manager at

Universal Music Canada, had sent an e-mail around to Universal employees identifying

that he had created reviews for Stargrove's products on Walmart's website and

encouraging Universal employees to do the same. He called it his “campaign” to

discourage Anderson from placing Stargrove's products on its shelves.

51. I met with Patricia McAlpine and Chad Minicuci of Anderson on February 12, 2015 at

Anderson’s offices. I asked Ms. McAlpine what she had meant when she wrote that she

had received emails from Nielsen SoundScan, Universal, and Anderson’s CEO (Exhibit

“14”). Ms. McAlpine showed me an e-mail from Randy Lennox, President of Universal

Music Canada to Ned Talmey, CEO of Anderson, and Ken Kozey, Associate Vice

President of Purchasing at Anderson. In the e-mail, Mr. Lennox asked how Universal

Music Canada and Anderson could partner to “resolve the public domain issue”. He

specifically mentioned the Beatles and the Rolling Stones. He stated that Universal

Music Canada was happy to provide very fair pricing for the “legitimate versions of the

largest artists in the history of music” and wanted to discuss solutions. I understood this

e-mail to be an attempt by Mr. Lennox to discourage Anderson from supporting

Stargrove’s products, and an insinuation that Stargrove’s recordings were somehow

illegitimate.

52. Below Mr. Lennox’s e-mail to Mr. Talmey and Mr. Kozey was the above-noted email

from Brian Greaves, Account Manager at Universal Music Group, to employees of

Universal Publishing and other Universal companies. I noticed that one of the recipients

was Shawn Marino, Vice President of Universal Publishing and member of the CMRRA

Board of Directors. In the e-mail, Mr. Greaves asked recipients to help his “campaign” to

“discourage” Anderson from selling “unlicensed/public domain product”. He stated that

Beatles and Beach Boys CDs being sold for $5 retail in Walmart “are taking away from

Universal sales and market share”, and specifically noted two of Stargrove’s Titles (Love

Me Do and Can’t Buy Me Love) were in the Top 100 for that week. He wrote about

continuing the effort to remove these CDs from Walmart’s shelves, and stated that

Universal Music Group had successfully removed a Rolling Stones title. He went on to

request the e-mail recipients to contribute a review on walmart.ca “as if you just
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purchased a $5 CD from Walmart and you were disappointed in the poor sound quality”,

as these reviews would “bring attention of these poor quality products and will deter

Anderson Merchandisers from placing these type of products in the future.”

53. Mr. Minicuci listened to Stargrove’s CDs and advised me that he was more than satisfied

with the quality of the CDs. He noted that, of the over 2000 Stargrove units sold in-store

at Walmart, only one CD had been returned, which suggested that customers were

satisfied with the product.

54. It seems clear from the foregoing that the Respondents engaged in a concerted

campaign to prevent Stargrove from entering the market and competing for CD sales.

55. Luckily for Stargrove, Anderson did not bow to the pressure from Universal and the other

Respondents. Anderson is still willing to distribute Stargrove's CDs today.

H. Despite Demand, Stargrove Is Forced to Stop Pressing and Shipping Products,

Due to the Respondents’ Refusal to License Stargrove

56. During my meeting with Chad Minicuci and Patricia McAlpine on February 12, 2015, I

advised that Stargrove would not press any more product until we had resolved the

licensing issues with the Respondent Publishers. Mr. Minicuci was disappointed, as

Love Me Do had been Anderson’s top CD in units sold the prior week. Taking into

account the pace at which Stargrove’s titles had sold in their first sale week, Mr. Minicuci

indicated that he believed that, with the total of four Beatles titles Stargrove planned to

release, Stargrove could have easily surpassed 250,000 units sold in the year.

57. On February 23, 2015, I received a telephone call from Mr. Minicuci asking for an update

on the Stargrove titles. I replied to Mr. Minicuci by e-mail that same day, stating that I

was unfortunately still on standby. A copy of my e-mail to Mr. Minicuci dated February

23, 2015, and Mr. Minicuci’s reply dated February 24, 2015 is attached hereto as

Exhibit “16”.

I. Stargrove Continues to Attempt to Deal with the Publishers and CMRRA

58. On March 9, 2015, Stargrove’s intellectual property lawyer, Sangeetha Punniyamoorthy

of Dimock Stratton LLP, wrote to Ms. Rioux requesting further information concerning

CMRRA’s refusal to grant Stargrove mechanical licences with respect to various works.

Dimock Stratton’s letter requested that CMRRA provide Stargrove with a list of the
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publishers that instructed CMRRA to refuse a licence to Stargrove; the publishers’ stated

reasons for denying a licence; and CMRRA’s reasons for not providing a mechanical

licence to Stargrove in respect of other publishers. A copy of the letter dated March 9,

2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit “17”.

59. On March 12, 2015, Veronica Syrtash, Vice President, Legal & Business Affairs at

CMRRA, responded to Dimock Stratton and confirmed that the publishers that had

instructed CMRRA not to issue licences to Stargrove are ABKCO, Casablanca, and

Sony Publishing. A copy of Ms. Syrtash’s letter dated March 12, 2015 to Dimock Stratton

is attached hereto as Exhibit “18”.

60. In response to Dimock Stratton’s questions regarding the publishers’ stated reasons for

denying a licence to Stargrove and CMRRA’s reasons for not providing a mechanical

licence to Stargrove in respect of other publishers, CMRRA replied:

2. These publishers have not indicated to us all their reasons for denying

licenses, nor do they have an obligation to. […] What we have been told,

however, is that their refusal is at least partially related to the fact that

there are public domain master recordings on the products in question.

Beyond that, we are simply unable to speculate on the reasoning behind

their decision-making.

3. CMRRA made a decision not to pursue licensing on behalf of other

music publishers after having received an e-mail from Ms. Holt raising

the issues of possible unfair trading and competition law. We felt it

prudent not to remain in a position where we may be implicated in the

practices of copyright owners licensing (or not licensing, as the case may

be) users of those copyrights, when CMRRA is only an agent designated

to facilitate this process. …

61. Dimock Stratton replied to CMRRA by letter dated March 16, 2015, a copy of which is

attached hereto as Exhibit “19”. Dimock Stratton wrote, in part:

…Stargrove’s requested mechanical license was not limited to

copyrighted material owned by only these three publishers. In fact, the

vast majority of the tracks are owned by other publishers. Your letter

indicates that CMRRA unilaterally made a decision on behalf of all these

other musical publishers to deny a license to Stargrove because
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Stargrove has raised issues of possible unfair trading and competition

law. However, it is only a refusal to license that raise any such issues. …

Further, it is Stargrove’s understanding based on years of experience

within the industry that the usual and ordinary course for obtaining

mechanical licenses is through CMRRA, which is in the business of

granting permissions on behalf of music publishers. … CMRRA’s refusal,

on its own initiative, to license Stargrove on behalf of other music

publishers (who have not instructed CMRRA to refuse to license

Stargrove) is clearly inconsistent with CMRRA’s normal course of

conduct. …

62. Dimock Stratton requested the CMRRA reconsider its decision to deny Stargrove its

requested mechanical licences for what she referred to as “non-contentious” tracks.

63. On March 17, 2015, Dimock Stratton wrote to Sony Publishing, ABKCO, and

Casablanca regarding their respective refusals to grant mechanical licences to

Stargrove. Dimock Stratton requested that each publisher grant a mechanical licence to

Stargrove with respect to musical works described in the letters; and that, if the

respective publishers decided to maintain their refusals to license Stargrove, to provide

their reasons for denying a licence. Dimock Stratton also wrote that “Any refusal to

license Stargrove in the ordinary course for unjustified reasons may give rise to unfair

trading or competition law issues.” Copies of Dimock Stratton’s letters dated March 17,

2015 to Sony Publishing, ABKCO, and Casablanca are attached hereto as Exhibits

“20”, “21”, and “22”, respectively.

64. On March 20, 2015, ABKCO’s lawyer responded to Dimock Stratton by letter, a copy of

which is attached hereto as Exhibit “23”. ACKBO’s lawyer wrote, in part, that ABKCO’s

decision not to grant mechanical licences to Stargrove “does not require any

explanation”.

65. On March 24, 2015, Jennifer Mitchell, President of Red Brick Songs and Vice President

of Casablanca, responded to Ms. Punniyamoorthy by letter, a copy of which is attached

hereto as Exhibit “24”. Ms. Mitchell wrote, in part, that a copyright owner is not required

“to provide an explanation to the applicant for the refusal.”
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66. On March 25, 2015, Ms. Syrtash of CMRRA responded to Dimock Stratton’s letter dated

March 16, 2015. Ms. Syrtash advised that CMRRA had sought authorizations from

publishers for the licensing of songs on Stargrove’s CDs and set out the songs for which

CMRRA had or had not received authorization to issue licences to Stargrove:

1. For Product Catalogue STR0009, Album Title “Fun, Fun, Fun”

(a) CMRRA has the authorization from the music publisher(s) to

issue licenses for the following songs: Summertime Blues, Surfer

Girl, Surfin’, Surfin’ Safari, and Surfin’ USA.

(b) CMRRA does not have the authorization from the music

publisher(s) to issue licenses for the following songs: Be True To

Your School, Dance Dance Dance, Fun Fun Fun, I Get Around,

Ten little Indians, and When I Grow Up (To Be A Man).

2. For Product Catalogue STR0001, Album Title “Love Me Do”

(a) CMRRA has the authorization from the music publisher(s) to

issue a license for the following song: Til There Was You

(b) CMRRA does not have the authorization from the music

publisher(s) to issue licenses for the following songs: All My

Loving, A Hard Day’s Night, I Feel Fine, If I fell, It Won’t Be Long,

This Boy, You Can’t Do That, Love Me Do, Please Mr. Postman,

and I Saw Her Standing There.

3. For Product Catalogue STR0002, Album Title “Can’t Buy Me Love”

(a) CMRRA has the authorization from the music publisher(s) to

issue licenses for the following song: Honey Don’t

(b) CMRRA does not have the authorization from the music

publisher(s) to issue licenses for the following songs: Can’t Buy

Me Love, And I Love Her, Do You Want To Know A Secret, From

Me To You, I Wanna Be Your Man, Mr. Moonlight, No Reply,

Please Please Me, and You’ve Really Got A Hold On Me.

(Collectively, the songs listed in paragraphs 1(a), 2(a) and 3(a), for

which CMRRA has the authorization from the music publishers to
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issue licences, are referred to hereafter as “the CMRRA Licensable

Songs”.)

4. For Product Catalogue STR0008, Album Title “It Ain’t Me Babe”,

CMRRA does not have the authorization from the music publisher(s)

to issue licenses for any of the songs.

5. For Product Catalogue STR0004, Album Title “Little Red Rooster”,

CMRRA does not have the authorization from the music publisher(s)

to issue licenses for any of the songs.

67. CMRRA then requested that Stargrove re-submit its licence applications for what she

described as the “CMRRA Licensable Songs”. A copy of the letter dated March 25, 2015

from CMRRA to Dimock Stratton is attached hereto as Exhibit “25”.

68. I have made a spreadsheet setting out the publishers and distributors for the songs on

the above five Stargrove titles. A copy of this spreadsheet is attached hereto as Exhibit

“26”.

69. Between April 1 and 21, 2015, Ms. Holt corresponded with Ms. Lévesque of CMRRA in

an attempt to enter into an MLA. Copies of the e-mail chains dated between April 1 and

April 21, 2015 are attached hereto as Exhibits “27” – “33”. Copies of two MLA models

for independent labels are attached hereto as Exhibits “34” – “35”.

70. In this correspondence, it became increasingly clear that CMRRA did not intend to enter

into an MLA with Stargrove. In an e-mail dated April 16, 2015 (Exhibit “33”), Ms.

Lévesque suggested that the pay-as-you-press licensing method might be best suited to

Stargrove’s needs and suggested a meeting “in the coming weeks”.

71. Ms. Holt replied on April 20, 2015 and stated that Stargrove would be willing to enter into

a pay-as-you-press licence; however, she wrote, “We do not want to get in the situation

we just had where we pay you for units pressed, you cash that money and then we are

told we cannot have the licence.” Ms. Holt further wrote, “I appreciate the offer for a

meeting in the coming weeks but that does not work. This matter has become very

urgent for us and I really do not have weeks to sort it.” (Exhibit “33”).

72. In Ms. Lévesque’s response dated April 21 (Exhibit “33”), she reiterated that “CMRRA

has been instructed by several of our publisher principals not to act on their behalf with
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respect to issuing licences to Stargrove”, and stated that “the remaining volume of

licences that you would be seeking from CMRRA do not justify the work required under

an MLA.”

73. On April 28, 2015, I e-mailed Ms. Lévesque, a copy of which e-mail is attached hereto as

Exhibit “36”. I wrote, in part:

Let’s be candid; members of your principal publishers sit on your board.

The comment that your principal publishers (your board) are instructing

you not to deal with Stargrove is the reality of what is going on here. We

asked to go on a MLA and you came up with every excuse to avoid that.

Even when you rejected our program we asked for a referral to another.

We were happy to go with something else that worked, but oddly you

had no suggestions of a program that would work for you. You

suggested a pay as you press on a quarterly basis. We said happy to go

with that please explain further. Instead of explain further you came back

with some aside about Legacy.

Based on your principal publishers instructions it is very clear CMRRA

does not want to work with Stargrove in aiding us to distribute budget

priced cds in the Canadian market. Considering your “principal

publishers” are subsidiaries of “principal record” labels that are not happy

to have our lowered priced products, such as the Beatles in the

marketplace, it is not difficult to conclude what is going here. It is

unfortunate for the 1000s of publishers (artists) you represent that they

are not fairly represented by CMRRA because of a board that truly does

not have the interests of those publishers (artists) in mind. There is no

doubt those other publishers (artists) would want the revenues our

products generate them. In fact there is no doubt the artists under your

“principal publishers” would also love the income our products will

generate for them. Unfortunately this will not happen for them because

“principal publishers” that sit on your board have record labels to protect.

Your principal publishers will not deal with us therefore clearly a meeting

is pointless and will not get us any further then this email exchange has.

…

74. On May 22, 2015, Stargrove’s competition lawyer, Nikiforos Iatrou of WeirFoulds LLP,

wrote to Universal Publishing, Sony Publishing, ABKCO, and Casablanca, copying
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CMRRA, to request that the Respondent Publishers reconsider their refusals to supply

Stargrove with mechanical licences. WeirFoulds wrote, in part:

Stargrove has been engaged with each of you through the Canadian

Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Limited (“CMRRA”) for months, to

no avail, trying to find a solution to your apparent unwillingness to issue

Stargrove mechanical licenses on standard terms. This refusal to supply

mechanical licenses directly affects Stargrove’s business, artificially

maintains elevated prices of sound recordings that are in the public

domain, and is a violation of the Competition Act. This refusal benefits

your respective affiliated labels to the expense of consumers.

75. A copy of WeirFoulds’ letter dated May 22, 2015 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit

“37”. I understand from Mr. Iatrou that he received no substantive responses, just

acknowledgments and one commitment to respond which never materialized.

J. Stargrove Continues to Lose Money As a Result of the Respondents’ Refusals to

Deal

76. In May 2015, Anderson alerted me to a promotional opportunity at Walmart to use “front

of store” bins for $5 CDs for three weeks, from July 25 to August 14, 2015. Patricia

McAlpine of Anderson advised me that Anderson would like to order 10,000 units each

of both of Stargrove’s Beatles titles for the promotion. A copy of Ms. McAlpine’s May 27,

2015 e-mail to me is attached hereto as Exhibit “38”.

77. Because of the Respondents’ ongoing refusals to license public domain musical works

to Stargrove, Stargrove was unable to participate in the Walmart promotion. While it is

difficult to estimate Stargrove’s financial losses in this regard, as I am not aware of

Walmart having ever done a CD promotion of this nature, I estimate that Stargrove lost

out on approximately $150,000 in wholesale sales as a result of our inability to

participate in Walmart’s promotion.

78. Anderson continues to be interested in distributing Stargrove’s CDs in Walmart. On June

10, 2015, I received an e-mail from Mr. Minicuci at Anderson, indicating Anderson’s

interest in acquiring more titles like Stargrove’s. A copy of Mr. Minicuci’s e-mail to me

dated June 10, 2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit “39”. Mr. Minicuci wrote:
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Hi Terry, as you know, we do a great volume of CD sales on the $5 price

point. Walmart customers embrace the variety of choice and of course

the affordable pricing that allows them to buy more!

In particular, the Beatles ‘Love Me Do’ title that we shipped in February

of this year was welcomed by the Walmart consumer as evident in the

sales results. There is no doubt that we are in need of more titles like it.

Based on the fact that defective returns were only 0.032% (way below

Industry average) means the customers are satisfied with the quality of

the product.

Obviously I am not in a position to make decisions or take sides on legal

controversy. My primary interest is to make CD’s available at Walmart

that the customer is looking for at pricing they expect. The product you

recently made available to us certainly hit the mark and we hope that you

can provide us with more selections in the near future.

79. On August 10, 2015, I received an e-mail from Ms. McAlpine of Anderson advising that

she is out of stock on Beatles titles and would “love to be able to buy some Beatles stock

from someone”. A copy of Ms. McAlpine’s email dated August 10, 2015 is attached

hereto as Exhibit “40”.

K. Changes to the Copyright Act

80. As I described above (para. 28), Ken Kozey of Anderson told me in December 2014 that

Universal Music was lobbying the Canadian government to make changes to legislation

regarding public domain for sound recordings.

81. On April 21, 2015, the Canadian government tabled the 2015 budget (the “Budget”).

The Budget included a proposal to amend the Copyright Act “so that the term of

protection of performances and sound recordings is extended from 50 years to 70 years

following the date of the release of the sound recordings” (page 305). A copy of relevant

portions of the Budget (including pages 22, 265, 300, 305-06) is attached hereto as

Exhibit “41”. This amendment is further explained in Mr. Bouchard’s report.

82. That same day, the Prime Minister of Canada sent a letter to Music Canada, a trade

organization that represents the major record companies in Canada, including Sony

Music Entertainment Canada and Universal Music Canada, confirming the amendment.
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A copy of the letter from the Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper dated April 21, 2015 is attached

hereto as Exhibit “42”.

83. Upon learning of the Budget’s proposed change to the Copyright Act, I was concerned

that these changes could affect Stargrove’s business. It was not clear from the Budget

whether the changes to the Copyright Act would have retroactive application, and we did

not know when these changes would come into effect. We put our operations

temporarily on hold until we could obtain more information.

84. On May 7, 2015, Bill C-59, An Act to Implement Certain Provisions of the Budget Tabled

in Parliament on April 21, 2015 and Other Measures (short title: Economic Action Plan

2015 Act, No. 1), was tabled in the House of Commons. Section 81 of the Bill set out the

proposed amendments to the Copyright Act, and s. 82 confirmed that the amendments

would not operate to “revive” copyright in a sound recording in which the copyright had

already expired:

81. (1) Paragraph 23(1)(b) of the Copyright Act is replaced by the

following:

(b) if a sound recording in which the performance is fixed is published

before the copyright expires, the copyright continues until the earlier of

the end of 70 years after the end of the calendar year in which the first

such publication occurs and the end of 100 years after the end of the

calendar year in which the first fixation of the performance in a sound

recording occurs.

(2) Subsection 23(1.1) of the Act is replaced by the following:

(1.1) Subject to this Act, copyright in a sound recording subsists until the

end of 50 years after the end of the calendar year in which the first

fixation of the sound recording occurs. However, if the sound recording is

published before the copyright expires, the copyright continues until the

earlier of the end of 70 years after the end of the calendar year in which

the first publication of the sound recording occurs and the end of 100

years after the end of the calendar year in which that first fixation occurs.

82. Paragraph 23(1)(b) and subsection 23(1.1) of the Copyright Act,

as enacted by section 81, do not have the effect of reviving the
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copyright, or a right to remuneration, in a sound recording or

performer’s performance fixed in a sound recording in which the

copyright or the right to remuneration had expired on the coming

into force of those provisions. [Bold and underlining in original]

85. A copy of sections 81-82 of Bill C-59 is attached hereto as Exhibit “43”.

86. On June 23, 2015, Bill C-59 received royal assent and the amendments to the Copyright

Act thereby came into force.

87. The amendments to the Copyright Act do not have retroactive effect, and thus,

Stargrove’s model of seeking to sell CDs like the initial five CDs it sought to sell

continues to be lawful under Canadian copyright law. Unfortunately, the Respondents’

concerted campaign is denying Canadian consumers Stargrove’s competitive CDs.

L. The Respondents’ Refusal to Deal with Stargrove is Devastating Stargrove’s

Business

88. Stargrove’s business model relies heavily on producing CD compilations of sound

recordings that are in the public domain. The Respondents’ refusal to license Stargrove

under usual licensing terms has caused losses to Stargrove and has cut off any future

growth of the business.

89. I estimate that, if Stargrove’s business is able to continue and we are able to sell a mix

of licensed sound recordings, our own sound recordings, and public domain sound

recordings, we will achieve sales of $3 to $5 million per year in Canada.

90. Under our current business model, without being able to obtain mechanical licences on

ordinary terms through CMRRA, Stargrove will go out of business.

M. Stargrove Remains Willing to Deal with the Respondents

91. Stargrove remains willing to deal with CMRRA and/or the Respondent Publishers to

obtain mechanical licences for public domain sound recordings.

92. Stargrove will pay CMRRA the standard royalty fees required to obtain the mechanical

licences to the Titles, if given the chance.
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N. The Respondents' Refusal to License Stargrove Is Having An Adverse Effect on 

Competition in the Market 

93. As the e-mail from Mr. Greaves of Universal admits, Stargrove's CD sales were eating 

into Universal's market share. By freezing Stargrove out, I believe that the Respondents 

are artificially suppressing competition in the market, which is artificially inflating CD 

prices. 

94. Stargrove is willing to provide an undertaking as to damages in the event it obtains the 

interim order sought. 

SWORN before me at the City of Oakville, 

in the Province of Ontario, this 26th day of ) 

August, 2015. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

~ .. erry erus1m 
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TO: The Registrar
Competition Tribunal
90 Sparks Street, Suite 600
Ottawa, ON K1P 5B4
Tel: 613-957-7851
Fax: 613-952-1123

AND TO: John Pecman
Commissioner of Competition
Competition Bureau
50 Victoria Street
Gatineau, QC K1A 0C9
Tel: 819-997-4282
Fax: 819-997-0324

AND TO: Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights
Agency Ltd.
320-56 Wellesley Street West
Toronto, ON M5S 2S3
Tel: 416-926-1966
Fax: 416-926-7521

AND TO: ABKCO Music & Records, Inc.
85 5th Ave #11
New York, NY 10003
United States
Tel: 212-399-0300

AND TO: Casablanca Media Publishing
249 Lawrence Avenue East
Toronto, ON M4N 1T5
Tel: 416-921-9214

AND TO: Sony/ATV Music Publishing Canada Co.
1670 Bayview Avenue, Suite 408
Toronto, ON M4G 3C2
Tel: 416-489-5354

AND TO: Sony Music Entertainment Canada Inc.
150 Ferrand Drive
Toronto, ON M3C 3E5
Tel: 416-589-3000

AND TO: Universal Music Publishing Group
Canada
(A Division of Universal Music Canada Inc.)
2450 Victoria Park Avenue, Suite 1
Toronto, ON M2J 5H3
Tel: 416-718-4000
Fax: 416-718-4224
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AND TO: Universal Music Canada Inc.
(A Division of Universal Music Group)
2450 Victoria Park Avenue, Suite 1
Toronto, ON M2J 5H3
Tel: 416-718-4000
Fax: 416-718-4224
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(the “Act”);

AND IN THE MATTER OF an application by Stargrove
Entertainment Inc. for an order pursuant to section 103.1 of the Act
granting leave to bring an application under sections 75, 76, and 77
of the Act;

AND IN THE MATTER OF an application by Stargrove
Entertainment Inc. for an order pursuant to sections 75, 76, and 77
of the Act;

AND IN THE MATTER OF an application by Stargrove
Entertainment Inc. for an order pursuant to section 104 of the Act;
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This is Exhibit "1" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261

h day of 
August, 2015 

A Commlssio r for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakeffeld, a Commlsslonru: ""' 
Pro~mce of Ontario, for WeirFoulds ~ '-. 
Barristers and Solicitors • 
Expires October 24, 2oia. 
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612412015 Sony/ATV Music Publishing: Global Reach, Personal Attention 

sony/A'"W 
MUSIC PUBLISHING 

CANADA 

;i MUSIC SEARCH NEWS ·WRITERS 
' - ' 

CONTACT 

FAQs 1, .:· 

May I submit songs to Sony/ATV for review? 
I want to record and release a song that is owned/controlled in whole or in part by Sony/ A TV Music 
Publishing? What steps must be taken to obtain the necessary mechanical license? 
Where can I find copies of sheet music, song folios, arrangements, etc., of songs that are 
owned/controlled in whole or in part by Sony/ATV Music Publishing? 
I am interested in acqniring a synchronization license for use of a song that is owned/controlled in whole 
or in part by Sony/ATV Music Publishing, What s1:!lps must be taken to rnqµest same? 
Here are the suggestions if streaming soµnd files is not working in SAIY;. 
For general copyright inquiries and for ringtone, karaoke. print and merchandise licensing, please 
contact: ianet. baker@sonyatv.com. 
For general administrative inqniries please contact Janet Baker at the following address: 
janet. baker@sonyaty.com. 

May I submit songs to Sony/ A TV for review? 
We are currently only accepting material from our contracted writers or from legal or business 
representatives known to us; we are not permitted to review any songs or accept any packages that are 
submitted otherwise. It is not our intention to hinder or frustrate the creative process. There are legal 
reasons for strict adherence to this policy on our part which cannot be altered. So, thank you again for 
your interest, but permission cannot be extended at this time. 
back to t.Qll 
I want to record and release a song that is owned/controlled in whole or in part by Sony/ATV Music 
Publishing? What steps must be taken to obtain the necessary mechanical license? 
Please contact our exclusive licensing agent, CMRRA (Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency) 
at http://www.cmrra.ca. You will be advised accordingly. 
back to top 
Where can I find copies of sheet music, song folios, arrangements, etc., of songs that are 
owned/controlled in whole or in part by Sony/AlV Music Publishing? 
Please contact our exclusive print agent, The Hal Leonard Company at http://www.halleonard.com. 
back to top 
I am interested in acquiring a synchronization license for use of a song that is owned/controlled in whole 
or in part by Sony/ATV Music Publishing. What steps must be taken to request same? 
Click here to view and print our Synchronization Request form. 
pack to top 
Here are the suggestions if streaming sound files is not working in SA TV: 

1. Enter the options of the media player and choose the tab "network" (right top): 
o Make sure, that all of your 4 Checkboxes are checked (Multicast, UDP, TCP and HTTP) 
o No proxy server should be used 

2. Try to stream on some other PCs in your office and check, whether you got the same error
message 

1111ps:llwww.sonyalv.com/en-calindex.pt1plfaqs#2 112 
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3. Talk to your network administrator whether the proxy allows to stream flies on HTTPS-sites 
4. De-install your current Windows-Media-Player completely and download the latest version from 

Microsoft athttp://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/default.mspx) 
5. Point l. should be repeated! 

pack to top 
For general copyright inquiries and for ringtone, karaoke, print and merchandise licensing, please 
contact: Janet Baker. 
pack to top 
For general administrative inquiries please contact Janet Baker at the following address: 
janet.baker@sonyaiy.com. 
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This is Exhibit "2" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 26th day of 
August, 2015 

L~A.d1[JieD 
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield. a Commissioner, eta., 
Province of Ontario, tor WcirFoulds tu>, 

Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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HOME I MUSIC PUBLISHERS I MUSIC USERS I REPERTOIRE I NEWS I FAQ 

Need a Licence? 
If you plan to offer products or services In Canada which contain songs which you 

don't own or control, yol:I need to obtain permission to use those songs. Such 

permission is granted through different types of licences, and we're here to help 

you get through this process with a minimum of fuss. 

Refer to the descriptions below to determine which type of licence(s) you 

require. 

'I am reproducing music on physical product(s), e.g. CDs, Vinyl, Cassettes, USB Keys 

CONTACT US 

EN I FR 

CMRRA Issues mechanical licenses through two basic plans to individuals or companies reproducing music on physical 

product(s): "pay-as·you·press or import", or pursuant to the terms of the standard Mechanical Licensing Agreement. See 

which plan you qualify for below. 

Limited Quantity Licensing (l,ay·As·You-Press/lmport): If you are manufacturing or Importing products in small 

quantities, or releasing sound recordings on a one-shot or limited basis, our Pay-As-You-Press/Import plan is the 

appropriate method of application for you. To obtain a "pay-as-you-press/import" licence, or for more detailed 

information about this plan, please click here or visit our 1°ay·As·You·P1·ess Licensing 1=AQ. 

· The Mechanical Licensing Agreement: if you are manufacturing or importing sound recording products on a 

continuing basis, we may require that you enter into CMRRA's standard Mechanical Licensing Agreement (MLA). 

Under the MLA, royalties are payable as products are sold on a quarterly basis. The MLA sets out standard terms 

and conditions related to licence application, royalty rates, sales and royalty repo1iing requirements, reserve 

accounting, promotional copies, deletes and, where applicable, the treatment of songs covered by controlled 

composition clauses. For more ·information regarding the MLA, please visit our Mectian'1cal Licensing FAQ or 

contact our Independent Licensing Department. 
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, I am reproducing music for the purpose of on line music distribution, e.g. permanent downloads, streaming, 
webcasting 

• I cirn a radio broadcastel' 

, I am a satellite radio broadcaster 

, I offer a background music service in Canada 

·I am reproducing music in audio-visual product'1on 

SEARCH 

Search this website ... [
--............... __________________ ,_] 
_. __ ,_,~."'-··-~··~·-•-•'""'"'~~-"-""'""'w"•·•-·•-•'-"•--•-"-·------ -

RECENT POSTS 

_Ge!Jo Know l .. ori J~llis, Qlyl_f3_B0~ ViQ~ 
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Staff Announcement 

CMRRA and CIMA Celebrate 40 Years 
-------·------------·~--·--

gf Music l:!J.§~0.~l 

Cong ratu I .ati o_ri_§..§_Q£1.'.Ji sh __ Point 

I ec h ngJ()~9l~:!J 

Congr..atulations D9vig_GA_L1rphy_! 

---------------------------- ----
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News 

Newsletter 
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TERMS OF USE 
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HOME I MUSIC PUBLISHERS I MUSIC USERS I REPERTOIRE I NEWS I FAQ I CONTACT us 

The Pay-As-You-Press/Import Licence Application Process 

Applying for a "pay-as"you-press/lmport" licence is a multi-step process. 

STEP 1: You must complete an Application for Mechanical Licensing Form for each song you intend to 

reproduce (or each song embodied on a product you intend to Import). 

EN I FR 

STEP 2: You must complete the Mechanical Licensing Royalty Calculation Sheet, which summarizes the 

total amount payable for all the songs for which you am seeking licences. The total amount payable 

comprise the royalty fees, CMRRA's handling fee and the payment of all applicable taxes. 

(i) First, royalties must be calculated based on (a) the standard mechanical royalty rate and (b) the 

total number of copies to be manufactured or imported, which must be reported on the Royalty 

Calculation Sheet. 

Royalty Rate: the standard mechanical royalty rate in Canada is currently $0.083 per song, per copy, 

where the running time of the recording is five minutes or less, plus $0.0166 per copy for each 

additional minute or partial minute of running time. 

Minimum number of copies: the minimum number of copies for which a mechanical licence will be 

issued is 500, whether or not you are pressing or importing a smaller number of copies. 

Please note that a few publishers represented by CMRRA reserve the right to separately approve each 

application, and that their royalty rate may be higher than the current standard rate, in which case we 

will advise you of the additional arnount to be paid. If a publisher refuses to authorize a licence, we will 

advise you and refund the amount in question. 
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(ii) Second, your application is subject to a nonrefundable Handling Fee of 6% of your total order or 

$5.00; whichever is greater. Th'1s fee is necessary to cover printing, postage and other costs which are 

not met from the royalties alone. 

(iii) Third, if you are a Canadian* resident, your payment must also include the applicable taxes (HST 

for provinces where it is applicable, otherwise GST only for provinces with no HST). 

*U.S. residents are exempt. 

STEP 3: You must provide us with your royalty payment as calculated In Step 2 above. Payment may be 

made by way of certified cheque or money order. Where payment is made by cheque, your licence 

application will not be processed until your cheque has cleared. For the quickest service, pay by way of 

money order and provide us with the required copy of your pressing invoice at the same time. 

Note 011 Refund Policy: if you make an application, and render payment, for a song in the public domain or 

not represented by CMRRA, the royalty portion of your payment for this song/share will be refunded 

immediately upon confirmation by CMRRA, but not the associated Handling Fee. 

Important: Once a licence has been issued by CMRRA, we are unable to refund or credit any royalties for 

the song in question in the event you decide to not use it. It is thus cr'1tically Important that you be certain of 

the song you wish to use before the licence is issued by CMRRA. If a licence has not been issued, and you 

have decided to not use the song in question, CMRRA will refund the royalty portion of your payment for 

this song, but not the associated Handling Fee. 

STEP 4: You must provide us with a confirmation from your presser of the number of copies to be 

manufactured. This can take the form of a copy of your pressing order, the presser's invoice or a written 

confirmation from the presser of the nurnber of copies to be manufactured. For imports, you will need to 

provide us with the customs manifest or other documentation confirming the number of copies to be 

imported. 

Note that a press'1ng confirmation is not necessary where fewer than 200 copies are manufactured. 

STEP 5: You must complete, sign and date the enclosed Pressing Information Waiver. While it is your 

responsibility as the licence applicant to provide us with the pressing documentation outlined above, we 

have found that this documentation is not always provided to us in a timely fashion. As such, it is 

necessary for CMRRA to be given the authorization to obtain this information directly from yolll- presser to 

ensure prompt processing of your licences and of our publisher principals' royalties. 
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STEP 6: If you intend to create an adaptation or translation of an original work, or to use an adaptation or 

already existing translation, you need to obtain authorization. While CMRRA can grant mechanical licenses 

for the reproduction of musical works controlled by its publishers, the words and the melody used for your 

recording must correspond to those of the original musical work. In other words, a license can only be 

granted for a new arrangement of a work if no changes are brought to the fundamental structure, chords 

and/or lyrics of the composition. 

With the exception of public domain works, any fundamental modifications made to a musical work must 

first be approved in writing by its publisher(s), and possibly its author(s), before CMRRA can grant a license 

for it. Please note that if a composition is owned by more than one publisher, all publishers must give their 

authorization before the adaptation can be recorded. Since any publisher can refuse to authorize an 

adaptation or translation, we recommend that you not record your version of the song before the 

appropriate rights are secured. 

The responsibility to secure these rights is that of the adaptor, translator or eventual recipient of the 

license. In order to obtain these rights, you must contact the concerned publisher(s) directly. Generally, a 

publisher will require the following information to approve an adaption/translation of its work: 

• The original title of the work used along with the name of its authors/composers; 

• The new title given to the adaptation along with the names of the adaptors/translators; 

• The original lyrics of the work being arranged; 

• The new or translated lyrics of the adaptation; 

• If the adaptation is in a language other than English, a literal English translation of the lyrics. 

Once you have received the required approvals from the concerned publisher(s), CMRRA will be happy to 

issue the mechanical license(s) on behalf of the publisher(s) for your recording. Please note that a copy of 

the signed agreement between you and the concerned publisher(s) will need to be included in your 

license application. 

If you wish to use an existing adaptation or translation of a musical work, you must send an application for 

mechanical licenses to CMRRA following the procedures outlined In the Instructions for Mechanical 

Licensing Application. 

On tl1e form entitled Application for Mechanical Licensing, you must include both the title of the original 

work and the adapted work as well as the name of the authors and composers of the original work and the 

name of the adaptors and/or translators. 
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If the adaptation is registered as authorized in our database, you will be granted a license. However, It may 

happen that the adaptation/translation you wish to use has never been properly authorized by the 

concerned pmties. If this is the case, and you still wish to reproduce the arrangement, you will have to 

follow the steps outlined above under "Creation of an adaptation or translation of an original work." 

STEP 7: Mail all of the above (licence applications, payment, pressing invoice, as well as any other 

correspondence) to the following address: 

CMRRA 

Attention: Independent Licensing Department 

56 Wellesley Street West, Suite 320 

Toronto, Ontario 

M58 2S3. 

In order to avoid any processing delays, please ensure that you have provided CMRRA the following 

necessary items: 

· Application for Mechanical License form(s), one for each composition 

• CMRRA Royalty Calculation Sheet, listing all compositions and amounts payable 

• A cheque or money order in the amount payable (credit cards are not accepted) 

• A copy o·r either your pressing order, invoice, or letter from the presser confirming the total number of 

units to be manufactured. CMRRA will not accept 'quotes' 

• A completed copy of the Pressing Information Waiver 

It is important to note that all of the items listed below must be supplied in order for CMRRA to process 

your application. 

Where the ownership of the song you have applied for has already been confirmed and registered in our 

database, you can expect to receive your licences within three to six weeks. When you receive your licence, 

you will be required to sign and return one copy to CMRRA Any errors should be brought to our attention 

immediately. 
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Mechanical Licensing FAQ 

General Licensing 

, What is a mechanical licence? 

A mechanical licence Is the agreement by which permission to 1·eproduce a musical work on a sound carrier is granted by 

the copyright owner or its representative. "Mechanical" refers to the reproduction of copyrighted music in a "contrivance" 

for the "mechanical reproduction of music." If this makes you think of music boxes, it's because it is, admittedly, 

somewhat outmoded language. Nevertheless, "mechanical licence" is the customary Industry term for such permission. 

Such a licence is extremely specific: it is limited to a particular musical work, as reproduced by the user on a particular 

product. The licence is also specific as to the catalogue number of the product, the playing time of the recording and tl1e 

performer. 

Note that mechanical licences are ~ot issued per album but, rather, on a song-by-song basis. If a product contains ·1 O 

songs, you must obtain permission for each one. Also because the ownership of a copyright can be divided between more 

than one owner, licences are required from all owners before the work Is fully licensed, 

• Do I need a mechanical lice11ce to import products in Canada? 

Note that each country has its own mechanical licensing collective. The Mechanical Copyright Protection Society (MCPS) 

carries on business in the United Kingdom and issues licences for its territory, just as CMRRA does for Canada. Similarly, 

The Haffy Fox Agency licenses for the territory of the United States. This is repeated throughout the world. If you plan to 

import products from another country, it is critical that you obtain mechanical licences from CMRRA EIS it is Impossible for 

a foreign manufacturer to "clear" Canadian royalties unless it has entered into direct worldwide deals with the publishers 

involved. While possible, this is extremely rare. 

The rule is simple: if you sell or distribute recordings in Canada, whether they were made here or elsewhere, they must be 

licensed in Canada and royalties must be paid in Canada. 
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'What happens if I don't apply for a mechanical liceRce? 

If you manufacture or import sound carriers which reproduce copyrighted songs without obtaining a mechanical licence 

for each song (either directly from the publisher or through CMRRA) then you have infringed the copyrights in question. 

Canada's copyright legislation provides for civil penalties and criminal prosecution for copyright infringement. If a product 

contains unlicensed music, it can be removed from the market by way of Injunction. As well, anyone handling infringing 

merchandise Is likewise guilty of Infringement - including distributors, wholesalers and retailers. Copyright Is the basis of 

the music industry. Without copyright protection, rightsholders would be unable to assure themselves of a reasonable 

return and the protection of law for their products. If you manufacture or import sound carriers into Canada, you must 

obtain licences. It's the law. 

•How do I apply for a mechanical licence? 

You must apply for a mechanical llcence(s) for your product before you manufacture or import it. CMRRA issues 

mechanical licences through two basic pla11s: either "pay-as·you-press/ import", or pursuant to the terms of the standard 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement. You'H find information o~ both of these plans in the Need a License? section of our 

website. 

, How much does it cost to obtain a mechanical licence? 

CMRRA currently issues mechanical licences on the basis of 8.3 cents per song, per copy manufactured, where the 

playing time Is five minutes or less. For each additional minute (or part thereo0 1.66 cents is added to the rate. Note 

however that a small number of publishers represented by CMRRA do not participate in the industry agreement and 

charge a higher-than-standard royalty rate. 

This royalty rate is applicable only to reproduction .of musical works embodied in audio-only sound recordings, such as 

CDs, cassettes and vinyl recordings. The royalty rate for the reproduction of musical works embodied in any other 

merchandise, such as toys, games, or any other special product is subject to individual negotiation. 

If you are applying for a licence under CMRRA's "pay-as-you-press" plan, your application will be subject to an additional 

handling fee. Please refer to our PayAs-You+'ress Licensing FAQ for more Information in this regard. 

If you have entered into CMRRA's standard Mechanical Licensing Agreement, you may be entitled to a discount on the 

royalty rate above for budget recordings and musical works subject to controlled composition clauses. Please refer to the 

provisions of the agreement or contact us for assistance in this regard. 

'Are all the songs listed on your database represented by CMRRA? 

No. Whenever a song Is indicated as "not represented" in our database, it means that, while we have logoed Information 

such as the title, composer and/or publisher of the song, we do not represent the owner of that song for mechanical 

licensing purposes. There are many instances where the ownership of a song is divided between two or more publishers, 

and CMRRA may represent some, but not all, of those publishers. In these instances, we are able to issue licences on 

behalf of the publishers we represent, but before the user can legally reproduce the song in question, he or she must also 

obtain licences directly from the copyright owners that are not represented by CMRRA 

" How do I know if CMRHA represents the songs that I want to license? 
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We invite you to search our song database. It's free to use and does not carry any obligation of affiliation. After accepting 

the terms of use, you may then carry out song searches either by song title or by writer name. 

The web site will offer you a list of potential titles based on the information that you enter. Please select the most relevant 

title; details will be available on the next screen that will indicate whether or not CMRRA represents shares of the song. 

If you cannot find a specific title, or if you don't know the names of the composer(s), we suggest that you send in a licence 

application to CMRRA, providing as many details as possible about the song (e.g. Title I composer/ publisher I artist who 

performed the title). We will then be able to research the song and, if necessary, carry out verifications with our affiliated 

publishers. If ultimately we do not represent the song, we will refund the amount of the royalty payment to you. If you still 

wish to use a song that we do not represent, it is your responsibility to obtain a licence directly from the copyright owner. 

, Which songs are represented by CMRRA? 

CMRRA's online·database contains more than two million songs and is an excellent source of information regarding 

compositions written and published by copyright owners located all over the world. While we do our best to ensure that all 

information concerning those compositions is accurate and up-to-date, song and catalogue ownership can change hands 

frequently and, as a result, the information may need to be verified with the publlsher(s) In question. It is also possible that 

the song you are looking for is not listed in our on line database. This does not mean that the composition is not 

represented by CMRRA but It does indicate that we will have to verify its ownership with the publisher(s) concerned if that 

publisher Is represented by CMRRA. 

The process of verifying song ownerships with our publishers may take a few days to many months and we cannot Issue 

a license until this confirmation has been obtained. It may al8o happen on occasion that a copyright owner cannot be 

identified 01· located. If that's the case with the composition you wish to use, CMRRA will refund the royalties to you after 

we have exhausted. all possible avenues of research. At that point, if you can demonstrate that all reasonable efforts to 

locate the copyright owner have been made, you may then submit your license application to the Copyright Board of 

Canada pursuant to Section 70. 7 of the Copyright Act. If you make applications to CMRRA for any songs which are,in the 

public domain, or not represented by CMRRA, your payment for those songs will be refunded promptly (excluding the 

associated handling fees). In order to avoid submitti~g license applications and making a payment of royalties and 

handling fees for songs not represented by CMRRA, we invite you to research CMRRA's Song Database and Affiliated 

Publisher list in advance. 

•How do I locate the music publisher? 

There are, literally, tens of thousands of music publishers, ranging from multi-national organizations to individual 

songwriters with very small catalogues. Finding a particular one can be time-consuming. For this reason, music 

publishers have formed larger bodies to centralize and standardize the process of licensing and collecting royalties. One 

such organization is CMRRA 

CMRRA represents the majority of music publishers doing business in Canad<J and can generally issue most of the 

mechanical 1'1cences you'll need for your product. You can perform a search of CMRRA's affiliated publishers here. 

In some cases, however, there may be songs (or portions of songs) that we do not represent. In those cases, it's your 

responsibility to obtain licences for the missing shares. There are a number of online resources available to locate 
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copyright owners. The following organizations each have searchable online databases that we have found to be helpful in 

this regard: 

http:/ /www.asc:ap.com/ 

http:/ /www.bmi .corn/ 

http://www.sesac.com/ 

http:/ /www.sodrac.ca/ 

• What about the master recording? 

Every recording of a copyrighted corn position actually represents a blend of two copyr'1ghts: first, the copyright In the 

musical work itself, which is represented by the music publisher, and second, the recording of the musical work, which is 

usually owned by the record producer or record company Involved. If you are the producer of the original sound recording, 

it Is likely you own the copyright in the master recording. However, If you plan to reproduce a master owned by another 

party, you rnust obtain the permission of the owner of that recording, in addition to the necessary mechanical licences. 

Both copyrights must be properly licensed: the pena'lties for Infringement of the master recordings are as serious as those 

for infringement of the song . 

• How do I get permission to use a rnaster recording? 

CMRRA does not represent the owners of master recordings and cannot obtain licences for you in this regard. For further 

information on master recordings please contact the following organizations: 

http:/ /www.rnusiccanada.com/ 

http'.//www.avla.ca/ 

http://www.cirnamusic.ca/ 

http://www.adisq.corn/ 

• I want to sample a recording and use it in my song. Do I have to pay? 

Yes. In order to legally make use of songs and recordings you do not own or control, and which have been sampled in 

your recording, you must obtain the consent of the owners of the copyright in each of those songs, as well as the consent 

of the owners of each of the recordings you have used. 

We suggest you start by contacting the record company that released the recording(s) you wish to sample in order to 

obtain a 'master rights' license. Once you have obtained the 1m1ster rights licence, you must then obtain the music 

publisher's permission to sample the musical work. You may contact the publisher directly but providing a letter 

explaining your project and a copy of the master rights licence. Your letter should include: 

a) the title of the musical work 

b) a description of the use, i.e. how long the sample is 

c) how many times it is used 

d) durntion of the sample 

e) where it appears in your recording and which other songs are being used in your recording 

f) any other pertinent information 
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Most music publishers and record companies are willing to license sample usage, but their terms and conditions can vary 

widely. Clearing samples can be a time-consuming process, so It is best to allow yourself ample time to complete the 

necessary licensing. If permission is granted, you will then need to submit a mechanical licence application pursuant to 

CMRRA's "Pay-As· You-Press" method, including a copy of the publishers' authorization. 

• Do I need to apply for a licence to record my own song? 

If you are the sole copyright owner of the musical work, and have not assigned your rights to a music publisher or third 

party, you do not need to apply to CMF~RA or a licence, nor pay mechanical royalties for the use of your own song. This Is 

true even if you, as a copyright owner, are represented by CMRRA. 

However, if you do not own or administer the 100% of the copyright in the song, you will need to obtain a licence for the 

share(s) you don't control. 

•Can I change the lyrics to a song, or use the music alone and add my own words? 

WhileCMRRAcan grant mechanical licenses for the reproduction of musical works controlled by its publishers, the words 

and the melody used for your recording must correspond to those of the original musical work. In other words, a license 

can only be granted for a new arrangement of a work if no changes are brought to the fundamental structure, chords 

and/or lyrics of the composition. 

With the exception of public domain works, any fundamental modifications made to a musical work must first be 

approved in writing by its publlsher(s), and possibly its author(s), before CMRHA can grant a license for it. Please note that 

if a composition is owned by more than one publisher, all publishers must give their authorization before the adaptation 

can be recorded. Since any publisher can refuse to authorize an adaptation or translation, we recommend that you not 

record your version of the song before the appropriate rights are secured. 

The responsibility to secure these rights is that of the adaptor, translator or eventual recipient of the license. In order to 

obtain these rights, you must contact the concerned publisher(s) directly. Genernlly, a publisher will require the following 

information to approve an adaption/translation of its work: 

· The original title of the work used along with the name of Its authors/composers; 

• The new title given to the adaptation along with the names of the adaptors/translators; 

The original lyrics of the worl< being arranged; 

The new or translated lyrics of the adaptation; 

If the adaptation is in a language other than English, a literal English translation of the lyrics. 

Once you have received the required approvals from the concerned publisher(s), CMHRA will be happy to issue the 

mechanical license(s) on behalf of the publisher(s) for your recording. Please note that a copy of the signed a9reement 

between you and the concerned publisher(s) will need to be included in your license application. 

Use of an already existing adaptation or translation: 
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If you wish to use an existing adaptation or translation of a musical work, you must send an application for mechanical 

licenses to CMRRA following the procedures outlined in the Instructions for Mechanical Licensing Application. On the 

form entitled Application for Mec:hm1ical Licensing, you must include both the title of the original work and the adapted 

work as well as the name of the authors and composers of the original work and the name of the adaptors ancl/or 

translators. 

If the adaptation Is registered as authorized in our database, you will be granted a license. However, it may happen that 

the adaptation/translation you wish to use has never been properly authorized by the concerned parties. If this is the case, 

and you still wish to reproduce the arrangement, you will have to follow the steps outlined above under "Creation of an 

adaptation or translation of an original work." 

Cross-border Licensing 

•I'm pressing rny CD in the U.S. but will distribute copies in Canada. Can CMRRA issue licences? 

Yes, CMRRA Issues licences for the sale or other distrib~tlon of audio products in Canada. If copies are pressed In the U.S. 

and some or all of the units are shipped to Canada, you will need to obtain a licence from CMRRA and pay royalties on 

those copies imported in Canada. 

For the licensing of small quantities, you will need to apply for a licence under CMl,RA's "pay·as-yoL1·press/import" plan, 

and you will need to supply us with a cross-border confirmation instead of a pressing order . 

• I'm pressing my CD in Canada but don't reside in Canada. Can CMl~RA issue licences? 

To the extent the copies manufactured In Canada will also be sold or otherwise distributed in Canada, CMl,RA can issue 

licences for your product. However, if you are manufacturing in Canada but exporting copies for distribution in the US or 

any other territority, CMRl'A will not be able to license the copies exported outside Canada. 

For the licensing of srnall quantities, you will need to apply for a licence under CMRRA's 'pay·as-you··press/irnport" plan, 

and you will need to supply us with a cross-border confirmation Instead of a pressing order. 

• I'm pressing my CO in Canada but want to export copies to another country? Can CMRRA issue licences? 

CMRF<A can only issue licences for the copies that remain for sale or other distribution in Canada. You will need to seek 

licences for the c"xported units from the licensing collective in the country of destination. 

Pay-As-You-Press/Import Licensing 

, What is a "pay-as-you·press/irnport" licence? 

A "pay-as-you-press/import" licence Is a type of mechanical licence issued by CMRRA for licensees who only occasionally 

manufacture or Import products in Canada or who do so in small quantities. Royalties for this type of licence must be paid 

in advance, along with the submission of the licence application, and is limited to the number of units 

manufactured/imported and paid for. 
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• Can I pay royalties quarterly based on rny sales? 

No. The pay-as-you-press system is specifically designed for licensees who occasionally manufacture or import products, 

or do so in small quantities. It Is not economical for CMRRA to process small amounts of royalties on a quarterly basis as 

products are sold. As such, we require that payment be made upfront to minimize the administrative work associated with 

quarterly accounting. 

Labels who are licensed under the Mechanical Licensing Agreement can report royalties to CMRRA on a quarterly basis as 

products are sold. However, they are also required to keep track of, and process, any change in the ownership of the 

musical works they have used in order to produce accurate royalty statements each quarter. This task in itself can be 

quite time consuming for them, and if not done properly, will lead to additional administrative costs and efforts to make 

the appropriate corrections. For most small licensees, tl1ls administrative burden is just not worth It, and the "pay-as-you

press" plan is the best option to meet their licensing obligations. 

Also, note that our "pay-as-you-press" licences are only valid for the number of units manufactured and paid for. In the 

event you are manufacturing additional copies, you need to apply for new licences for those additional units . 

• What if I apply for licence, but the song is not represented by CMRRA? 

If you have submitted a licence application and royalty payment for a song that CMRRA does not represent, we will issue a 

refund cheque to you once we have processed your application. Please note that CMRRA will only refund the royalties you 

have paid, and not the administration fee charged to process your application . 

• What is a pressing order? Why is it required? 

A pressing order is a document sent by you to the manufacture1· that confirms the number of units of your product that 

will be pressed. CMRRA requires this documentation to ensure you are payi~g royalties on all copies manufactured. In the 

alternative, you can also submit your pressing invoice, which would serve the same purpose. Note that we cannot accept 

a quote in lieu of a pressing order. 

If you are manufacturing the product yourself, please submit a signed and dated written statement detailing the number 

of units manufactured. 

, Can the manufacturer start pressing rny product as soon as I send rny royalty payment to CMRRA? 

No. A licence must be issued to you before your product can be manufactured. The fact that you have sent CMRRA a 

licence application and a royalty payment does not mean that we will be able to issue the licence you need for your 

project. 

• The manufacturer tells rne that it cannot press rny product until I have rny licences, and CMf~RA tells me that it 
cannot issue licences without a pressing order. How does this work? 

The pressiHg order is a document you must submit to the mt1nufacturer to place your order for a certain number of units. 

The manufacturer can (and should) put your order on hold until such time as your l'lcence has been issued. We require 

that you submit a copy of this pressing order along with your licence ap1:ilication and royalty payment Once the licence 

has been issued, you'll be able to return to the manufacturer and get your order processed. 
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, How long can the licensing process take? 

Where the ownership of the song you have applied for has already been registered with CMRFIA by the copyright owner, 

you can expect to receive your licence within a 3 to 6 week period. This is highly dependent on the volume of applications 

received by CMRRA at any given time, and seasonality. Spring and the period leading to Christmas are generally very busy 

times for us. We find that we w 

If the ownernhip of the song has not been registered with CMRRA by the copyright owner, it could take many more weeks 

or months before we are able to issue the licence. While we will endeavour to identify the copyright owner(s) and seek the 

required copyright registration from him or her, we cannot guarantee that we will receive this documentation in a timely 

fashion. The licence will be issued as soon as we've received the registration. In the event we find out that the song or 

copyright owner is ultimately not represented by CMRRA, we will let you know and you will need to obtain your licence 

directly. 

, What's the methods of p21y1nent? 

Payment can be made to CMRRA by way of: 

1) cheque (where payment is made by cheque, your licence application will not be processed until your cheque .has been 

cashed - usually one week from receipt). 

2) certified cheque or 

3) money order 

For the quickest service, pay by way of certified cheque or money order and provide us with the required copy of your 

pressing order/invoice at the same time. 

, What's your refund policy? 

CMRRA's refund policy will be applied based on the following two criteria: 

Where a licence has already been issued: 

Once your licence has been Issued, CMr~RA cannot to refund or credit any royalties for the song in question in the event 

you decide to not use it It is very important that you are certain of the songs you wish to use before the licensing process 

is completed. 

Where a licence has not yet been Issued: 

If a licence has not been issued, and you have decided to not use the song in question, CMRRA will refund the royalty 

portion of your payment for this song. Note that the Handling Fee will not be refunded to you. 

,.1 obtained a licence for a previous p1·essing of my CD. Do I need a licence for subsequent pressings? 

Yes. The "pay-as-you-press" licence issued to you by CMRRA is limited to the number of units you manufactured and paid 

for. If you intend to manufacture in excess of the number of units specified on your licence, you need to obtain a new 

licence. 
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•I misplaced/lost my licence, how can I get another copy? 

If you have misplaced or lost your licence, you can submit a request for a reprint by filling out the Mechanical License 

Reprinting Form. There Is a fee of $20 per request, plus the applicable taxes (HST for provinces where it is applicable, 

otherwise GST only for provinces with no HST). U.S. residents are exempt. 

, Can CMRRA send copies of my application/royalty payment/licences to my presser? 

No. It is the applicant's responsibility to retain copies of his or her application forms, royalty payment and licences for this 

purpose. CMl'lRA does not forward copies of licences or other documents to anyone but the applicant. 

' I want to manufacture a small number of CD's for a promotional giveaway or a charitable orgBnization. Do I still 
have to pay royalties? 

Yes. CMRRA does not issue gratis licences on behalf of Its music publisher clients. All reproductions of a musical work 

must be licensed, at the applicable royalty rate, no matter what purpose they will serve or the number of copies being 

pressed. 

, I want to make a demo CD. Do I have to obtain licences and pay royalties? 

Yes. You must obtain licences for the musical works reproduced in your demo. You will be required to obtain licences 

using our "pay-as-you··press" plan. Our licences will authorize you to manufacture up to the number-of units you paid for, 

with a .minim urn of 500 units. 

, How do I license a medley? Why are the individual songs in the medley licensed separately? 

The musical works in a medley are equally valued by the music publishers who own them and each one is individually 

licensed at the sarne royalty rate as non-medley works. We treat each one as though they are separate and independent 

songs on your pmduct. 

As such, we require a separate licence application for each song, with an indication that the song Is used as part of a 

medley. When specifying the duration of the song, please indicate only the duration for that particular portion of the 

medley- and not the duration of the entire medley. 

, Can publishers demand a higher royalty rate than the standard rate outlined in CMHRA's documentation? 

Yes, but very few of the publishers represented by CMRRA do. We'll let you know if your licence application Is subject to a 

higher royalty rate once we've had the opportunity to review it. 

• Has the royalty rate changed since rny initial pressing? 

The mechanical royalty rate has increased periodically since 1988. Please refer to the table below for information on the 

applicable royalty rate for a given year. 

The values below are stated in cents (SC) as the minimum rate for recordings with a running time of five minutes or less 

and the added rate per minute or partial minute of running time: 
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June 22, 1988 toseptember 30th 1989 5.25/'I .25 

October 1st '1989 to Drocember 31, 199 ·1 5.9/l 18 

1992-93: 6.25/1.25 

1994-95: 6.47/'l.30 

'1996 .. 97: 6.7/'l.34 

1998-99: 7.'I /1.42 

2000-01: 7.4/1.48 

2002-03: 7.7/1.54 

2004-05: 8.5/1.70 

2006-07: 7.7 /1.54 

8.1 /1.62 

2010-12: 8.3/'I .66 

Where a "pay-as-you-press" license has been earlier issued to you at a lower rate, you will be obliged, as the rates increase 

from time to time, to pay ihe new, higher rates should you need to press further copies of your recording. 

'I want to include a song on rny product that was written more than 50 years ago. Is it in the public domain? 

Not necessarily. In Canada, a musical work will fall in the public domain starting on January 1st of the year following a fifty 

year period after the death of the last surviving author. For instance, if the last surviving author died on say, July 15, 1940, 

the work will enter the public domain on ,January 1, 1 g9·1. 

So, the process is a matter of finding out when the author(s) died. Of course, H the author is still alive then the work is 

protected by copyright and needs to be licensed. 

Likewise, note that there are many copyrighted arrangements of public domain works that also need to be licensed when 

reproduced. If a song Is in the public domain, and you're reproducing your own arrangement, you do not require a licence 

and you don't need to pay royalties. 

SEARCH 
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This is Exhibit "3" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261
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August, 2015 

~ A Comm:;:: taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds tl.P, 

Barristers and So/lcitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016, 
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Re: Sound Recordings in Cnnmln 

Introduction 

i3LG 
Borden Ladner Gervais 

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL 

We have been retained to provide you with an opinion with respect to four ( 4) questions related to 
the law on sound recordings in Canada. Specifically, we have been asked to provide an opinion 
based on the following issues: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

whether sound recordings published in Canada fall into the public domain in the calendar 
year following the 501h year afler original publication; 

that fits( publication in Canada is not limited to sound recordings mamifactured in 
Canada, and that "publication" also includes legitimate sound recordings that are Imported 
for sale in Canada; 

whether a corporation may seek to manufacture (but not sell) compact discs (i.e. sound 
recordings) outside of Canada with the intent to import such products for sale within 
Canada; and 

what, if any, copyright implications exist where an original release sound recording (i.e. in 
vinyl record format) is enhanced for rnlease as a sound recording in compact disc format? 

We have not provided an opinion with respect to any particular sound recording, or with respect 
to whether any copyright that exists in a country other than Canada would be contravened by the 
manufacture of compact discs in that country. We have also not provided an opinion related to 

L~1wycrs I Patent & Trade-m~rk Agents 
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any other intellectual property rights that may exist or with respect to the payment of royalties or 
license fees to collective societies or other thh·d parties. 

Brief Conclusions 

(!) Where a sound recording is published (i.e. where copies are made available to the public) 
before the copyright expires, the copyright continues until the end of 50 years after the 
end of the calendar year in which the first publication of the sound recording occurs, It is 
impo1tant to note, however, that pursuant to subsection 23( 1.1) of the Copyright Act (the 
"Act"), the term of copyright in sound recordings will first begin when fixation of the 
sound recording occurs. 1 If that sound recording is st1bsequently published (before the 
copyright resulting from fixation expires), the tenn of copyright is essentially extended for 
another 50 years after the end of the calendar year in which the first publication of the 
sound recording occurs. As such, any determination as to the term of copyright in a sound 
recording must consider when, and if, publication of the sound recording has occurred. 

(2) The first publication in Canada will not be limited to sound recordings manufactured in 
(and made available to the public in) Canada. "Publication" of a sound recording will be 
established, even for sound recordings that are imported for sale in Canada, as long as the 
Publication requirement is met (described in more detail below under Section "A", 
"General Background: the Law on Sound Recordings"), As such, we do not believe that 
the term of copyright would begin simply upon importation of the sound recording into 
Canada as opposed to the date of pi1blication, as long as publication occurred in a Berne 
Convention country, a Rome Convention country, or a country that is a WTO member, 

(3) There is no reason from a copyright perspective that a corporation cannot manufacture 
(but not sell) sound recordings outside of Canada with the intent to import such products 
for sale within Canada. However, manufacturing outside of Canada and then importing 
into Canada for the purpose of selliug or distributing a sound recording that is known to 
infringe any existing Canadian copyl'ight will constitute copyright infringement, It should 
also be noted that copyright will attach to any new sound recording (regardless of whether 
it is manufactured outside of, and then imported into, Canada) if the requirements for 
obtaining such copyright are met according to Canadian copyright law. In coming to this 
conclusion, we have not opined on or considered any foreign laws, such as whether 
foreign copyright would be contravened in the country of manufacture, 

( 4) There are copyright implications for original release sound recordings (i.e. in vinyl record 
format) that are enhanced and fixed in compact disc format. The requirement for 
"originality" under copyright law suggests that the skill and judgment required to 
successfully mechanically reproduce the enhanced sounds (i.e. the selection of the specific 
sonnds to be included, the treatment given to them, such as the arrangement or filtering of 
static or other background noise) will arguably suffice to create an "original" work under 
Canadian copyright Jaw. Therefore, since fresh copyright likely exists in the "enhanced" 

1 Section 23( 1.1) states that copyright subsists until the end of 50 years after the end of the calendar year in which the 
firn!J'i~ation of the sound recording occurs. 

2 
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sound recording, reproductions should, if and when possible, be made from the original 
release vinyl record format so as to minimize the potential for any infringement allegation 
if the copyright in the "enhanced" sound recording has not also expired. 

There is very limited case law interpreting the various provisions of the Act relating to sound 
recordings, particularly those provisions that are the subject of this opinion. As such, our opinion 
is based on the sections of the Act themselves, and commentary where available. Therefore, it 
may be necessary to reassess our opinion if the Court considers these sections in the future. 

Analysis 

A. Gcner:ll Background; the Law on Sound Recordings 

A "sound recording" is defined by the Act as meaning "a recording, fixed in any material form, 
consisting of sounds, whether or not of a performance of a work, but excludes any soundtrack of a 
cinematographic work where it accompanies the cinematographic work."2 

"Copyright" in relation to a work includes the sole right, in the case of a musical work, to make 
any sound recording (and to authol'i2.e such act) by means of which the work muy be 
mechanically rnproduced or performed.3 

Section 18 of the Act sets out the rights associated with sound recordings. The maker4 ofa sound 
recording has copyright in the sound recording, consisting of the sole right to do the following 
(and to authorize any of the following) in relation to the sound recording or any substantial pa1i 
thereof: 

i. publish it for the first time (i.e. "publication" includes making of copies of a sound 
recording available to the public, but not through the "communication to the public by 
telccornmunication")5; 

ii. reproduce it in any material form; 
iii. rent it out; 
iv. make it available to the public by telecomrnunication6 in a way that allows a member of 

the public to have access to it from a place and at a time individually chosen by that 

'Copyrighl Act, R,S.C. 1985, as um., s. 2 [hereina!lc1· the "Act"], 
'Ibid., s. 3(1). 
' A "maker" is defined as the person by whom the arn1ngements necessary for the first fix11tion of the sounds are 
undertaken. A further definition of "maker" is found al s. 2. 11, which states that, "Por greate1· certainty, the 
arrnngements referred to in parngraph (b) of the definition "maker" in section 2, as the term is used in section 19 and 
in the definition Heltglblc~ 1nake1''1 in section 79, include arrangernents for entering into contracts with perlbnners 1 

financial arrangements and technical arrnngements required for the first fixation oflhe sounds for a sound recording." 
5 Por further clnrificution ofthe right to "communicate to the public by telecommunication", sec footnote 6, below, 
6 HCon1mun\cation to the public by teleco1nmunicationn is known as the un1aking available right)'. ·rhis concept was 
introduced th!'Ough the Copyright Modcmization Act mid proclaimed into force on November 7, 2012 (see s. 
2.4( I. I)). Its 11pplicability and enforceubili!.y is currently before the Copyright Board, and inevitably, the courts. It has 

3 
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member of the public and to communicate it to the public by telecommunication in that 
way; and 

v. if it is in the form of a tangible object, to sell or otherwise transfer ownership of the 
tangible object, as long as that ownership has never previously been transferred in or 
outside Canada with the authorization of the owner of the copyright in the sound 
recording. 

Subsection l 8(2) also provides "conditions" for copyright in sound recordings. For the rights 
enumerated under section I 8( I) to be available to the maker of a sound recording, namely the sole 
right to publish it for the first time, reproduce it in any material form, or rent it out (and to 
ai1thorize any such acts), one of the following factors must be satisfied: 

(1) Citizenship requirements: the "maker" of the sound recording was a Canadian citizen or 
permanent resident of Canada, or a citizen or permanent resident of a Beme Convention 
country, a Rome Convention country, or a country that is a WTO member, or had its 
headquarters in one of those countries, in the case of a corporation, at the date of the first 
fixation (the "Citizenship requirement"); or 

(2) Publication requirement: the first publication of the sound recording in such a quantity 
as to satisfy the reasonable demands of the public occurred in any country referred to 
above, in paragraph ( 1) (the "Publication requirement"). 

Subsection 18(2.l) provicks further "conditions" in relation to the rights conferred under 
subsection 18(1. l ), which constitute the sole right to make the sound recording available to the 
public by telec01nmunication and to first sell or otherwise transfer ownership of the tangible 
object in or outside Canada. These conditions are virtually identical to the Citizenship 
rnquirement and Publication requirement outlined in subsection 18(2) and described above. 

Therefore, copyright will have attached to a sound recording if one of the Citizenship or 
Publication requirements is met, The maker would have the sole right to, among other things, 
reproduce the sound recording in any material form. 

been argued tliat the introduction of s. 2.4( I. I) (i.e. the "making avai !able right") overrules the recent decision of the 
Supreme Court in ESA v. SOCAN in 2012, where it was held tlrnt a "download" was not a "communication to the 
public". New proceedings lrnve been undertaken by the Copyright Board to clarify the "making available right" and a 
decision is forthcoming. While this is all being intc1prctcd in the context of online musical works, it will have an 
impact on how the "making available right" will be interpreted in the context of sound recordings, as well. 

4 
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You have asked us to consider whether sound recordings published in Canada fall into the public 
domain in the calendar year following the 50111 year after original publication. 

(i) 50 Years.fi·om First Fixation (if Unpublished) 

Section 23 of the Act, as recently amended by the Copyright lvlodernization Act, provides that 
copyright in a sound recording subsists until the end of 50 years after the end of the calendar year 
in which the first fi~ation of the sound recording occurs. 

The elate of fixation must be determined factually. The act of fixation refers to the commercial 
activity of settling the final version of the record or sound recording, which is typically carded 
out by a record company. 7 

(ii) 50 Years from First Publication (if Published) 

However, if the sound recording is published (i.e. where copies are made available to the public)8 

before the copyright resulting from fixation expires, the copyright continues until the end of 50 
years after the end of the calendar year in which the first publication of the sound recording 
occurs. This amendment to section 23 applies whether the fixation occurred before or after the 
coming into force of the amended section 23 (on November 7, 2012). 

7 D'wid Vavel', Intellectual Properly Law, 2d ed. (Tornnto: ll'win Law, 2011) at 141. 
' It should be noted that, undel' subsections 2,2( I. I) and 23( 1.1) of the Act, the \el'm "publication" is defined as 
"making copies of !I sound recording avail'1ble to the public". Subsections l 8(2)(b) and 18(2, I )(b) also contain 
!'ef'erence to the concept of ''first publication", Under these subsections, however, first publication of the sound 
recording is only achieved when the sound l'ecording is published "In such a quantity as to satisfy the !'easonable 
demands of the public", which appears to be a higher threshold than the meaning of"publication" found elsewhere in 
the Act in relation to sol1nd rccotdlngs, It is our opinion thnt any apparent discl'epancy can be reconciled, however1 on 
the basis that the provisions under section 18 arc with respect to the "conditions" for obtaining copyright (i.e. if 
fixation has occurred in a country other than those listed under section 18, or if publication occurn in one of those 
countries, that the publication must be in such !I quantity as to satisfy the reaso1mble demands of the public). In order 
to meet the threshold for "publication" with respect to subsection 23(1.1), which corresponds to the "term" of 
copyright in sound recordings, the sound reco!'dlng must only be "111ade available t.o the public" - nrgttably a lower 
threshold as compared to the meaning of"first publication" under section 18. 

Thcl'e has been no judicial consideration as to what constitutes the "reasonable demands of the public", nnd it is 
therefore a term that remains to be constrned by the courts. We have conducted a search of' relevant flansard papei·s 
(I.e. Parllamen\al'y debates), evidence from Parliamental'y committee meetings, white papers, and Regulatory Impact 
Analysb Statements ("RIAS") that discuss subsections 18(2)(b) and 18(2,J )(b ), which provided no furthel' clarity. 

.5 
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It is our opinion that the term of copyright is the same for sound recordings made pdor to the 
coming into force of the various amendments of the Act. 9 As a result, it is our opinion that the 
above te!'ms of protection apply in respect of sound recordings published fifty (50) years ago. 

C. "Publication" of Sound Recordings 

You have asked us to confirm that first "publication" in Canada is not limited to sound recordings 
mam1factured in Canada, and that "publication" also includes legitimate sound recordings that are 
imported for sale in Canada. Note that our opinion is based on Canadian law only, and we are not 
able to opine on the potential applicability of foreign laws. 

In relation to sound recordings, the Act defines "publkation" to mean the making of copies of a 
sound recording available to the public (but does not include the performance in public, or the 
communication to the public by telecommunication of a sound recording). 

Subsections 18(2) and (2. I) of the Act outline the current "conditions" for a maker of a sound 
recording to have copyright in sound recordings. In view of these prnvisions, a sound recording 
attracts copyright protection if one of these conditions is met: First, its maker must have been a 
citizen or permanent resident of Canada or a citizen or permanent resident of a Berne Convention 
country, a Rome Convention country, or a country that is a WTO member when the record was 
first fixecl. Alternatively, if the maker is a corporation, the corporation's headquarters must have 
been in Canada or a Berne/Rome Convention or WTO member country when the record was first 
fixeq, Lastly, if neither of these conditions is met, the sound rncording is protected if it was first 
nublished in Canada or a Berne/Rome Convention or WTO member country in such a quantity as 
to satisfy reasonable public demand. 10 

As a result of subsections 18(2) and (2. 1 ), first "publication" in Canada does not appear limited to 
sound recordings mamifhctured in and made available to the public in Canada, but requires only 
that "publication" occur in any of the countries referred to in the Act, namely Berne and Rome 
Convention countries, or WTO member countries. A sound recording that was previously 
published in a Berne/Rome Convention or WTO member country, and subsequently imported for 
sale into Canada, is recognized as being already "published" under Canadian copyright law. A 
sound recording that is manufactured outside of Canada, but imported into Canada and first 
published in Canada, is considered "published" when the sound recording is first made publicly 
available, with the copyright owner's authority. 

0 These include amendments to the Act in 1994 (S,C. 1993, c. 44, ss. 60), 1997 (S.C. 1997, c, 24, s. 8, 14, 55) and 
2012 (R.S.C. 2012, c. 20, s. 17). 
10 See discussion of 11 l'Oflsonable de1nands of the public11 at footnote 81 supra. 

6 
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D. Importation of Sound Recordings into Can!!.!!!l for Sale in Canada 

We have also been asked to consider whether a corporation may seek to manufacture (but not 
sell) compact discs outside of Canada with the intent to impmi such products for sale within 
Canada. We have made the assumption that the question also relates to whether new copyright is 
created (in the new sound recording). Again, our opinion is based on Canadian law only, and does 
not consider the potential applicability of foreign laws. 

The "Maker" <!la Sound Recording 

The first copyright owner (i.e. the "malrnr") in a sound recording is whoever undertook the 
arrangements necessary to first fix the sounds. Rights under subsection 18(1) are available to 
maker of the sound recording who is a citizen or pe1manent resident of Canada, or a Berne 
Convention country, a Rome Convention country or a country that is a WTO member, or, if a 
corporation, has its headquarters in one of the foregoing countries. Therefore, by virtue of the Act 
and Canada's international obligations under the Act, a maker of a sound recording will be a valid 
copyright holder in that sound recording, even if it is manufactured outside of Canada. The Act 
only requires that the maker of the sound recording to be a Canadian citizen or permanent 
resident, or a citizen or permanent resident of one of the above-noted countries (or a corporation 
with its headquarters in one of those countries) at the date of first fixation or publication. 

The Rights to Distribution, etc. 

Copyright in sound recordings includes the right to first distribution, reproduction and 
authorization of such rights, as well as rights over unauthorized distribution or importation of 
sound recordings, The right of first distribution includes the power to decide whether to distribute 
the work at all and, if so, when, where, and in what.filrm the distribution will occur. 

Note: lf!fNngementfor Importation o/Copyright-Protected Works 

It should also be noted that the Act specifically deals with infringement in the context of 
impol'tation of sound recordings. According to section 27(2) of the Act, it is an infringement of 
copyright for any person to import into Canada for the purpose of selling or distributing (to the 
prejudice of the copyright owner) by way of 1rnde a sound recording that the person knows or 
should have known infringes copyright or would infringe copyright if it had been made in Canada 
by the person who made it. While it is our understanding that you are not proposing to reproduce 
sound recordings that are still protected by copyright, it should nevertheless be recognized that 
the importation and/or possession of known copyright-pl'otected material could constitute an 
infringement of copyright. 

Conclusion 

There does not appear to be any limitation in the Act that requires a sound recording to be 
manufactured in Canada, if it will ultimately be imported into and sold in Canada. On the 
contrary, where a sound recording is manufactured outside of Canada (i.e. where it is first fixed or 
published in a Berne Convention country, u Rome Convention country or a country that is a WTO 

7 
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member), that sound recording will be the proper and lawful subject of copyright in Canada. Such 
a sound recording will entitle the "maker" to all of the rights enumerated at subsections 18( I) and 
( 1.1) of the Act, which include the ability to publish, reproduce, make available to the public by 
telecommunication, sell, and to authorize such acts. 

Therefore, under Canadian copyright law, it is our opinion tht1t a corporation may seek to 
manufacture (but not sell) sound recordings outside Canada, with the intent to import such 
products fo1· sale within Canada, as long as the corporation had its headquarters in one of the 
above-noted countries at the date of fixation or first publication, and obtain Canadian copyright in 
the sound recording, assuming the other criteria for copyright are met, such as originality. This is 
based only on the opinion that there is nothing from a Canadian copyright perspective (apart from 
the npplication of the Citizenship or Publication requirements noted above under Section "A") 
preventing a corporation from manufacturing sound recordings outside Canada, with the intent to 
import such products for sale within Canada. 

Seeking to manufacture sound recordings outside of Cam1da, however, will not avoid any 
potential copyright infringement of existing Canadian copyright, if the sound recording is to be 
ultimately imported for sale in Canada. 11 Similarly, if the concern is whether or not new copyright 
is creattid in the sound recordings that are generated by you, where the sound recording is 
manufactured is immaterial to the acquisition of enforceable copyright, subject only to the 
requirement that it is manufactured in a Berne Convention country, a Rome Convention country, 
or in a country that is a WTO member. 

E. Enhauciug aq Original Release Sound Recording 

Lastly, we have been asked to consider what, if any, copyright implications exist where an 
original release sound recording (i.e. a sound recol'ding in vinyl record format) is enhanced for 
release as a sound recording in compact disc format. Therefore, we have prepared our review 
based on the situation where the choice is between reproducing music from either: 

a. an original release vinyl record, or 
b. an enhanced compact disc format of the original release vinyl record. 

Originality 

Originality is an important requirement of copyright law. The Act provides that copyright shall 
subsist in every "original" literary, dramatic, musical and artistic work (subject to certain 
requirements relttting to citizenship or residency). 

The Supreme Court has held that for a work to be "original" within the meaning of the Act, it 
must be more than a mere copy of another work. At the same time, it need not be creative, in the 
sense of being novel or unique. What is required to attract copyright protection is the exercise of 
skill and judgment. Skill requires the use of one's knowledge, developed aptitude or practiced 

11 See discussion in respect of s, 27(2), above. 

8 
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abili!Y in producing the work. Judgment requires the use of one's capacity for discemment or 
ability to form an opinion or evaluation by comparing different possible options in producing the 
work. The exercise of skill and judgment, however, must not be so trivial that it could be 
characterized as a purely mechanical exercise. 12 

A work which is substantially derived from pre-existing material will be the proper subject-matter 
of copyright if sufficient labour and skill have been invested. It has been suggested that, for works 
such as sound recordings, the requirement for originality will be satisfied by the "expression" (i.e. 
fixation) of the sounds contained in such works. 

While there is no case law on this point, it has been submitted by commentators that the 
requirement for "originality" could be capable of being satisfied by the sldll and judgment 
required to successfully mechanically reproduce the sounds in issue. Fu1ihermore, the selection of 
the specific sounds to be included, and the treatment given to them (i.e. the ammgement or 
filtering of static or other background noise) could also suffice to be considered "original" under 
copyright law, 13 We share this view. 

Conclusion 

Therefore, while not a settled legal principle, it can be reasoned that fresh copyright would subsist 
in an enhanced sotmd recording (in compact disc format) that has been derived from an original 
release vinyl record, 

On this basis, it would be our recommendation, so as to avoid any potential claim for 
infringement of copyright, to reproduce rnusic from the original release vinyl record where 
possible, rather than the enhanced version in compact disc format. This view assumes that 
copyright in the sound recording for the original release vinyl record is expired, but not for the 
enhanced compact disc version. 

Conclusions 

In view of the above, we make the following comments and recommendations: 

i. Consider cnrcf'ully tho copyl'ight term (and corresponding expiry of such copyl'ight) 
ate:ached to the sound recording that is to be reproduced, For sound recordings that 
have already been published before the expiry of copyright (either in Canada or one of the 
treaty count!'ies listed at section 18 of the Act), tbe copyright does not expire until the end 
of 50 yem·s after the end of the calendar year in which the first publication of the sound 
recording occuned. 

12 See CCH Canadi"n ltd. v. law Society of Upper Canada, [2004] I S.C.R. 339, 2004 SCC 13. 
" Sec, for e.g., John S. MeKeown, Fox on Canadian fow of Copyright and Industrial Designs, 4'" ed. (Toronto: 
Thomson Reuters, 2012) at 14-19, 

9 
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ii. Manufactm·c, Importation and Publication of' Sound Recordings. "Publication" occurs 
when copies of a sound recording are made available to the public. The Act does not 
appear to contain any limitations on where a sound recording is manufactured, per se. 
However, the conditions for copyright in a sound recording require the "maker" (at the 
date of fixation) to be a Canadian citizen or permanent resident, or a citizen/permanent 
resident of a Berne Convention country, a Rome Convention country or a country that is a 
WTO member, or, if a corporation, has its headquarters in one of the foregoing countries, 
Where the sound recording is published, the Act requires the first publication to have 
occurred in one of the above-noted countries. 

As noted above, copyright in sound recordings includes the right to first distribution, 
reproduction and authorization of such rights, as w1:ll as rights over unauthorized 
distribution or importation of sound recordings. Therefore, the right of first distl'ibution 
includes the power to decide whether to distribute the work at all and, if so, when, where, 
and In what form the distribution wt!/ occur. 

Seeking to manufacture sound recordings outside of Canada will not avoid any potential 
copyright infringement of existing Canadian copyright, if the sound recording is to be 
ultimately imported for sale in Canada. 14 Similarly, if the concern is whether or not new 
copyright is created in the sound recordings that are generated by you, where the sound 
recording is manufactured is immaterial to the acquisition of enforceable copyright, 
subject only to the requirement that it is manufactured in a Berne Convention country, a 
Rome Convention country, or in a country that is a WTO member. 

However, first "publication" is not limited to sound recordings man11faclured in and made 
available to the public in Canada; "publication" will be achieved by importing a solmd 
recording for sale in Canada, and then making it available to the public for the first time in 
Canada. 

In accordance with the Act and Canada's international obligations under the Act, it is our 
opinion that a corporation may seek to manufacture compact discs (reproduced from 
copyright-expired sound recordings) outside of Canada with the intent to import and make 
available such products for sale within Canada. 

iH.. Reproductions should be taken from original l'cleasc vinyl records, not from 
enhanced compact disc versions of the same work, if the copyright has not expired in 
the "enhanced" sound recording, This is based on our view that fresh copyright likely 
s11bsists in an enhanced sound recording (in compact disc format) derived from an original 
release vinyl record, as the requirements for originality (and thus copyright protection) can 
likely be made out. 

"'See discussion of section 27(2) of the Act under Section "D", nbove. 
JO 
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Please let us know if you would like to discuss any of the above, or if you have any further 
questions. 

Yours very trnly, 

Borden l,11dner Gervais LLP 

C iantlll Saunders 
Partner 

11 
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This is Exhibit "4" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day of 
August, 2015 

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefleld, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds LtP, 

Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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This is Exhibit "5" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day of 
August, 2015 

ner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Mar'1~ Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc, 
Province ot Ontario, for WeirFoulds W' ' 

Barristers and Solle/to,.. ' 
~ &jlhusOUDber24,2016. 
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From: l<en l<ozey (1nallto:ke.t1kQLey@trulli!J:~!l.ca.co111] 
sent: November-20·14 2:47 PM 
To: Teny Peruslnl 
Subject: Fwd: The Beatles 

Universal Is asking about the Beatles product. Per our dlscnssion there are no issues correct? 

--·-····-· Forwarded message ----------
From: Greaves, Br111n <Brian.Greaves@iunuslc,com> 
Date: Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 2:24 PM 
Subject: The Beatles 
To: 11K(111 Kozey (!~en.kozey@m.nerchca.com)" <~en.koz~v.@l!.1.nerchcn.com> 

Hey Ken, I forgot to ask you this on the phone ... do you have any info11natio11 about the new 
Beatles pi1blio domain product you've been solicited? I asked Trish about it but understandably 
she did not answer·- I don't want to be out of line, but could I ask you who is selling it? rt has 
obvi011sly raised major concerns over here 
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This is Exhibit "6" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261

h day of 
August, 2015 

M~rie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province ol Ontario, for WeirFoulds uJ', 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Ellplres October 24, 2016, 
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This is Exhibit "7" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261h day of 
August, 2015 

Martr F'!,.<:1beth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Prn~-; -,i.'.G of Ontario, for WeirFoulds ~ 
Barristers and SollcJtors. 
Expires Octobar 24, 2016. 
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WalwMart Top 10 weel< ending February 8, 2015 
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This is Exhibit "8" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day of 
August, 2015 

Marla Elizabeth Wake!Jald, a Commlsslonm;etn. 
Province of Ontario, for WelrFouJds..., 
Barristers and SoUcitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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J~rry Perusini 
~=·"~--'""""~ ..... .-.~-W-ITT"" __ _,,~WW .... ~~ ............... ~ .......... ""'" ..... ~~--......... ~~~~~~ ..... --~ .................. 

From: 
Sent: 

Jennifer P <Jplersma@hotmall.oom> 
January-26-15 !l:41 AM 

To: Terry Perusinl 
Subject: FW: THE ROl..LING STONES - LITTLE RED ROOSTER 

>Subject; THE ROLLING STONES - UTILE RED ROOSTER 
>To: JplersJllJ)_@j)otmail.com 
>CC: NLevesque@cmrra.ca; acoleman@Abkco.cQffi 
> From: y:~_rta~b.@ctnrra.ca 
>Date: Thu, 22 Jan 2015 11:29:04-0500 
> 
> 
>Dear Ms. Holt, 
> 
>It has come to my attention that Star Grove Entertainment has recently made 
>applications to CMRRA to obtain licenses for the reproduction of musical 
>works on an album ca'lled "Little Red Rooster". Please be advised that 
> ABl<CO Music & Records, Inc, {"ABKCO") Is the worldwide 100% copyright 
>owners of the following compositions on this release: 
> 
>"Heart of Stone" {Jagger/Richards) 
>"What A Shame" (Jagger/Richards) 
>''Good Times Bad Times" {Jagger/Richards) 
> "It's All Over Now" {Womack/Womack) 
>"Grown Up Wrong" (Jagger/Richards) 
> 
> ABKCO has Instructed CMRRJ\ not to issue any licenses for the reproduction 
>of these works by Star Grove. As ABl(CO's licensing agent, CMRRA must act 
>pursuant to their instructions. As such, CMRRA wlll not be Issuing any 
>licenses to Star Grove for the reproduction of these works on "Little Red 
>Rooster". 
> 
>I understand that your license application process is already underway 
>through our "Pay-As-You-Press" department, and that a cheque has been sent 
>to us. This application has not yet been processed by us. CMRRA Will 
>continue to process your license applications for the other musical works 
>for which licenses are being sought, and apply your cheque to those 
>licenses only, Any excess funds wlll be returned to you. Please advise as 
>to whether you would stlll llke LIS to issue licenses for the remaining 
>songs on "Little Red Rooster", with the understanding that you would have 
>to remove the above-noted ABl<CO owned songs from that album. 
> 
>Thank you, 
> 

1 
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>Veronica Syrtash I V.P., Legal and Business Affairs 
> CMRRA (Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd.) 
> 320 - 56 Wellesley Street West, Toronto, ON MSS 253 
>Phone: 416-926-1966. ext. 281 I Fax: 416-926-7521 I Email: 
> ~.rtash@cmrra.ca 

2 
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This is Exhibit "9" referred to in the Affidavit of 
Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261h day of 
August, 2015 

) 

r for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, eta., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFou!ds W'I 
Barristers and Sollcltora. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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,Terry Peruslni 

mm' ~ ~ ·r '""'" 

From: 
Sent: 

!<en l<ozey <ken.kozey@amerchca.com> 
January-24-1512:50 PM 

To: Terry Peruslnl 
Subject: Fwd: PW: ANDERSON - THE ROLLING STONES - LITTLE RED ROOSTER· WALMART -

STAR GROVE ENTERTAINMENT 

Terry, let me know how we should respond to this. 

Ken 
---······· Forwarded message ···----·--
From: Ned Talmey <ned.tallll(l):'.@mnerchca.com> 
Date: Sat, Jan 24, 2015 at 12:06 AM 
Subject: Re: FW: ANDERSON· THE ROLLING STONES - LITTLE RED ROOSTER - WALMART- STAR 
GROVE ENTERTAINMENT . 
To: Alisa Coleman <acolen!_an@abkco.com>, Ken Kozey <kl'.l!hlcozex@ll_mel'chca.com> 
Cc: "Nikesh.Dusara@walm!Jt! .•. com" <Nikesh.Dusar!J@walmqrt.com> 

Ken please look into this situation first thing Monday and respond/notify all parties herein what action has been 
taken. · 
Ned 

On Friday, January 23, 2015, Alisa Coleman <qcokman@lll>}<:co,90111> wrote: 

Dear Ned: 

We have been advised that Anderson has distributed the above mentioned product by Star Grove Entertainment 
to Wahnart for sale as is currently found in this link: http;L/ww_w,l:J'.ahnart.ca/en/ip/the-rnlling-stones-little-red:: 
rooster/6000191253796 

Please note that Star Grove does not have valid mechanical licenses for the use of our compositions and as 
sucl1 any sale of this prodtwt ls an infringement of our valuable copyrights. Attached is an emall from Veronica 
Sy:rtash, V.P., Legal and Business Affairs ofCMRRA advising Star Grove that they do not have mechanical 
licenses for ABKCO's 5 compositions on this release. 

We would appreciate Anderson's removal of this product from its catalog and its notification to Walmart to 
remove this product from the marketplace and online, before we have to take any additional legal steps to 
protect our rights. 

Please confirm that you will act accordingly immediately by return e-mail. 

1 
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Best regards, 

Alis a Coleman 
Senior Executive Vico President 

~ m ABK CO Music & Records, Inc. 
~ 85 Fifth A venue 
!Cf' New York NY 10003 

P: 212.399.0309 
M: 201,704.5977 

~ F: 212.849.910<2_ 
lf,ml!!J E: llfu.ll@Abkco.com 

please note that my new email address is: !l_ed._talmf_'l@illllerchca.com 

J.E. (Ned) Talmey 
Senior Vice President/GM 
And(;)rson Merchandisers Canada Inc, 
60 Leek Cres. 
Richmond Hill Ontario LAB lH I 
905 - 76~..::1229 ext 424 

Ken Kozey - A VP Purchasing 
Anderson Merchandisers 
60 Leek Crescent 
Richmond Hill, On L4B 1111 
905-763 .. 1999 X423 
NEW EMAIL - !.\£J1\.Jc9]:JlJ.@am~.rchca.com 

2 
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This is Exhibit "1 O" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261

h day 
of August, 2015 

~pj&4 
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, ll(c., 
Province of Ontario, for WelrFoulds up, 
Barristers and Solicltors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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Terry Perusinl 

~t'M\'ll't ~---m='"""'"'w~~,,_.,,..,_.,_ __ ,..,.,,,_ __ ,_., ___ m._.......,~-·--=-m=.-™""==™™=.._.,_=-·-w"''-~""'"'...,.""' 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 

jennlfer@stargrove.ca 
February-04-15 4:34 PM 
Terry Perusinl 

SubJect: Fwd: Stargrove Entertainment I Love me Do (STR0001) and Can't buy me love (STR0002) 

Hello Nathalie: 

Than}( you for letting me know about the Casablanca tracks, Do you know why Casablanca has instructed 
CMRRA to not issue licenses to Stargrove for these tracks? 

Please continue to process the licenses for all the remaining trncks on STROOOl & STR0002. 

Our original cheque has been oashed and we applied for these licenses a month ago. Do you happen to know 
when we can expect to receive all the mechanical licenses? 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Holt 
Stargrnve Entertainment 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Nathalie Levesque <NLevesgi1e@cmnq.ca> 
Date: February 4, 2015 at 3:38:53 PM EST 
To: iennif'<):@stargrove.ca 
Cc: Veronica Syrtash <VSyrtash@_QJl11·ni,Q.(!>, jmitcheli@ca§aentg,om 
Subject: Sfargrove Entertainment I Love me Do (STR0001) nnd Can't buy me love 
(STR0002) 

Ms. Holt, 

Stargrove Entertainment has recently made applloatlons to CMRRA to obtain licences for the 
reproduction of musical works on the following two albums: 

STR0001 Love me do by The Beatles 
STR0002 ·Can't buy me love by The Beatles 

Please be advised that Casablanca Media Publishing ('Casablanca') represents the following 
composlllons on these releases: 

I Saw Her Standing There (STR0001) 
Fl'Om Me To You (STR0002) 
I Wanna Be Your Man (STR0002) 

Casablanca has lnstruoled CMRRA not to Issue any licences for the reproduction of these works by 
Stargrove. As Casablanca's licensing agent, CMRRA must act pl1rsuant to their Instructions. As such, 
CMRRA will not be issuing any licences to Stargrove for ti1e reproduction of these works on 'Love me do' 
by The Beatles and 'Can't buy me /ove'by The Beatles. 

1 
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Please advise as to whether you would still like us to Issue licences for the remaining songs on 'Love me 
clo' and 'Can't buy me love', with the understanding that you would have to remove the above-noted 
Casablanca owned songs from these albums. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Nathalie L6vesque I Assistant Manager· Asslstante a la Direction, Independent Licensing&. Royalties 
CMRRA {Canadlaf\ Musical Reproduction Rights Ager\cy) www.cmrra.ca 
320 ~ 56 weUesJey Street \Vest, Toronto, ON MSS 253 
Phone: 416·926·1966 ext. 251 ·I Fox: 416-926-7521 I til11all: nlevosque@cmrra.co 

2 
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This is Exhibit "11" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

er for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc.., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds lLP

1 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

)ennifer@slargrove.ca 
February-11 ·15 1 :51 PM 
Terry Peruslni 

Subject: Fwd: S!argrove Mechanical Licenses 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fo1warded message: 

From: Caroline Rioux <CRioux@cmrra.ca> 
Date: Febrnary 11, 2015at1:36:23 PM EST 
To: "Jennifer Holt" <jennifer(ii)stargrove.ca> 
Cc: '"Nathalie Leve,gque"' <NL0vesque@c111rrn.ca>, '"Veronica Syrtash"' <Y.fu'.rtash@cmrra.ca> 
Subject: Re: Stargl'ove Mechanical Licenses 

Dear Jennifer, 

Given the concerns that you raise In yolir email, we think It Is best that CMRRA not be Involved In this 
situation any further. We will be returning all payments submitted by you already, and wlll not be 
processing any applications from you. I suggest that you contact the publishers directly with any 
questions you may have, or seek to obtain lloenses from them directly. Alterna!lvely, we can facilitate tho 
issuance of licences once you have received authori,.atlon from the publishers In question and If they 
agree to such an arrangement. 

I'm sorry that we cannot be of further assistance at this time. 

Best regards, 

Carolina Rioux I President 
CMRRA - Canadl.::ln Musical Reproduction Rights Agency ltcl. 
Agen('.e canacllenne cJes droJts d~ r<~prodlJC:tton 1nuslcaux ltee. 
320 - 56 WeU~sley Strec:t \11/est, Toronto, ON ·M2s 253 
PhorHH 416~926-1966. ext. 23-t I Cell: 416~451~8921 1 Ei1nall: crtoux@c1nrrr:1.ca 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Date: 
subject: 

''Jennifer liolt'' <J.mll.Ufil@2illffir~f!f:!> 
"'Caroflno Rioux"' <.9~&a> 
n•Nalhalle Levesquern <Nl_evesgue@cmrri:i.c.a>, 111Veronlca Syiiash''' <~~mrra.cq> 

02/10/?.01511:11 AM 
Storgrovo Meol1anlcal llcao$es 

Dear Caroline, 

Thank you for speaking with me yesterday. 

I have spoken with head office In the UK. They are as confused as you and I, but are becoming concerned that 
there Is some sort of comrnerclal pressure being Introduced here, 
You f\Xpressed how surprised you were at the refusals, the UK tell me that many of the copyrights concerned are 
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already 111 the Canadian market, probably licensed by CMRRA. It Is the belief that record label Influence has been 
pushed on tl1e publlshlns arms and refusal therefore given. 
This raises many questions about unfair trading and competition laws. This Is outside of my area of expe1tlse and 
the UK wlli f}robably be taking over the enquiry. 
What they do wish to know Is precisely which publishers have refused rights. 
As I understand It, we have refusals from ABKCO and Casnblanca. You Indicated that Sony/ATV has also refused 
and you were contacting Universal to Inquire their status. 
Could you please confirm the above to 1110 and please let me know the status of all of the Stargrove 
applications. That Includes the Beatles and Rolllng Stones titles, the Beach Boys and Bob Dylan. 

Thank YDll, 

Jennifor Holt 
stargrove Entf!rtalnment 
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This is Exhibit "12" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261

h day 
of August, 2015 

Marta Ellzabe1h Wakefleld, a Commissioner, ~e., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds LLr 

Barristers and Solicitors. ' 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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Terry Peruslnf 

"""" W"''Mr'"""""'IW' 1"11i111ili'l1Ri::i&i 't' :nm 41"""'4_7_"_'"-"m™"'_" ____ U ____ t'!'TC~-· ---------· 
Subject: FW: Stargrove Meoh<inloal Licenses 

. . ' . ' .............. ,, " ..... ".'. , ..... ""'•"' .... .... . . .. '' .,, .... ,,.,., ..... ' . .. . ..... , .... ,., .... , ., ........ ' ' ............. ''"' ... ' .. " ........................... ' ......... , ''' ... ' ' .............................. '' " '' , ................ , ... , .. ,,,,,,.,-, .. .,, .................. ,,,,,, 

From: Jennifer Holt [mallto;li:mnlffil:@filfilQrnyJ;t&ill 
Sent: February 131 2015 10:59 AM 
To: 'Cal'OJlne Rioux' 
Cc:: 'Nathalie Levesque'; 'Veronica Syrtash' 
Subject: RE: Stargl'Ove Mechanical LlcenseG 

Dear Caroline, 

I understand what you say and appreciate you are caught somewhat In the mlddle. 
I am leaving matters up to the UK to see how they are going to proceed on these copyrights. An 
unfortunate consequence of this Is that I need to licence a large number of what I would call 
'regular' titles which Include 'non··controverslal' tracks that have been widely marl<eted by 'low price' 
labels for many, many years. I believe you are familiar with Madacy, St. Clair, etc. We have a 
number of these type of compilations to release. Can I look to you for a normal mechanical licence? 
I do no!: think the pay to press arrangement will work for either of us. I reviewed your web site and 
we will not be manufacturing In small quantities or releasing on a one shot limited basis. We will be 
manufad:urlng catalogue titles on a continuing basis. With that I mind we would like to enter Into 
The Mechanical Licensing Agreement as noted on your web site. 
I hope that the Issues on the Beatles and Rolling stones copyrights do not further have the effect of 
stalling of our business. I do know our parent company has our law firm In Ottawa dealing with 
Issues surrounding those tiles. When It Is sorted with the publishers and we have authorization we 
will then return to facilitate the Issuance of those llcenses as you note In your email. 

Thank you, 

Jenn !fer Holt 
Stargrove Entertainment 

1 
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This is Exhibit "13" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

. er for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie 13izabethWakafleld, a Commissioner, eto., 
ProVfnca of Ontario, for WeirFoulds LLP1 

Barristers and Solie/tors. 
Expires October 24, 2016, 
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cunnclinn Musical Reproduction l!l?ights; Agency Limited 
56 Wellesley Street West, Suite 320, Toronto, Ontario Canada M5S 2S3 
Phono: (416) 926"1966 Fax: (416) 926"7521 email: nlevesque@cmrrn.ca 

Web Site: www.cmrra.c;a 

Nathalie Levesque, ext. 251 
Assistant Manager 

Toronto, February 25, 2015 

Jennifer Holt 
Stargrove Entertainment 
1 Janet Street 
Brantford, ON 
N3R 3G4 

Subject: Refund cheque I StEll'grove Enterteilnment 

Dear Jennifer, 

As mentioned In our emall of February 11, 2015, please find enclosed your refund cheque for all 
payments you submitted to CMIWA. 

For further information, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

All the best, 

End. 

--·~---·-·----····· 

GST Registration Number R 100768696 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Canadian Muslo11I Reproduction Rights 
Agency Ll111lted 

rj'l1ARGROVEJ EJNTE:R.TA.l'.NMENT 

RETURN FROM QUARTER 1/20115 

CANADIAN MUST.CAL RE:PRODUC'r:WN l<IGHTS AGENCY 

02356'7 

TOTAL INCLUDES HS~· OF 

Canadian Mus/0<11 
/~oproduollon Rights 
/\gonoy Limited 

68 Wolle~loy SI; W, Ste 320 
loron\01 On(<,1rlO M5S 283 

\ 

Royod Bnnk of Canada 
:? Uloor Slrcet E{lst 
Toronto, Ontario 

PAY 

TO 
THE 
ORDER 
OF 

~***''13 THOUSAND 7 HUNDRED 99 DOLLARS & 10 CENTS 

STAl~GROVE ENTERTAINMENT By; 

' \, 

No. 0204451 

GROSS 13799,10 

1587.51 

NET l.>79>J.10 

No. 0204451 
D/\TE: 0 2 2 5 2 0 1 6 

M M D D Y Y Y Y 

$'***13,799.'10 

CON DOLLARS 
C.M.R.R.A., 

~&y 
---------~ 

AlJTiiORll':ED SIGNATURG 
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This is Exhibit "14" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissi r for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Eflzabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds LLP, 

Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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;,rerty ~.2fusini 

From: 
Sent: 
lo: 
Co: 
Subject: 

- z;!~ AT '111'11' 

Patricia McAlpine <patrlola.mcalpine@amerchoa.com> 
February-11 -15 3:22 PM 
Terry Peruslnl 
Patricia McAlplne 
Beatles reviews on WM.CA 

.. 

Te1ry - pls go onto Yl.M,_QA and look at the reviews on the Beatles $5 CD - is the sound quality that bad'? Ringo 
Star has sent comments. None of them ai·e good. 

I've got emails coming in from Neilson Soundscan, UNI music, our CEO, etc. 

Pis be prepared to speak to this tomorl'Ow morning when you are here ..... 

Trish McAlpine 
Anderson Merchandise1·s Canada 

1 
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This is Exhibit "15" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261h day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Ellzllbl!!hWakeffeld, a Commissioner, 1!!11., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds ''" 
Barristers and Solicitors. ' 
Expires October 24, 2016, 
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LOVE ME DO 

RingoStan 

llingoStarr 
Toronto, ON, Canada 
Revlews 5 
Votes 20 
*Top 500 Contl'ibutor 
Age 35 - 44 
How long have you owned this product? 5 - 6 months 
Gender Male 
How often do you nso this product? Once a week 

* Top 500 Contributor 
**1nl,;* ***** 1 out of 5 stars. 
Ringo Stan· 
· 2 days ago 
DO NOTBUY!l!l!I 

Aw fol qualily, was recorded from an LP. Save your $5. 

U No, 

l do not recommend this product. 

5 people fo1md this review helpf\tl. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

Helpful? 

Yes· 5 5 people found this review helpJJ.11. Cilek to agi·ce. No· 0 0 people did 
no! find this review helpfol. Click to agree, 
Report 

'i1 
H.ellfreezesover 

Hellfreezesover 

Montreal, QC, Cmiada 

Review 1 

Votes 2 

Age45 - 54 
How long lrnve you owned this prodt1ct? 2 - 7 weeks 
Gender Female 
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How often do )'OU use thls product? Never 

***** ****)\,; 1 out of5 stars, 

Hellfreezesover 

· 20 ho\lrs ago 
Do ttol wnsh~ yo\ir n\oneyl 

Audio is horrible! Wouldn't want it even it was free! 

U No, 
I do not recommend this product. 

2 people found this review holpl\11. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

HelJ)t\11? 

Yes· 2 2 people found this review helpful. Click to agree, No' 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree, 
Report 

e 
ctlfoltdeletc 

ctl'ialtdelete 

Review 1 

Votes 2 

ctrlaltdelete 
· 20 hours ago 
Poor Qm,lily 

Very poor audio quality. Not the l'eal thing, Don't buy this version I 

2 people found this review helpful. 0 people did not find this review helpfol. 

Holpfill'I 

Yes· 2 2 people found this review helpful. Click to agree, No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree. 
Report 

o' 
JMArcllS 

JMm'C\lS 
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Toronto, on 
Revie>w 1 
Votes 2 
Age 35 "44 

How long have you owned this product 'I 1 week or less 

Gender Male 
How often do you use this product? Nevel' 

***** Jt**** 1 out of 5 stars . 

.TMarcus 

· 19 hours ago 

Bncl Soltlld QtmUty 

With all of the amazing remastering that has happened to the Beatles catalogue 
ove1· the last few years, it is shocking that anyone would pick this up, as II 
sounds so bad " save yonr money! 

ii No, 

I do not recommend this product. 

2 people found this review llelpful. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

1-klpful? 

Yes· 2 2 people found this review helpfol. Click to agree. No · 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree. 
Report 

r3 
5t!JBeatle 

5thBeatle 
Canada 
Reviews 3 

Votes 4 
Age 25" 34 

How long have you owned this product? 1 week or less 

Gender Male 

How 01\on do you use this product'/ Never 

'fl(*)~** *1'z*** 1 ont of5 slars. 
5thl3eatle 
· 18 hours ago 
Honiblc Q11i11il)' R1'Con.ling:i! Do Nol Buy! 
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I have seen a fow of these weird versions of The Beatles lfttely. Buyer beware! 
They are not the original recordings and definitely of inferior quality. 

g No, 
I do not reconunencl this product. 

2 people found this revlew helpful. 0 people did not find !his review helpful. 

Helpi\Il? 

Yes · 2 2 people fbtmd this review helpful. Click to agree. No · 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree, 
Report 

~ 
SunnyB 

SlllmyB 
Toronto, ON, Canada 
Reviews 4 
Votes 3 
Age 35 • 44 

How long have you owned this product? l week or less 

Gender Female 

How oflen clo you use this product'/ Never 

***** ***** l outof5slars, 
SunnyB 
· 20 hours ago 
Abso\taely ten'iblef 

Subpar quality. Save your $5 and pul ii towards REAL Beall es recordings, 

K No, 
I do not recon1111e11d this product. 

1 person found this review helpful. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

Helpful? 

Yes· Z 1 person foimd this review helpfol. Click to agree. No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpl\tl. Click to agree. 
Reporl<.:d 
You have s11cccssfully reported this content us inappropriate. 

Your vote was successful. The number of positive helpfulness votes is now Z, 
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PMoCartney 

PMcCartney 
London, United Kingdom 
Review l 
Votes 0 
Age 35 • 44 
How long have you owned this product? 1 week or less 
Gender Male 
I-low ofte.n do you use this product? Every day 

***** ''<:**'"'* 5 out of5 stars. 
PMcCartney 
· 10 hours ago 
\Vowll Now lllfs ls gfent vnluell 

Finally a Beatles eel Jn Wal·Mart that fits the Wal.Mart pricing strategy. 

V Yes, 

l reconunend this prodL1ct. 

0 people found this review helpful. 0 people did not find this review helpfill. 

Melpl\il? 

Yes· 0 0 people found this review helpfnl. Click to agree, No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree, 

Report 
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RlngoStarr 

RingoStarr 
Toronto, ON, Canada 
Reviews 5 
Votes 20 * Top 500 Contributor 
Age 35 - 44 
How long have you owned this product'/ 5 - 6 months 
Gender Male 
How often do you use this product? Once a week 

* Top 500 Contributor 

RingoStarr 

· 2 days flgo 
DON'T UUY THISl!I Ten-Ible <1uallty 

This was recorded from an LP, very poor sound quality. 

I( No, 
I do not recommend this prod11cl. 

7 people found this review helpfol. 0 people did nol find this review helpful. 

:Hclpft11'l 

Yes • 7 7 people found this review helpfi.11. Click to agree, No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click lo agree, 
Report 

f 
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HarrisonLover 

Ha1'l'JsonLover 

Toronto, ON, Canada 

Review I 
Votes 4 
Agel8"24 
How Jong have you owned this product? 2 - 7 weeks 
Gender Female 
How of\en do you use this product? Never 

HarrisonLover 

· 21 hours ago 
'J'f;'trible Qu!llll)1 

Do not buy, these versions men't originals and have terrible quality. 

XNo, 
I do not recommend this product. 

4 people found this review helpful. 0 people did not find this review helpfi.1l. 

Hdpfill'I 

Yes· 4 4 people found this review helpful. Click to agrne. No· O O people did 
not find this review helpfol. Click to agree. 

Report 

~) 

DARE2CARE 

DARE2CARE 

Montreal, QC, Canada 

Review I 

Vote l 
Age 45 - 54 
How long have yo11 owned this product? 1 week or less 
Gender Female 
How often do you use this prochict? Never 
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****1' ***** 1 outof5 stars. 
DARE2CARE 
· 20 honrs ago 
Awe.full 

Don't know why someone would buy such a bad album and not the original. 
Save your money and gel the real thing! Or yo11 11l.just waste it! 

)(No, 
I do not recommend this product. 

1 person found this review helpful. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

11,Jpf\11? 

Yes · I 1 person found this review helpful. Click to agi·ee. No · 0 0 people did 
not :find lltis J'eview helpful. Click to agree, 
Report 

Koza 

Koza 

Montt·eal, QC, Canada 

Review J 

Vote l 

***** **"''** 1 out of5 stars. 
Koza 
· 20 hours ago 
Poor sound qunlHy 

it's very low quality album, the sound is terrible. 

/(No, 
1 do nol recommend this product, 

1 person found this review holpful. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

Hel11ful? 

Yes· I I person found this review helpful. Cliok to agree. No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review hdpfol. Click to agree. 
Report 

9 
SunnyB 
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SunnyB 

Toronto 
Reviews 4 
Votes 3 

Age 35 • 44 

How long have you owned this product? I week or less 

Gender Female 

How often do you use this product·? Never 

***** ***** 1 oul of5 stars. 
SunnyB 
· 20 hou1·s ago 
PoorQuft!Jty. Don11 buy tWs! 

Don't waste your time or money. Terrible recording. 

it No, 
I do not recommend this product. 

I person foiind this review helpful. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

Melpl\rl? 

Yes· l l person found this review helpful. Click lo 11gree. No· 0 0 people did 
nol find this rnview helpful. Click to agree. 
Rep or! 

(j 
ctrlaltdelete 

ctl'IHltdelete 

Review 1 
Vote l 

ctrlaltdelete 

· 20 hours ago 

Bird Quollty 

Very poor audio quality. Not the renl thing. Don't buy this version! 

1 person found th ls review helpful. 0 people did not find this re,1iew helpful. 

Hdpful'? 
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Yes· J J person found this review helpful. Click to agree, No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to ag1·ee. 
Report 

Cf 
SthBeatle 

5thBeutle 
Canada 
Reviews 3 
Votes 4 
Age 25 · 34 
How long have you owned this product? I week or less 
Gender Male 
How often do you use this product? Never 

**********I out of5 stars. 
5th.Beatie 
• 18 hours ago 
DO NOT BtJYl Not Tiu:. R<:al 'fhing! 

I have seen a fow of these weird versions of Tile Beatles lately. Buyer beware! 
They are not the original recordings and definitely of inferior quality. 

)(No, 

I do not recommend this prodlict. 

I person found this 1·eview helpful. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

Hclpfu1 1l 

Yes· I I person fm.111d this review helpful. Click to agree. No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree. 
Report 

d' 
TYB64 

TYB64 
Review I 
Votes 0 
How long have you owned this product? I week or less 
Gender Male 

*-f<:'fck* icfnh'r'k .5 out of.5 stars, 
TYB64 
, lO hours ago 
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BEACH BOYS 

Ri11g0Starr 

RingoStal'l' 
Tornnto, ON, Canada 
Reviews 5 
Votes 20 
*Top 500 Contributor 
Age 35 - 44 
How long have yo\1 owned this product? 5 - 6 months 
Gender Male 
How often do you use this product? Once a week 

* Top 500 Contributor 

***** ***** 1 out of5 stars. 
RiugoStal1' 
· 2 days ago 
S11vc yo111· l\1nney! 11 

Terrible sound quality/// Save your $511 This sounds like a cheap copy 

>I No, 

I do not recommend this product. 

4 people found this review helpfol. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

J-lelpf11I? 

Yes· 4 4 people found this review helpful. Click to agrcc. No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree. 

Report 

d' 
cirlaltdelcte 

ctrlaltdelete 
Review I 

Vote 1 

****1\: *1'<:-Jn'>:.* l outof5 stars. 

cirlaltddete 

· 20 hours ago 
Poor QunlHy 
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! 

Very poor audio quality. Not the renl thing. Don't buy this version! 

1 person found this review helpf111. 0 people did not find this review helpful. 

Helpr111? 

Yes· 1 I person found this review helpful. Click to agree. No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree. 
Report 

2 
JMai·cus 

JM arc us 

Toronto, on 

Review I 

Vote 1 

Age 35 - 44 
How long have you owned this product? 1 week or l<>ss 
Gender Male 
How often do you use this product? N<we1· 

***** ***** 1 out of5 stars. 
JMarcus 

· 19 hours ago 

Ten·ible Su~md Qunlity 

I p11rclrnsed this expecting the quality to be there with the great value, and the 
sound reproduction is awful - please snve yolll' money 

/.(No, 
I do not recommend this product. 

1 person found thls revlew helpf\11. 0 people did not find this i·evlew helpful. 

Helpful? 

Yes· l 1 person found this review helpful. Click lo agree. No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpful. Click to agree. 

Report 

'jl 
SunnyB 

SunnyB 
Toronto, ON, Canada 
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Reviews 4 
Votes 3 
Age 35 - 44 
How long have you owned this product.? I week Ol' Jess 

Gendel' Female 

I-low oiten do you use this product? Nevel' 

***·k*: **** * I out of 5 stars. 

SmmyB 

· 18 hours ago 

lnforior Produclion Qunlily 

Suggest purchasing the real thing before wasting your money. 

0 people foimd this review helpful. 0 people did nol find this review helpful. 

Hdpfitl? 

Yes· 0 0 people found this roview helpf\11. Click to agree. No· 0 0 people did 
not find this review helpfill. Click to ag1·ee. 
Report 

[?£] 
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This is Exhibit "16" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 26th day 
of August, 2015 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commlssloner1 etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds UPa 

Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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From: Chad Mln/cucl (llli!Jlto:cbacl.rnln/cuc/@amerchca .cQJJJ] 
Sent: February·24·15 7:33 AM 
To: Terry PerL1slnl 
Subject: RE: up date 

Thanks for the update, We're pulll1ig for you buddy! I As always, keep me posted, 

Ciao, 

Chad Mlnlcucl 
AVP Sales 
Anderson Merchandisers Canad<l Jnc, 
905-763 .. 1999 ext. 431 

NOT£; change of erna/I address to chac/.rnln!~uc/@illperchca.corn please update your contact I/st. 

From: Terry Peruslnl 
Sent: Monday, Februa1y 23, 2015 2:34 PM 
To: Chad Min/cucl 
Subject: up date 

Hey Chad: 

Just to give you an update unfortunately I am still on standby, It seems In an effort to prevent competition in the 
market pltice someone with similar products to ours has pretty much Informed the Canadian music Industry thllt our 
products are 11/eg/tlmate. The products are not illegitimate but neodless to say the inaccurate comments made trnve 
scared off some necessa1y suppl/ers from dealing With us. our lawyers are working on resolving this issue and I am 
bi1slc<il/y waiting for on their Instructions, Sorry but trust me I am doing all I can as I want to make sure we do It right. 

Thanks, 
Terry 

1 
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This is Exhibit "17" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

or taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commlssioner
1 
etc., 

Province of Ontario, tor WeirFoulds"' 
Barristers and Solicitors. ' 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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DIMOCK STRATTON LLP 

SENT BY EMAIL & COURIER 

March 9, 2015 

Ms, Caroline Rioux 
President 

e;t'ptwlence. result·s. 

Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd, 
320 • 56 Wellesley Street West 
Tol'onto, ON M2S 2S3 

Dear Ms, Rioux: 

20 Queen St. W, 32nd floor 

Toronto, Ontario, Can(tda M5H 3R3 

T416.971.7202 F416.971.6638 

wdi1nock.com 

SANGEETHA PUNNIYAMOORTHY 
416.971.7202 
spunniyamoorthy@dimock.com 

Re: Stargrove Entertainment Inc. re CMRRA Licence Refusal 
Our Ref: 3378·2 MDC/SP/TK 

We represent Stargrove Entertainment Inc, ("Stargrove") and are writing for further information 
concerning the refusal by Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd,("CMRRA") to 
grant Stargrove a mechanical licence with respect to various works, as set out below. 

Stargrove was surprised and confused by the denial, which it believes to be unprecedented, since 
such licenses are l'Outinely sought and granted to applicants. For completeness, we have set out 
below a summary of the facts and interactions between Stargrove and CMRRA from December 
2014 to present, as set out in th0 various correspondences: 

• In DC:lcember, 2014 Stargrove contacted CMRRA to enquire about obtaining a 
mechanical license for six titles (Beatles - Love Me Do; Beatles - Can't Buy Me Love; 
The Rolling Stones - Littfo Red Rooster; Elvis Presley- Suspicion; Bob Dylan - It Ain't 
Me Babe; The Beach Boys - Fun, Fun, Fun). Stargrove was informed that it needed to 
obtain a pay-as-you-press license; 

• In early January, 2015, Stargrove completed and submitted to CMRRA the appropriate 
paperwork for the license along with a cheque for $13, 799.10 for the mechanical 
royalties on the units to be pressed; 

• On January 9, 2015 CMRRA cashed Stargrove's cheque leading Stargrove to believe that 
the requested licence was in place. As such, Stargrove went to market with its products 
incorporating the licensed works, 
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-2-

• On January 22, 2015, Ms. Jennifer Holt at Stargrove received an email from Ms. 
Veronica Syrtash, V.P. Legal and Business Affairs at CMRRA. After aclmowledging 
Stargrove' s application for a license from CMRRA for an album called "Little Red 
Rooster", Ms. Syttash advised Ms. Holt that ABK CO Music & Records, Inc. 
("ABKCO") had instructed CMRRA not to issue any licenses for the reproduction of five 
songs by the Rolling Stones, the copytight in which was purportedly owned by ABKCO. 
CMRRA denied issuing a license for these songs, with Ms. Syrtash stating that "as 
ABKCO's licensing agent, CMRRA must act pursuant to their instructions"; 

• On February 4, 2015, Ms. Holt received another, similar email from CMRRA, this time 
from Nathalie Levesque, Assistant Manager, Independent Licensing and Royalties. Ms. 
Levesque advised that Casablanca Media Publishing ("Casablanca") had instructed 
CMRRA not to issue any licenses to Stargrove for the reproduction of three Beatles 
songs. TI1at day, Ms. Holt responded to Ms. Levesque and asked why Casablanca had 
instructed CMRRA not to issue licenses; 

• On February 9, 2015, you had a conversation with Ms. Holt in which you stated that you 
were siu·prised by the various instructions to deny the licences. During that conversation 
you also stated that Sony/ ATV had refused to provide Stargrove with a license; 

• The conversation of February 9, 2015 was confi11ned to you in an email of February 10, 
2015 from Ms. Holt. In that email, M~. Holt also requested the status of all Sta:rgrove 
licence applications, including with respect to songs by the Beatles, Rolliog Stones, 
Beach Boys, and Bob Dylan; 

• You responded to Ms. Holt o.nFebrnary 11, 2015 by advising that CMRRA would not be 
involved in this "situation" and that CMRRA would he refunding Stargrove' s paYJ-Uent; 

• Two days later, on February 13, 2015, Ms. Holt wrote to you again about obtaining a 
mechanical license for other, "non-controversial" songs (of which there are many). Ms. 
Holt never received a response; 

• Finally, on Febrnary 25, 2015, Ms. Holt received a letter from CMRRA enclosing a 
refund cheque for "all payments [Stargrove] submitted to CMRRA." 

You have suggested to Stargrove that it contact the publishers directly. However, with respect, 
given the lack of :information Stargrove has received, that suggestion is impractical and is also at 
odds with the normal procedure in Canada for obtaining mechanical licences. Accordingly, so 
that we may resolve tlris situation as quickly and anricahly as possible, we request that you 
provide us witl1 the following information: 

• A list of the publishers that instructed CMRRA to refuse a license to Sta:rgrove; 

• The ptlblishers' stated reasons for denying a licence; and 
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• CMRRA' s reasons for not providing a mechanical license to Stargrove in respect 
of other publishers. 

We look forward to hearing from you by March 13, 2015. 

,, 

SANGEETHA Pu 

SP:cin 
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This is Exhibit "18" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

Marl? Ellzabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc. 
Provmce of Ontario, tor WeirFoulds W'a 1 

Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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eNIRRA 
Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Limited 
56 Wellesley Street West, Suite 320, Toronto, Ontario Canada M5S 253 
Phone: .(416) 926-1966 Fax: (416) 926-7521 Internet: vsyrtash@cmrra.ca Web: www.cmrra.ca 

Veronica Syrtash, Ext. 281 
Vice President, 
Legal & Business Affairs 

March 12, 2015 

Dimock Stratton LLP 
20 Queen Street West, 32"d Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5H 3R3 
Attention: Sangeetha Punniyamoorthy 

Dear Ms. Punniyamoorthy, 

Re: Stargrove Entertainment and CMRRA 

We are in receipt of your letter to Caroline Rioux, President of Canadian Musical 
Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd. ("CMRRA"), dated March 9, 2015. 

Your summary of the situation is accurate, except that I would suggest that the 
normal procedure in Canada for obtaining mechanical licenses includes contacting music 
publishers directly, in addition to contacting CMRRA. CMRRA represents its music 
publisher principals on a non-exclusive basis for mechanical licensing, and direct licensing is 
common practice in Canada. 

The following points are responses to your request for information, in order of 
those requests: 

1. Your letter already details the publishers that instructed CMRRA not to issue licenses 
to Stargrove. Namely, those publishers are ABKCO, Casablanca, and Sony/ATV. 

2. These publishers have not indicated to us all their reasons for denying licenses, nor 
do they have an obligation to. As I have stated in my correspondence with Ms. 
Holt, CMRRA has an agency relationship with its publisher principals and acts 
pursuant to their instructions. What we have been told, however, is that their 
refusal is at least partially related to the fact that there are public domain master 
recordings on the products in question. l3eyond that 'fact, we are simply unable to 
speculate on the reasoning behind their decision-making. · 

GST Registration Number R100768696 
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Sangeetha Punniyamoorthy 

March 12, 2015 
Page 2 

3. CMRRA made a decision not to pursue licensing on behalf of other music publishers 
after having received an e-mail from Ms. Holt raising the issues of possible unfair 
trading and competition law. We felt it prudent not to remain in a position where 
we may be implicated in the practices of copyright owners licensing (or not 
licensing, as the case may be) users of those copyrights, when CMRRA is only an 
agent designated to facilitate this process. We suggested to Ms. Holt that if 
Stargrove could obtain the necessary authorizations from the remaining publishers, 
then CMRRA would continue to facilitate the licensing of the songs represented by 
those publishers (please refer to the e-mail from Caroline Rioux to Jennifer Holt, 
dated February 11, 2015). 

If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me directly. 

Sincerely, 

Veronica Syrtash 

Veronica Syrtash, Legal & Business Affairs CMRRA 56 Wellesley St. W., Suite 320, Toronto, Ontario Canada M5S 2S3 
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This is Exhibit "19" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261h day 
of August, 2015 

or taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie El~abeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds UP1 

Barristers and Solicitors. 
fxpJIBs October 24, 20·1e. 
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DIMOCK STRATTON LLP 

experience. i·c.sults. 

SENT BY EMAIL 

March 16, 2015 

Ms. Veronica Syrtash 
Vice-President, Legal and Business Affairs 
CMRRA (Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd.) 
320. 56 Wellesley Street West 
Toronto, ON M2S 2S3 

Dear Ms. Syitash: 

20 Queen St. W, 32nd floor 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSH 3R3 

T416.971.7202 F416.971.6638 

wdimock,com 

SANGEETHA PUNNIYAMOORTHY 
416.971.7202 
spunniyamoorthy@dimock.com 

Re: Stargrove Entertainment Inc. re CMRRA Licence Refusal 
Our Ref: 3378-2 SP/TK 

We are writing on behalf of Stargrove Entertainment Inc. ("Stargrove") and further to your letter 
dated March 12, 2015. 

You indicate that CMRRA was expressly instructed by ABK CO, Casablanca and Sony/ ATV to 
not issue licenses to Stargrove and that CMRRA acted pursuant to their instructions as it is an 
agent for these publishers. However, Stargrove's requested mechanical license was not limited 
to copyrighted material owned by only these three publishers. In fact, the vast majority of the 
tracks are owned by other publishers. Your letter indicates that CMRRA unilaterally made a 
decision on behalf of all these other musical publishers to deny a license to Stargrove because 
Stargrove has raised issues of possible unfair trading and competition law. However, it is only a 
refusal to license that mises any such issues. Stargrove is not asserting any unfair trading or 
competition law issues in .relation to CMRRA issuing licenses to Stargrove in the ordina1y 
course. Such issuances of licenses by CMRRA cannot reasonably be interpreted as implicating 
CMRRA in any unfair trading or competition law issues. It is a refusal to license that raises such 
issues. 

Further, it is Stargrove's understanding based on years of experience within the industry that the 
usual and ordinary course for obtaining mechanical licenses is through CMRRA, which is in the 
business of granting permissions on behalf of music publishers. Also, as stated on your website, 
in the vast majority of cases, these publishers issue their licenses through CMRRA. We 
understand that CMRRA issues more than 125,000 mechanical licenses every year. CMRRA' s 
refusal, pn its own initiative, to license Stargrove on behalf of other music publishers (who have 
not instructed CMRRA to refose to license Stargrove) is clearly inconsistent wi1h CMRRA's 
normal course of conduct. Accordingly, in light of our clarification in this letter, we ask that you 
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please reconsider CMRRA's decision to deny Stargrove its requested mechanical licenses for 
these other "non-contentious" tracks. 

As noted above, the issuance by CMRRA ofa mechanical license will not give rise to any unfair 
trading or competition law issues asserted by Stargrove against CMRRA. If, however, any party 
(including CMRRA) is refusing to license Stargrove for unjustified reasons, Stargrove will 
consider all options available to it, including but not limited to any cause of action based on 
unfair trading and/or competition law. · 

Lastly, you indicate that ABKCO, Casablanca and Sony/ ATV have expressly instructed 
CMRRA to not issue licenses to Stargrove. Please confinn whether Universal has also instmcted 
CMRRA to withhold licenses to Stargrove and if so, kindly provide a copy of that 
communication. As set out in Ms. Holt's email of February 10, 2015, CMRRA had indicated that 
it was contacting Universal to inquire about their status, but Stargrove has not heard anything 
further. 

We look forward to hearing from you by March 19, 2015. 

SP: cm 
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This is Exhibit "20" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissio for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds ur, 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
flqlJms OG!lJber 24, 21116. 
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DIMOCK STRATTON LLP 

exJ'erience. re.-;ults. 

SENT BY EMAIL & COURIER 

March 17, 2015 

Sony/ ATV Music Publishing Canada Co. 
1670 Bayview Avenue, Suite 408 
Toronto, ON 
M403C2 

Attention: Gary Furniss, President 

Dear Mr. Furniss: 

20 Queen St. W, 32nd floor 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSH 31\3 

T416.971.7202 F416.971.6638 

wdimock.com 

SANGEETHA PUNNIYAMOORTHY 
416,971.7202 
spunniyamoorthy@dimock.com 

Re: Sta1·grove Entertainment Inc. re CMRRA Licence Refusal 
Our Ref: 3378-2 SP/TK 

We represent Stargrove Ente1iainment Inc. ("Stargrove") and are writing with respect to the 
refusal by Sony/ATV Music Publishing Canada Co. ("Sony/ATV") to grant Stargrove a 
mechanical license with respect to various works. 

As you know, Stargrove recently applied to Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd. 
("CMRRA") for a mechanical licence in respect of several tracks for which we understand 
Sony/ATV owns the Canadian copyright. On February 9, 2015, Stargrove was advised by 
CMRRA that your company had instructed CMRRA to refuse Stargrove a license. Stargrove was 
surprised by this refusal since it is inconsistent with the normal course of conduct with these 
types of licenses, and in Stargrove' s experience, unprecedented. The refusal to license is causing 
Stargrove significant financial loss and other damages. Accordingly, on behalf of Sta!'grove, we 
are writing to request a mechanical Ii cense for the various tracks. If you decide to maintain your 
refusal to license Stargrove, please provide your reasons for denying a license and the specific 
tracks for which you are refusing a license. 

Any refusal to license Stargrove in the ordinary course for unjustified reasons may give rise to 
unfair trading or competition law issues. If there is such a refusal of a mechanical license by 
Sony/ATV, Stargrove will consider all options available to it, including but not limited to any 
cause of action based on unfair trading and/or competition law. 
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We look fo1ward to hearing from you by March 24, 2015. 

Yours truly, 
DIMOCK STRATTON LLP 

SP: cm 
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This is Exhibit "21" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 26 111 day 
of August, 2016 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoukls"' 
Barristers and Solicitors. ' 
fxp~es October 24, 2016. 
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DIMOCK STRATTON LLP 
expe1•ie11ce. results. 

SENT BY EMAIL & COURIER 

March 17, 2015 

ABKCO Music & Records, Inc. 
85 Fifth Avenue 
New Yorlc, NY 1003 

Attention: Alisa Coleman, Senior Executive Vice President 

Dear Ms. Coleman: 

20 Queen St. W, 32nd floor 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5H 3R3 

T416.971.7202 r-416.971.6638 

wdimock.com 

SANGEETHA PUNNIYAMOORTHY 
416.971.7202 
spunniyamoorthy@dimock.com 

R.e: Stal'gt·ovc Entertainment Inc. l'c CMR.R.A Licence Refusal 
Our Ref: 3378-2 SP/TK 

We represent Stargrove Entertainment Inc. ("Stargrove") and are writing with respect to the 
refusal by ABKCO Music & Records Inc. ("ABKCO") to grant Stargrove a mechanical license 
with respect to various works, as set out below. 

As you know, Stargrove recently applied to Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd. 
("CMRRA") for a mechanical licence in respect of the following five tracks for which we 
understand ABKCO owns the worldwide copyright: 

1) Heart of Stone (Jagger/Richards); 
2) What A Shame (Jagger/Richards); 
3) Good Times Bad Times (Jagger/Richards); 
4) It's All Over Now (Womack/Womack); and 
5) Grown Up Wrong (Jagger/Richards). 

On January 22, 2015, Stargrove was advised by CMRRA that your company had instructed 
CMRRA to refuse Stargrove a license with respect to these tracks. Stargrove was surprised by 
this refusal since it is inconsistent with the normal course of conduct with these types oflicenses, 
and in Stargrove's experience, unprecedented. The refusal to license is causing Stargrove 
significant financial loss and other damages. Accordingly, on behalf of Stargrove, we are writing 
to request a mechanical license for the tracks referenced above. If you decide to maintain your 
refusal to license Staq,>rove, please provide your reasons for denying a license. 

Any refusal to license Stargrove in the ordinary course for unjustified reasons may give rise to 
unfair trading or competition law issues. If there is such a refusal of a mechanical license by 

L 
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ABK CO, Stargrove will consider all options available to it, including but not limited to any 
cause of action based on unfait' trading and/or competition law. 

We look forward to hearing from you by March 24, 2015. 

Yours truly, 
DIMOCK STRATTON LLP 

SP: cm 
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This is Exhibit "22" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261

h day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissi r for taking Affidavits, etc. 

L 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commlssioner1 etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds ur, 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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SENT BY EMAIL & COURIER 

March 17, 2015 

Casablanca Media Publishing 
249 Lawrence A venue East 
Toronto, ON M4N 1 T5 

e;.,,;pel'ie11cc, resulf's. 

Attenti9n: Jennifer Mitchell, President 

Dear Ms. Mitchell: 

20 Queen St. W, 32nd floor 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5H 3R3 

T416.971.7202 F416.971.6638 

wdimock.co1n 

SANGEETHA PUNNIYAMOORTHY 
416.971.7202 
spunniyamoorLl1y@dimock,com 

Re; Stargrove Entertainment Inc. re CMRRA Licence Refusal 
Our Ref: 3378-2 SP/TK 

We represent Stargrove Entertainment Inc. ("Stargrove") and are writing with respect to the 
refusal by Casablanca Media Publishing ("Casablanca") to grant Stargrove a mechanical license 
with respect to various works, as set out below. 

As you know, Stargrove recently applied to Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd. 
("CMRRA") for a mechanical licence in respect of the following three Beatles tracks for which 
we understand Casablanca owns the Canadian copyright: 

1) I Saw Her Standing There; 
2) From Me to You; and 
3) I Wanna Be Your Man. 

On February 4, 2015, Stargrove was advised by CMRRA that your company had instructed 
CMRRA to refuse Stargrove a license with respect to these tracks, Stargrove was surprised by 
this refusal since it is inconsistent with the normal course of conduct with these types of licenses, 
and in Stargrove's expedence, unprecedented. The refusal to license is causing Stargrove 
significant financial loss and other damages. Accordingly, on behalf ofStargrove, we are writing 
to request a mechanical license for the tracks referenced above. If you decide to maintain your 
refusal to license Stargrove, please provide your reasons for denying a license. 

Any t"efusal to license Stargrove in the ordinary course for unjustified reasons may give rise to 
unfair trading or competition law issues. If there is such a refusal ofa mechanical license by 
Casablanca, Stargrove will consider all options available to it, including but not limited to any 
cause of action based on unfair trading and/or competition law. 
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We look forward to hearing from you by M!lrch 24, 2015, 

Yours trnly, 
DIMOCK STRATTON LLP 

SANGEETHA PlJNNIYAMOORTHY 

SP: cm 
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This is Exhibit "23" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissi for taking Affidavits, etc. 

~~---·~ r"::-.-::~cth l~/ri.kcfield, a Commissioner, etc. 
Pi'Jvince of Ontario, for WeirFoulds W't ' 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Elrj>lres OG!obllt 24. 2016. 
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MICHA.EL B. KR.AMEll & Assoc:tA"rES 

A~'TORNlllYS A'l' LAW 

160 EAS'f aa·r:a STll.EE1' 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10165 

'ADM:l'l"l'I!lD N,Y. & N.J, 

1'ELEPHONE (212) ('J10··0f;l04 

l'AX (212) 010•0545 

Vill Emnll 
Sungectlrn Punniyamoorthy, Esq. 
20 Queen St. W, 32"d Floor 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSH 3R3 
spunniyamoorthy@dimock.com 

WWW.MKl?A?-USULAW.COM 

March 20, 2015 

PETER T. SALZLER 

MORGAN E. WEBER 

AR'l'EMIS cnouSSOULOUDIS 

n11tro1ner@1nkramcrlo\v.c.om 

Re: ~tnrgrovc Entertainment Inc, - CMRRA Licenses 

Dear Ms. Punniyamoorthy: 

This firm is counsel to ABKCO Music Inc. ("AMI"), and I am writing in response 
to your March 17, 2015 leuer lo ABKCO Music & Records, Inc. ("ABKCO") regarding AM!'s 
decision not lo grant Stargrove Entertainment, Inc. ("Stargrove") mechanical licenses for the 
following compositions: 

I) Heart of Stone (Jagger/Richards); 
2) What a Shame (Jagger/Richards): 
3) Good Times Bad Times (.Jagger/Richards); 
4) It's Ail Over Now (Womack/Womack); 
5) Grown Up Wrong (Jagger/Rkhurds). 

AM l's decision not to grant mechanical licenses to your client, through the 
Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency, Ltd. ("CMRAA") or otherwise, quite frankly, 
does no! require any explanation, As you know, AMI, as the owner of the worldwide copyl'ights 
in the compositions listed ubove, has the exclusive right to exploit such works or refrain 
therefrom in any manner or medium that it desires. Inherent in such rights is AMJ's prerogative 
to license or to decline lo license such works in the ordinary course of business. 

Finally, any losses or damages purportedly suffered by Stargrove urise solely 
from Stargrove's own foiiures or negligence in nol properly clearing rights in the music. This 
failure is by no means the fault of AMI. 
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ol'ficc, 
In the !Uturc, please direct any fu11her correspondence rega1·ding this matter to this 

cc: Jody H, Klein 
Alisa Coleman 
Peter J, Howard, Esq. 
Peter T, Salzler, Esq, 

·"'"---~ 
,_-·--Very truly yours. ' 

/ . - .... ~ 

Michael B. Kramer 

2 
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This is Exhibit "24" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusinl sworn before me this 261h day 
of August, 2015 

Mr>•!c 1:11zahet11 VVakefielcl, a Commissioner, etc._ 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds W'a 
Barristers and Sollcltors. 
fXplras October 24, 20111. 
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March 24, 2015 

SENT BY EMAIL 

Sangeetha Punniyamoorthy 
Dimock Stratton LLP 
20 Queen Street West, 32"d Floor 
Toronto, Ontario. MSH 3R3 

Dear Ms. Punniyamo01thy: 

Re: Stargrove Entertainment Inc, re CMRRA License Refusal 

We are in receipt ofyou1· letter dated March 17, 2015. 

As you know, under the Copyright Act (Canada), the right to reproduce a musical work is 
gra11ted exclusively to the copyright owner. A copyright owner's refusal to issue a 
mechanical license is a valid exercise of that exclusive right. It does not contravene m1y 
unfair trading and/or competition laws in this country, nor is the owner required to 
provide im explanation to the applicant for the refusal. 

While it may not be common practice to 1'cfuse mechanical licenses, refusals do occur 
within the music il1dustry for a variety of reasons. It is therefore incumbent upon your 
client to seek mechanical licenses prior to releasing product into the mitrketplace. Any 
losses that your client claims to have suffered as a result of our refusal of its applkation 
are entirely of its own making. 

19J.lltfu" l 

President 
1652181 Ontmfo Inc. d/b/n Red Brick Songs 
T: (416) 921-9214 ext 224 
E: jennifer@redbricks911gs.com 

cc. Casey Chisick, Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP 

r\ed Brick Songs, 24!'.J l.awrence /\venue Ea~t, Toronto, Ont;irlo. Canada. M4N 1TS 
'f: {41Gl 92!~92.14 E: Jennlfor@redbricksongs.com 
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This is Exhibit "25" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissi r for taking Affidavits, etc. 

M~r!I": El•za!Jeth \~.lal<efie!d, a Commissioner, etc.1 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds LI.1'1 

Barnsters and Sollcltors, 
Elljllraa OQDber 24. 20111. 
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eMRRA 
Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Limited 
56 Wellesley Street West, Suite 320, Toronto, Ontario Canada MSS 2S3 
Phone: (416) 926-1966 Fax: (416) 926-7521 Internet: vsyrtash@cmrra.ca Web: www.cmrra.ca 

Veronica Syrtash, Ext. 281 
Vice President, 
Legal & Business Affairs 

March 25, 2015 

Dimock Stratton LLP 
20 Queen Street West, 32"' Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5H 3R3 
Attention: Sangeetha Punniyamoorthy 

Dear Ms. Punniyamoorthy, 

Re: Stargrove Entertainment and CMRRA 

I am writing in response to your letter to me, dated March 16, 2015. 

As indicated in my letter to you dated March 12, 2015, Canadian Musical 
Reproduction Rights Agency ("CMRRA") is a licensing agency that acts pursuant to the 
instructions of its music publisher principals. As an agent, CMRRA cannot act contrary to 
the instructions of its principals. It is for this reason that CMRRA cannot issue licenses for 
works where the owners of such works have instructed CMRRA not to do so. 

Furthermore, where a publisher principal has declined to authorize CMRRA to issue 
a license on its behalf, CMRRA does not know the reasons for such decisions. It only acts 
pursuant to instructions. 

Notwithstanding the fact that we had suggested to Stargrove that CMRRA would 
facilitate the licensing of the songs if Stargrove could obtain the necessary authorizations 
from the publishers allowing us to do so, in an effort to resolve this matter as between us, 
we have proceeded to seek those authorizations directly, and can now advise as follows: 

1. For Product Catalogue STR0009, Album Title "Fun, Fun, Fun" 
(a) CMRRA has the authorization from the music publisher(s) to issue licenses 

for the following songs: Summertime Blues, Surfer Girl, Surfin ', Surfin' 
Safari, and Surfin' USA. 

GST Registration Number R1DD768696 
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Sangeetha Punniyamoorthy 

March 25, 2015 
Page 2 

(b) CMRRA does not have the authorization from the music publisher(s) to issue 
licenses for the following songs: Be True To Your School, Dance Dance 
Dance, Fun Fun Fun, I Get Around, Ten little Indians, and When I Grow Up 
(To Be A Man). 

2. For Product Catalogue STR0001, Album Title "Love Me Do" 
(a) CMRRA has the authorization from the music publisher(s) to issue a license 

for the following song: Ti/ There Was You 
(b) CMRRA does not have the authorization from the music publisher(s) to issue 

licenses for the following songs: All My Loving, A Hard Day's Night, I Feel 
Fine, If I Fell, It Won't Be Long, This Boy, You Can't Do That, Love Me Do, 
Please Mr. Postman, and I Saw I-fer Standing There. 

3. For Product Catalogue STR0002, Album Title "Can't Buy Me Love" 
(a) CMRRA has the authorization from the music publisher(s) to issue a license 

for the following song: Honey Don't 
(b) CMRRA does not have the authorization from the music publisher(s) to issue 

licenses for the following songs: Can't Buy Me Love, And I Love Her, Do You 
Want To Know A Secret, From Me To You, I Wanna Be Your Man, Mr. 
Moonllght, No Reply, Please Please Me, and You've Really Got A Hold On 
Me. 

(Collectively, the songs listed in paragraphs 1 (a), 2(a) and 3(a), for which CMRRA 
has the authorization from the music publishers to issue licences, are referred to 
hereafter as "the CMRRA Licensable Songs".) 

4. For Product Catalogue STR0008, Album Title "It Ain't Me Babe", CMRRA does 
not have the authorization from the music publisher(s) to issue licenses for any 
of the songs. 

5. For Product Catalogue STR0004, Album Title "Little Red Rooster", CMRRA does 
not have the authorization from the music publisher(s) to issue licenses for any 
of the songs. 

With respect to your request for us to provide a copy of our communication with at 
least one of our publisher prindpals, we are not at liberty and are under no obligation to 
share our business correspondence with you. 

Please confirm that your client would like CMRRA to facilitate licenses for the 
CMRRA Licensable Songs. Once we have that confirmation from you, if Stargrove would 
still like to apply for licenses for the CMRRA Licensable Songs, we will kindly request that 
Stargrove re-submit its license applications for those songs pursuant to CMRRA's Pay-As-

Veronica Syrtash, Legal & Business Affairs CMRRA 56 Wellesley St. W., Suite 320, Tor·onto, Ontario Canada MSS 253 
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You-Press licensing process. 

Sangeetha Punniyamoorthy 
March 25, 2015 

Page 3 

As noted in my last correspondence, if Stargrove is able to secure the necessary 
authorizations from the music publishers allowing CMRRA to licence the other songs, we 
would be pleased to facilitate those licences for Stargrove. 

I trust this information satisfies the requests that you have made of us. 

Sincerely, 

Veronica Syrtash 

Veronica Syrtash, Legal & Gusiness Affairs CMRRA 56 Wellesley St. W., Suite 320, Toronto, Ontario Canada M5S 2S3 
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This is Exhibit "26" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this z5th day 
of August, 2015 

r for taking Affidavits, etc 

Marle Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc.1 

Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds ur, 
Barristers and Sollcltors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 



CAT NO TITLE TRACK TRACK Writers Publishing Distributed By

STR0001 Love Me Do 1 Love Me Do Lennon/McCartney BEECHWOOD MUSIC CORP. (OWNED BY UNIVERSAL) Universal

2 I Feel Fine Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

3 This Boy Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

4 I Saw Her Standing There Lennon/McCartney GIL MUSIC Corp (But refusal came from CASABLANCA). Universal

5 All My Loving Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

6 Please Mister Postman Holland JOBETE/STONE/ UNIVERSAL Universal

7 A Hard Days Night Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

8 You Can't Do That Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

9 It Won't Be Long Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

10 Till There Was You Willson Frank Music/Chappell/Mecolico Universal

11 If I Fell Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

STR0002 Can't Buy Me Love 1 Can't Buy Me Love Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

2 From Me To You Lennon/McCartney GIL MUSIC Corp (But refusal came from CASABLANCA). Universal

3 Please Please Me Lennon/McCartney UNIVERSAL/DICK JAMES MUSIC LTD Universal

4 Do You Want To Know a Secret Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

5 I Wanna Be Your Man Lennon/McCartney CMRRA shows nothing (But refusal came from CASABLANCA). Universal

6 No Reply Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

7 Honey Don't Perkins CARL PERKINS MUSIC Universal

8 Words Of Love Holly PEERMUSIC LIMITED Universal * no response on this track

9 Mr Moonlight Johnson SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

10 And I Love Her Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

11 You Really Got A Hold On Me Robinson JOBETE MUSIC/ UNIVERSAL Universal

STR0004 Little Red Rooster 1 I Wanna Be Your Man Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Universal

2 Little Red Rooster Dixon ABKCO Universal

3 Heart Of Stone Richard/Jagger ABKCO Universal

4 What A Shame Richard/Jagger ABKCO Universal

5 Tell Me (You're Coming Back) Jagger/Richard PEERMUSIC CANADA (SIT ON CMRRA BOARD) Universal

6 Good Times Bad Times Jagger/Richard ABKCO Universal

7 It's All Over Now B & S Womack ABKCO Universal

8 Time Is On My Side Meade/Norman CMRRA show nothing Universal

9 Grown Up Wrong Jagger/Richard ABKCO Universal

10 If You Need Me Pickett/Bateman/Sanders DROP TOP MUSIC (Subject to clarification from CMRRA) Universal

11 Walking The Dog Thomas UNIVERSAL PUBLISHING Universal

STR0008 It Ain't Me Babe 1 The Times They Are A Changin Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

2 It Ain't Me Babe Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

3 Corrina, Corrina Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

4 Blowin' In The Wind Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

5 Bob Dylan's Blues Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

6 A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

7 Don't Thing Twice It's All Right Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

8 Ballad Of Hollis Brown Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

9 Only A Pawn In Their Game Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

10 With God On Our Side Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

11 One Too Many Mornings Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony

STR0009 Fun Fun Fun 1 Surfin' Love/Wilson BUG MUSIC LIMITED Universal

2 Surfin' Safari Wilson/Love BUG MUSIC LIMITED Universal

3 Ten Little Indians Wilson/Usher UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Universal

4 Surfin' U.S.A Berry/Wilson JEWEL MUSIC PUB. CO. LTD. Universal

5 Surfer Girl Wilson BUG MUSIC LIMITED Universal

6 Be True To Your School Wilson/Love UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Universal

7 Fun Fun Fun Wilson/Love UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Universal

8 I Get Around Love/Wilson UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Universal

9 When I Grow Up (To Be A Man) Wilson UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Universal

10 Dance Dance Dance Love/Wilson UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Universal

11 Summertime Blues Cochran WARNER-TAMERLANE PUBLISHING CORP Universal

221
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This is Exhibit "27" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261h day 
of August, 2015 

/hc!J,,;~c:; 
A Comm:i ~for taking Affidavits, etc. 

~.'~-~·., F!izabeth Wakefield, a Commisslone 
I"":"'" ot Ontario, tor WeirFoulds r, efa., 
Barristers and Solicitors. W\ 

, Expfras October 24, 2016. 
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From: Jennifer Holt [m.allto:jennlf111:~ove,(;{\] 
sent; Aprll 11 2015 11:39 AM 
To: 'Nathalie Levesque' 
Subject1 Mechanical license Agreement 

Hello Nathalie: 

!lased on communication between Veronica Syrtash and Sangeetha Punnlyamorthy, can you please forward me 
a copy of the Mechanical license Agreement? Once I have that, I will sign and return along with appllcatlons we 
will have for a number oftrncl<s we will need mechan!cal licenses for, 

Please advise when I can expect the agreement, 

1 lool< forward to working With you. 

Tha Ill< you, 

Jennifer Holt 
Stargrove i:ntertalnment 

1 
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This is Exhibit "28" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

,&61_1: 
A Commissi~r for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marlo Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, eta. 
Provrnce of Ontario, for WeirFould.sW', 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2010. 
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From: Nathalie Levesque (lllil.l1t2tl'l.l&'l~llJITa.ca) 
Sent: April 21 2.015 9:06 AM 
To: Jennifer Holt 
Subject: Re: MeGhanlcaJ l.lcense Agreement/ Stargrove 

Jennifer, 

Further to yesterday's conversation, please find attaoheci tha Information regarding the Meohanloal Licensing 
Agreement and our Qualifying polloy. 

As explained, CMRRA Issues licenses either on a "pay.as·you-press/!mport" basis or according to the terms of 
the Mecihanloal Licensing Agreement (MLA). The MLA Is an Industry iigreement negotiated between CMRRA 
and Music Canada whloh represents the major labels as well as several Independent labels. The same MLA Js 
extended to all labels doing business In Canada whether or not th0y are represented by Musto Canada, provided 
they meet our credit requirements and can live up to the terms of the Agreement. 

Depending on the volume you have on an annual basis, we may need to consider the pay as you press option. 
For example, If you only release a few albums a year with a limited number of CMRRA songs and In limited 
quanlltles, the best option remains the pay as you press system. 

Olhe1wlse, lfyotir volume Is considerable and you can bring more than $1,600 In royalties payable to CMRRA on 
a quarterly basis and have royalty reporting system In place, then we can Joo!< Into an Agreement. Some of the 
requirements are: 
a) error free ql1arterly reporting In the format outlined In the Agreement 
b) provide a security deposit, whloh Is abol1t the equivalent of a quarters worth of royalties 
c) sometimes an advance against tile royalties owed Is also required, espeolally ti the label has not secured 
llcenoea for produots already on the marl<et (the adva11ca oan be recot1ped once the label submits Its first 
quarterly payment), 
d) ability to st1bmlt timely lloem)e applloatlona with all the necessary supporting documents, 
e) along with a pending list, etc, 

In order to determine which method we oan ~ipply, we need to have a better understanding of: 

1) how many products are being released by your label 
2) what kind of sales you are projecting for the rest of the year, Including tile number of units, 

It would also be heJpflll If yol1 could give us an Idea of how many songs on each product wot1ld have writers and 
pl1bllshers represented by CMRRA. You can see CMRRA's representation by going to our Website at 
www.cmrra.oa (search our <latabase), You can research tile songs by title. 

1 
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The benefits of going wlt11 the Pay as yol1 press method Is that, depending on the scope of what needs to be 
lloenaed, what wo would request for a security deposit under the MLA may aotqally be greater than the li1otual 
meohanloals owed, Furthermore, there would not be any need for QuarterJY reporting of sales, The only thing 
required would be for you to oomplete the applloatlon and send us yo\lr payment along with the pressing 
confirmation or a confirmation of the number of ll,nlta being exported to Canada. In the event that you decide to do 
another pressing or sl1lp additional copies, you simply reapply for your meohanlcals. 

Enclosed are the two MLA versions along with the corresponding royalty reporting templates (for eaoh model) and 
the qL1a/lfylng po/loy, · 

1) the 2013 lmfle MLA Model 2 Final EN goes with the Excel doollment called Royalty reporting template New 
MLA 2013 and llw Pending list template Final Jl1ne 2013 

?..) The Indy MLA Model 1 Final goes with the Excel doot1ment called Royalty template model 1 and the Pending 
list template Final Jl1ne 2013, 

I understand that this Information can somewhat be overwhelming so please let me lmow If I oan be of further 
assistance or if you wish to sohodlile a call, 

Wishing you a great Easterwee/1end. 

Natlrnllo LeV~$(Jlle I Aaslstont Manager - Asslstonte h la Direction, Indepond~nt licensing ill Royoltlos 
CViRRA (Cana(llan MuSlcn' RoQMluctlon Rights Agency) )'l\'j)'l&tl)IJ1l&ll 
320 " 56 We!los•.ey street Wost, Tol'Onto, ON MSS 2$3 
Phone• 41Hl;W·19f.io ~xt. 2s1 Pax: 4J.6,926·752l r.niallc ntimIBQ!ill.@-'llll!l1<:il 

From: 11Jannlf0r Holl" <jennlfer@alarqm~> 
l't>! ~1NalhaUe Lovesquo"' <NLeVesgue®gtll.fJll.Ml>-, 
Onie: 04/01/201611:30 AM 
811b)nrA: Mochonloel IJcon.o AUroomenl 
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This is Exhibit "29" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, tor WeirFoulds Ill\ 
Barristers and Sollcttors. 
ExpJres Oelober 24, 20111. 
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l'roni: Jennlfe1· Holt [ma!lto:Jrumlrer@star9roye.c11J 
Sent: Aprll 2, 2015 10:48 AM 
To: 'Nathalie Levesque' 
Subject: FW: Mechanical ~lcense Agreement I Stargrove 

Good Morning Nathalie; 

Please see my answere to your questions below. Can you please advise as to what the difference between the 
two MLA'e 'Is? 

I have also looked at the excel templates and they would work well with our royally reporting. 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Holt 
Stargrova Entertainment 

Jennifer, 

Further to yesterday's oonversatlon, please find attached the Information regarding the Meohanloal LJoenslng 
Agroement and our Qualifying polloy, 

As explained, CMRRA Issues licenses either on a "pay .. as .. you.press/lmport" basis or according to the terms of 
the Meohanloal Licensing Agreement (MLA), The MlA Is 1'1n Industry agreement negotiated between OMRRA 
and Musi<> Canada wl1loh represents the major labels 1;1s well as several Independent labels, The same MLA Is 
extended to all labels doing business In Canada whether or not they are represented by Musto Canada, provided 
they meet our credit requirements and oan live up to the terms of the Agreement. 

Depending on tho volume you have on an annual basis, we may need to consider the pay aa you press option. 
For oxample, If you only release a few albums a yetir with a Jlmltod number of OMRRA songs and In limited 
qL1antltles, tl1e best option remains the pay as you press system. 

Otherwise, If your volume Is considerable and yoll can bring more than $1,600 In royalties payable to CMRRA on 
a quarterly basts and have royalty reporting system In place, then we oan loo!( Into an Agreement. Some of the 
requirements are: 
a) error free quarterly reporting In the format outlined In the Agreement 
b) provide a security deposit, which Is about the equivalent of a quarter's worth of royaltles 
c) sometimes an advance against the roy~ltles owed Is also required, especially If the label has not seemed 
ltoenoes for products already on the market (tl1e advance can be recouped once the, label submits Its first 
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quarterly payment), 
(1) ability to submit timely licence appllcallons with all the necessary supporting documents, 
e) along with a pending list, ato. 

In order to determine which method we oan apply, we need to have a better understanding of: 

1) how many procit!Ots ere being released by your label (approximately 60 In year one, and approxlmmtely 30 each 
year thereafter), 
2) what kind of sales you are projeotlng for the rest of the year, lnoludlng the number of units. (really depends on 
when we fin ally release. But approximately 15,000 units per quarter, We will definitely be more than the $1600 In 
royalties payable to CMRRA quarterly you noted above for a MLA.) 

It would also be helpful If you could give us an Idea of how many songs on each product would have writers and 
publishers represented by OMRRA. You can see OMRRA's representation by going to our Website at 
~,omrra.Q!l (search our database). You oan research the songs by title. (Based on what I have seen on your 
web site It looks !Ike you will easily represent 90% of the tracks we have on our products.) 

Tl1e benefits of going with the Pay as you press method Is that, depending on lhe scope of what needs to be 
lloensed, what we would reqt1est for a seot1rlty deposit tinder the MLA may aotually be greater than the aotual 
meohanlcals owed, Furthermore, there would not be any need for Quarterly reporting of sales, !he only thing 
required would be for you to complete the appllcallon and send ua your payment along with the pressing 
oonflrrnatlon or a conflrmallon of the number of units being exported to Canada, tn the event that you decide to do 
another pressing or ship additional copies, you slmply reapply for your meohanloals. (It Is lmport"1nt to understand 
that we will be shipping orders wee/<ly and possibly even dally. Pay as you press wot1ld not work for us, as wa 
would not be able to meet the strict turn times of our customers.) 

Enclosed are the two MLA versions along with th!l corresponding royalty reporting templates (for each model) and 
the qualifying polloy, 

1) the 2013 India MLA Model 2 Final EN goes with the 12xcel documentoalled Royalty reporting template New 
MLA 2013 and the Pending list template Final June 2013 

2) The Indy MLA Model 1 Pinal goes with the Excel document called Royalty template model 1 and the Pending 
list template Final June 2013. 

I understand that this Information can somewhat·be overwhelming so pleqse let me know If I oan be of ft1rther 
assistance or If you wish to soi1edule a call. 

Wishing you a great Easter weekend. 

Natho/lo ~6veaquo I /\••lstant Manager - Ass/stnnte b la Dlrcctlqn, Independent Licensing & Royalties 
GMl\RA (G1nadlnn Muslcol Rermcluctlnn Rl~ht• Agency) www.omrrn,ca 
320 ~ Bl} Well~s!e_y Str~o~· West, Toronto, ON MSS :253 
Phono: 416-926-!,9% (>Xt, 25! Pax: 4~6-~26·7~21 r.mull: !Jl<Wosquo@cmrrn.co 

From: •JQnnlror HoW1 <jenn\fet@umro.~> 
To: '"Nntholle l.evesque~u <~~..u>1 
Oolo: 04/01/201611:38AM 
Subjocl: Machanloal Ur~nsa /\greemonl 
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This is Exhibit "30" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261h day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissio or taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Ellzabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, eta.. 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds ur, 
Barristers and Sollcttors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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--------------~-------·----

From: Jennifer Holt [mallto:jennlfer@stargrove.ca] 
Senti Aprll 7, 2015 9:31 AM 
To: 'Nathalie Levesque' 
Subject: FW: Mechanical License Agreement/ Stargrove 

Morning Nathalie: 

I hopo you had a wonderful Easter I 

Thonl< you for tlie explanation. Model 2 ls clearly best for us, I will sign and courier bacl< to you Immediately. I 
have a m1mber of tittles I need to submit applications for mechanical licenses. How do move forward with those 
applications? 

Th<1nl< you, 

Jennifer Holt 
St<1rgrove Entertainment 

llrom; Ni\thulie Lewsqu~ <NLevesque@cnma.oa> 
Date: April 2, 2015 nt I :59:50 PM EDT 
To: "Jennlfc1· Holt" <lemlife1·@stnrgmve,cu> 
Subject: Roi FW: Mochnnicnl I,iccuso Agrccutcut I Stnl'gl'ove 

Jennifer, 

Thank you for yolir email, We usually evaluate with the label, whlol1 method Is best suited to their 
needs and based on what they can provide. 

H<ire are the differences between the two dooumanls: 

1) 20'13 lndle MLA Model 2 Pinal EN: royalties are paid based on a Market share reprosentatlon 
and report on all product sales and pay an advance against the royalties owed base on the 
number of units sold each quarter (less a resonnable reserve). CMRRA Identifies the works and 
will prodllCe the statements for each musical works I based on the number of unite reported. We 
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Will then provld<i copies of tht1 statements along with a reoonclllatlon of accounts based on the 
royally advance, 

Baeloally, although you have to f/11 Ollt a report, the om1s Is on us to oalculate the royalties owed 
based on representation and provide yoll a reoonclllatlon. The label appoints CMRRA as Its agent 
to seek lfoenoes from the Copyright Board of Canada for any unlooatable copyright owner where 
<1pplloable pursuant to Section 77 of the Copyright Aot. 

The label does not have to maintain a pending list. 

I wol1ld suggest that you review both doo\llnents so we oan discuss furlher, This Wolild likely be 
the preferred method as It Is a slmpllfled version of the standard MLA, whloh requires a robt1st 
royally system (see below), 

2) The Indy MLA Model 1 Final. This model Is for labels who have a robust royalty system In 
place and oan generate atiitoments while maintaining anci J1quldath11J reserves ancl applying 
returns., All the aooountlng Is performed by the label and you must provide a pending list, 

Can you tell us which royalty system yoll 011rrently have In place? Po yot1 have an up to date 
pending list? 

Let me know If you have ftir!her quesllons. I'll be baol\ In the office on Tuesday, next weel<. 

Best regards, 

Nalh•ll• Ll\Vosquo I Assistant Manager· Asslstanto Ii lo D/t<ctlon, Inder1e11do11C licensing & Royalties 
, CNl\RA (Co11arJ1nn Mus1cni Hoprotludloo Rights A~ency) l'IY:ll'l.&n(Dl,Sl\ 

320 • 56 We!los!ey Str<10t West, Twonto, ON Mss 253 
Phone: 4.;\6-926·1966 ext. 1.si r11x1 4~6·926-'/52/, r:n11111! 1JlfiliM~\Jll_@gnrra.<m 

From: "Ja1111lfor I-loll' <lll!Jllllll!:@!l!!.riUQ'&ru!> 
To; nNa!hal/(:l \.avosc1uern <ill~@llru.OOM.fl> 1 
bn\o: 0410212016 10:4BAM 
Bui>Jecl: FW: Moohonlool Liconso Agroomonl / 81orgrovo 
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This is Exhibit "31" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261h day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissio or taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds L1I'> 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
llliplres October 24, 2016. 
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From: Jennifer Holt [JllillltrujennlferCciJstawrnYfu!;ft] 
Sent: April 7, 2015 10:26 AM 
To: 'Nathalie Levesque' 
Subject: PW: Mechanical ~lcense Agreement/ Stargrove 

1-lello Natalie: 

I saw yow· examples of form11ts to report In and wo ara good on that. In tho past I worl<od for Legacy 
Entertainment and this Is tho same reporting format I used for thorn with CMRRA, so It Is no problem at all. 

I have road through tho agreement and am ready to sign and return. I really want to move forward with this as 
It has basically put our business nt a standstill, What are the other things needed to be addressed? I assume 
these are- things outside of thG <1greement. 

Than I< you, 

Jennifer Holt 
Stargrove Entertnlnment 

Fl'Om: Nathalie Levesque <NLevesque@omJ1'.ll&li> 
Dnte: Aprll 7, 2015 at 9:37:50 AM EDT 
'ro: "fo1u1ifor Holt" <lennlfol'@stargrnve,Q.ll> 
Subject: Re: FW: Mcchnnlonl Licon so Agree!llellt I Stnl'grove 

Jennifer, 

Thank you for your email. 

Before we extend a MLA to a label, we need to discuss a number of Items and ensure the 
1 
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manufactLirer Is In a position to report In the format required under the MLA. 

There me a few things we need to atldress before you sign and return any dooumentatlon. 

I'm booked for most of the day today on vmlous meetings and conferenoe calls. What Is your 
avallablllty tor a oall In the next 00L1ple of days? 

Best regards, 

Nntlmlle ~6vosque I AsslstMt Mana~ar • AsslstMtc a la Direction, Independent Licensing & l\oyaltles 
CMl\RA (Co1\a<llon Music.of l\epr<iductlon Rl9h11' Agency) l'i\W,,GlllJ'.lll&l 
320 - 56 Wel/es•cy Street West, To1'011to, ON M5S 283 
Phone> 41e·92G·,\%6 ext, 25l r-nx: 4!.6·97.6·752t J;nrnll: ntevesque@cmm.ca 

From: 
To: 
Dale: 
Subjo4l: 

11Ja11nlfar Hollq .,JgonJ!ru.@sl«rgrova.9g::
~·Natl1atlo ~ovesque 111 ..;Nt.evosguo@cmrm.01>1 

0410712016 oo:so AM 
FW: MoohanloAI License Aaroomonll Slararova _______ .. _'"""'""'--·---------.-.... ..__... .............................. __ ~--·-
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This is Exhibit "32" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

/hJJ;atrb 
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield a c · ... 
Province of Ontario, for Weir;:r!sloner, efa., 
Barristers and Solfcltors. w., 
Explros October 24, 2016. 
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From: Jennifer Holt [mailto:Jennlfer@starwove,ca) 
Sent: Aprll-08-1S 3:24 PM 
To: 'Terry Peruslnl' 
subject: FW: CMRRA 

Terry: 

This Is wlu1t I sent Nathalie earlier. I also left her a volcemall following up this email and asking If there was 
anything ~Isa she needed, I also asl<ed about the onllne license requesting. I will be filling In the paper forms for 
the titles tomorrow just In case we have to send In the paper copies, This way we are all ready to go once 
everyth Ing Is okayed, 

Jenn 

From: Jennifer Holt [mall\o:lennlfor@stargroye.ca] 
Sent: Aprll 8, 201512:37 PM 
To: 'Nathalie l.evesque' 
subject: RE: CMl\l~A 

Hello Nathalie: 

I am doing well on this rainy day-yourself? 

Sorry I noted Model 2 In errol'. Yes I agreo we are much more suited for the Standard Model being the MlA l. 

1 
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The system I plan on using Is similar to that which I used with ~egocy. I Input the trncl(s and the system 
generates the royalties due, 

A copy of the Incorporation papers and credit application Is attached, 

In our business It Is very difficult to give sales projections. We have some titles that tnay r.ell just a couple 
hundred units and some that will sell 1000s. We are not really In the "hits" business, We are tnore In the 
"evergreen" business which depends a lot on various promotions our customers may run at any given time. 

The majority ofour product will fall In line with budget pricing but we will also have a full line product. The 
Initial plan ls to come Olli with 25 budget titles and five "full line" products for the remainder of this year. 
Depending on the success those numbers may Increase. The majority of our products will fall under the $3.50 
price point and we will have a "full llne" products. That being the case we will be looking for the 11budget rate" 
as outlined In section 9 that you referred me to. lflt Is helpful I can send you the list of titles we currently have 
planned to release this year. 

I have attached the requested credit application. 

If you would lll<e to tall< ftirtlrnr via phone please feel free to call me at your convenience, 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Holt 

Stargrove Entertainment 

From: Nathalie Levesque [mallto:NLevasque@i;mrra.ca] 
S~nt: Aprll 81 2015 11:47 AM 
To: jennlfer@starnrove.m 
St1bJect: CMRRA 

Jennifer, 

Hope you ~re well on this rainy day. I haven't heard back from you regarding this afternoon and my 2pm time 
slot got bool<ed quite rapidly, 
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Can you please let me l<now If you need to speal( with me? 

I'm available tomorrow morning between Sam and 10am or at 15h30 

~et me l<now. 

NatJ1alla ~evesque I Assistant Manager• Asslstante 11 la Direction, Independent Licensing & Royalties CMRRA 
(Canadian Mllslcal Reproduction lllghts Agency) )'VWW.cmrra.ca <http:LLYi!til'i&Jnml·Ca/default.htm> 
320 • S6 Wellesley Street West, Toronto, ON MSS 2S3 
Phone: 416'926·1966 ext. 251 I Fax: 416·926·7521 I Email: nlevesgue@cmrra.ca 
<ma I Ito: nlevesque@cm r(!! .c~> 
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This is Exhibit "33" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 26th day 
of August, 2015 

~A/,Ati), 
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, tor WeirFoulds UP, 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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From: Nathalie Levesque [mallto:NLeyesque@cmrra.ca] 
Sent: April 21, 2015 1:20 PM 
To: Jennifer Holt 
Subject: CMRRA / licensing - Stargrove 

Jennifer, 

Thank you for your email. 

As I mentioned in my last e-mail to you, there were a number of problems with Legacy's reporting under their MLA 
and some of these concerns were also highlighted In our correspondence. It did not work, as you're saying, so 
we are concerned that you are using their system as an example. 

As you know, CMRRA has been instructed by several of our publisher principals not to act on their behalf with 
respect to Issuing licences to Stargrove. Therefore, the remaining volume of licences that you would be seeking 
from CMRRA do notjustify the work required under an MLA. As for the proposition put forward, we understand 
that you are eager to get your products licensed and so are we to collect the royalties on the products already on 
the marl<et. However, while we are happy to explore alternatives to our processes to accommodate for the 
regular shipments of Lin its, we still think that it would be best achieved by a meeting. 

Finally, as an aside, can you please confirm whether Legacy's products are still being distributed in Canada? We 
understand from your email that Stargrove has nothing to do with Legacy, but since you were a previous 
employee of Legacy we hope you might be able to provide CMRRA with some information or, If you can't, let us 
!<now who we can speak to at Legacy to get this information. 

Please let us know If you are available for a meeting. I'm In the office on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 
Barn to 6pm. 

Best regards, 

Nathalie L6vesque I Assistant Manage1· - Asslstante a la Direction, Independent Licensing & Royalties 
CMRRA (Canadian Mu~;1cal Reproduction Hights A9ency} Y1,1WW.c1nrra.ca 
320 ~ S6 Wellesley Street West, Toronto, ON M5S :~s3 
Pho11c! tJ16-926·1966 ext. 25J, I Fax; 416-926-7521 I Ernail: nlevesque@cn1r111.ca 

1 
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subj act: 

"Jennifer Holt11 <lennlfar@stargrove.oa> 
"'Nathalie Levesque"' <Nlevesque@cmrra.ca>, 

04/20/2015 09:46 AM 
FW: FW: CMRRN Stargrove - royally system 

Morning Nathalie: 

Thank you for your email last week. 

My reference to Legacy related to the fact that we would be using the same royalty reporting system they used. This 
system did work for CMRRA when I was with Legacy. The MLA has not changed since that time so I am somewhat confused 
as to the rationale how something that worked for another lmpendent label will not worl< for .us. Stargrove has absolutely 
nothing to do with Legacy. I merely used Legacy as an example to help us move matters forward. 

You noted that It Is somewhat difficult to envision extending Stargrove a MLA for three reasons. A) Budget Rate B) soo 
units C) the threshold you require Is nearly being met. Can you please elaborate on each of these points please? Do we not 
get the budget rate? The 500 units is not at all what we will be selling on each album. I simply put that number In the 
royalty report for example purposes. There will be some titles that will sell a few 1000 units and some that sell 10,000 to 
50,000. It really depends on the strength of each Individual title and when you are not in the hits business that really 
cannot be determined until the product Is In the market. 

We are happy to explore your suggestion that we .have a pay as your press system where we report on a quarterly basis 
(based on pressing), With this not being your standard practice I need you to elaborate how this would worl<. we do not 
want to get In the situation we just had where we pay you for units pressed, you cash that money and then we are told we 
cannot have the licence. Please explain what you are referring to In terms of our distributor report and established 
deadlines. 

I appreciate the offer for a meeting In the coming weeks but that does not work. This matter has become very urgent for us 
and I really do not have weeks to sort it. I am sure the publishers you represent would be very happy to start generating 
revenues from the products we plan to distribute. We have been trying to deal with CMRRA for months on end now, which 
Included the Involvement of our counsel. We are simply an Independent label that will be manufacturing sound recordings 
on a continuing basis for years to come. We will be manufacturing very large quantities on some of our titles and larger 
than small quantities on others. On that basis we should be on a MLA as explained on your web site. 

I appreciate you have administrative costs In setting up each license and I assume from your email these costs are more 
when dealing under an MLA versus Pay·As-You-Press. We are happy to work with you based on the guarantee that we will 
press more than the 500 units you qualify pay-as-you press with, such as maybe minimums of 1000 units per title. 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Holt 
Stargrove Entertainment 

From: Nathalie Levesque [mallto:Nlevesque@cmrra.ca] 
Sent; April 16, 2015 4:54 PM 
To: jenniferCmstargrove.ca 
Subject; Re: FW: CMRRA/ Stargrove · royalty system 

2 



243Jennifer, 

Thank you for your email and your files. 

While we appreciate all the efforts Stargrove has made In communicating the Information requested in order for 
CMRRA to assess Its eligibility for the Agreement, we still have a number of concerns and trying to determine the 
best way to licence your products. 

Please allow us to explain. The royalty reporting system we discussed with Legacy a number of years ago was 
not developed specifically for your label but a system which has been in place and part of the Agreement for a 
number of years and applicable to all labels. If I rer,all correctly, when we met in 2009, it was to address the 
number of Issues we had been having with the data, formatting, unsigned licences, lack of a pending list, deleted 
prodcicts, price structure list for budget products, etc. 

It Is our understanding that between the time we met and when Legacy ceased its operation, a number of 
products were released/distributed In Canada but never licensed. Do you still have products that were previously 
distributed by Legacy that you require licences for? 

.it is important to know that when a label cease operation, It Is expected to provide a full reoonolliatlon of account 
for all of Its products. A reconciliation usually includes: 

Catalogue list Including : 

The total units pressed I sold I remaining in inventory I destroyed and/or sold to a third party. This is something 
that was never provided to CMRRA. 

We reviewed the document you sent and can advise as follows: 

The royalty reporting contains formulas 
Naming convention was not applied 
Publisher summary Is missing 
The pending list, as explained In the MLA is not in the proper format. 

Finally, we conducted a brief review of the 7 first prodl1cts you plan on releasing and based on: 

a) budget rate 
b) 500 units 
c) the threshold we require is nearly being met for the songs we represent for the purposes of licensing. 

It is for all these reasons that it is somewhat difficult to envision extending an Agreement under these conditions. 
As mentioned previously, the Pay as you press method might be best suited for your needs and requires a lot less 
administrative work. With the understanding that you might be shipping daily or on a regular basis, perhaps we 
can find a way to work around it by allowing you to submit your pay as you press applications on a quarterly basis 
(still based on pressing). However, this is probably something that we should discuss one on one so we can see 
what your distributor report looks lil<e and established deadlines. 

Let me l<now if you would be available for a meeting in the coming weeks. 

Thank you, 

Nathalie Levesque I Assistant Manager - Asslstante a la Dlrection 1 Independent Licensing & Royalties 
CMRRA (Canadian Musical Reprocluct!on Ri9hts Agency) .y..iww.cmrra.ca 
320 - 56 We!Jesh::~y Street West, Toronto, ON M5S 2S3 
PhPne~ 416 ... 92.6-1966 ext. 2!)1 1 Frix: 4:16'·926··7S'.l1 I E1ri.11il: nlevesgue@cmrra.ca 
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244To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

111 Nathalle Levesque1
" <Nlevesgue@cmrra.ca> 1 

04/15/2015 10:30 AM 
FW'. CMRRN Stargrova - royalty system 

Morning Nathalie: 

I think there Is a bit of confusion. We definitely do have a royalty reporting system and it does comply with the MLA. Our 
royalty reporting system Is one that CMRRA actually developed with us. 
When we spol<e the other day I mentioned how we will be using the same reporting system I used when I was with 
Legacy. You mentioned you believed there were problems with Legacy's reporting system and on that note I asked if there 
was any other system you recommended. We fully planned to start with our current system but If you had something you 
recommended, we would lool< Into It as an eventual replacement if It helped you. 
As for our current system, approximately 7 years ago ,myself and Terry Peruslnl came to your office and met with staff at 
CMRRA, and I .believe you were also In the meeting. The meeting addressed some of the problems with the way we were 
reporting back then. CMRRA then worked closely with us and together we created a report that worked much better and 
complied with the MLA. Since that meeting we had no further issues with our reporting system and all worked smoothly. It 
Is that same system I plan to use now under Stargrove. 
Sorry Nathalie, I probably should have just did this from the start. Attached is an example of that system we developed 
with CMRRA. I have entered In some Information purely for example purposes. 

This should resolve the confusion over our royalty reporting system. Hopefully you have everything you need now, and we 
can both move forward to finalize the MLA, where we can start generating revenues for you and the publishers CMRRA 
represents. 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Holt 
Stargrove Entertainment 

From: Nathalie Levesque [mallto:Nlevesque@cmrra.ca] 
Sent: April 14, 2015 3:46 PM 
To: Jennifer Holt 
Subject: RE; CMRRA - royally system 

Jennifer, 

Unfortunately, it Is very hard for CMRRA to recommend a royalty system as it depends on whether you have IT 
resources, which system you already have in place (how the information has been tracked) and what type of 
budget you dispose of. There is a great variety of options available out there so you'll have to investigate which 
one is best suited for your needs. 

At this point, given that you do not have a royalty system in place or able to produce a pending list (as required 
under the Standard MLA), it is somewhat difficult to envision extending an Agreement under these conditions. We 
will review the information you sent, including the upcoming releases so we can determine representation and 
assess your request. 

In the mean time, If you have additional details to provide, please feel free to forward it to my attention. 

Best regards, 

4 
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Nathalie Levesque ! Assistant Manager~ Asslstante 8 la Direction, Independent Licensing & Royalties 
CMRRA (Canadian ML1sical Reproduction Rights Aoency) www,crurra.ca 
320 ~ .56 Wellesley Street Wes.t: 1 Toronto, ON M5S 253 
Phone: 416-926-:1.966 ext. 251 l r~:mx: 41.6-926'··752:1. I EnH1il: nlevesque@cmrra.ca 

From: 
To: 
Data: 
Subject: 

"Jennifer Holt" <jennlfer@stargrove.ca> 
111Nathal!e Levesqu(:l111 <NLevesque@cmrra.ca> 1 

04/09/2015 01:28 PM . 
RE: CMRRA 

Hello Nathalie: 

Great speaking with you this morning, Thank you for taking the time. 

Would you be able to recommend some of the royalty systems that other people are using? Then we could look into them 
and find one that works for us? 

Thank you, 

Jenn Holt 
Stargrove Entertainment 

From: Nathalie Levesque [niailto:NLevesque@cmrra.ca] 
Sent: April 8, 2015 11:47 AM 
To: jennlfer@stargrove.ca 
Subject: CMRRA 

Jennifer, 

Hope you are well on this rainy day. I haven't l1eard back from you regarding this afternoon and my 2pm time slot 
got booked quite rapidly. 

Can you please let me know if you need to speak with me? 

I'm available tomorrow morning between Barn and 1 Oam or at 15h30 

Let me know. 

Nathalie J..6vesc1ue I Assistant Manager" Asslstante a la Direction, Independent Licensing & Royal~Jes 
CMRRA (C;:inadian Music~il Reproduction Rights Agency) www.cmrra.ca 
320 - 56 Wellesley Street West, Toronto, ON MSS 253 
Phone; 416-9;?.6-1966 ext. 251 I Fax: 416-926~"7521 I l?rnr:1il: nlevesque@cmrra.ca 
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This is Exhibit "34" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 26111 day 
of August, 2015 

A Commiss· r for taking Affidavits, etc. 

· Ma~e E»zabelhWakefleld, a Commissioner, el1t., 
Pro~nce of Ontario, forWeirFoulds ur, 
Barristers and Sollcltors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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MECHANICAL LICENSING AGREEMENT 

DATED as of January 1, 2013 

BETWEEN: 

Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency 
Limited, a Corporation incorporated pursuant to the 
laws of Canada having its principal offices at 56 
Wellesley Street West, Suite 320, Toronto, Ontario 
Canada MSS 2S3 ("CMRRA") on behalf of its 
Affiliated Publishers, 

OF THE FIRST PART 

AND-

(''Manufacturer'') 

OF THE SECOND PART 

WHEREAS CMRRA canies on business as a non-exclusive agent for certain music 
publishers which have engaged CMRRA to issue licenses for the mechanical reproduction of certain 
musical compositions to manufacturers, distributors and importers of Recordings (as hereinafter 
defined), 

AND WHEREAS Manufacturer carries on business by way of the manufacture or authorizes 
the manufacture, importation and/or distribution in and into Canada of Recordings containing 
reproductions of certain copyrighted musical works which are owned and/or administered in Canada 
by CMRRA's publisher principals, 

AND WHEREAS CMRRA and Mmrnfacturcr acknowledge and agree tl1at the prompt and 
efficient administration of this Agreement and of the licensing of musical compositions and 
accounting for and payment of royalties with respect tllereto are of the utmost i111portm1oe, 

AND WHEREAS Manufacturer acknowledges and agrees that its prompt application for 
licenses hereunder, its prompt handling oflicenses issued by CMRRA heretmder and its prompt m1d 
accurate entry of licensing data into its royalty accounting systems are of the essence of tllis 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Independent Labels}-Model 1-1 
January 1, 2013 
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Agreement, and CMRRA acknowledges and agrees that its prompt handling of license applications 
and issuance o:f licenses hereunder are of the essence of this Agreement. 

AND WHEREAS CMRRA and Manufacturer wish to enter into an Agreement for such 
purpose, 

THEREFORE WITNESS that in consideration o:fthe mut1ial covenants and warranties herein 
contained, and subject to all the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto agree as 
:follows: 

1. Definitions 

In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated below: 

Affiliated Publisher: A music publisher for which CMRRA acts as Agent forthe mechanical 
licensing of Authorized Compositions (as hereinafter defined) in Canada and to cany on such 
licensing to Manufacturer pursuant to the terms hereof. CMRRA's Affiliated Publishers are set out 
on Schedule "A" hereto as may be an1ended by CMRRA from time to time. 

Authorized Composition: A musical composition owned and/or administered in whole or in 
pa:ti by an Affiliated Publisher, which publisher has engaged and instructed CMRRA to act as its 
agent for the mechanical licensing of such musical composition. 

CD: A digitally recorded audio compact disc of any size or :format but specifically excluding 
ai1y digitally recorded and reproduced audio-visual disc of any size or format. 

Digital Recording: A digitally recorded disc, tape or other contrivance, excluding CD's 
("DR"). 

Due Date: That date which is forty-five (45) days after the end of each calendar quarter, 
specifically, February 15, May 15, August 15 and November 15 in each year of the Term (as 
hereinafter defined). 

LP: An analogue vinyl record of any size or playing speed, 

Manufacturer: the corporation that is the party of the Second Part to this Agreement, engaged 
in the business of mmmfacturing or authorizing the manufactW'e, importing and/or distributing 
Recordings in or into Canada. 

MC: An analogue audio cassette tape, related aimlogue or other related audio tape format, but 
specifically excluding any audio-video tape in any format. 

Mechanical License: A license issued by CMRRA to ManufactW'er subject to the terms 
hereof and pursuant to section 2 hereof'. 

Mechcrnical Licensing Agreement (Independent Labels)-Model I-I 
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Musical Work: A "musical work" as defined in section 2 of the Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, 
c. C-42 (the "Act"), with reference to m1y Musical Work including m1y fractional share of the 
copyright in that work. 

Non-Authorized Composition: A musical composition owned and/or administered in whole 
or in part by an Affiliated Publisher which said Affiliated Publisher has instructed CMRRA to 
exclude from the scope of this Agreement as listed on Schedule "B" hereto. 

Non-Affiliated Publisher: A music publisher which has engaged CMRRA to act as its agent 
for the mechm1ical licensing of musical compositions to Mmmfacturers in Canada on terms and 
conditions at variance with those set out herein as listed on Schedule "B" hereto. 

Prior License: A Mechanical License issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer prior to the 
effective date hereof. 

Promotional Product: A Recording containing a reproduction or reproductions of 
Authorized Compositions, manufactured especially for promotional purposes, including "Radio 
CD's" "Dance Pool Products" or any like configuration, .including Recordings available for sale to 
the general public through Mmmfacturer's custommy distribution and retail channels, when such 
Recording are distributed free in Canada by Manufacturer to promote the sale thereof, provided that 
either the words "Promotional Copy Not For Sale" or words having the same effect are marked on 
each Recording so distributed or on the packaging thereof, or that each Recording so distributed is 
out 01· drilled or otherwise marked by Manufactnrnr to indicate same. 

Recording: The reproduction of a sound recording on LP, MC, CD, and/or DR, 
manufactured, imported or distributed by or on behalf of Manufacturer in or into Canada, but 
specifically excluding any audio-visual recording. 

Release Date: The date on which Manufacturer releases a Recording for sale to the general 
public through its customary distribution and retail channels. Where a Recording is deleted by 
Manufacturer and subsequently reissued in any format, the Release Date for such Recording will be 
the date of such re-release for all purposes herein, including the determination of applicable Royally 
Rates pursum1t to sections 3 and 7 herein. 

Royalty or Royalties: The amount(s) payable by Manufacturer to CMRRA pursuant to 
Mechanical Licenses issued under this Agreement and calculated pursuant to the rates set out herein. 

Term: The term of this Agreement shall commence upon January I, 2013 and conclude upon 
December 31, 2013. 

Track: An audio-only sound recording embodying, subject to subsection 2(a), one or more 
Musical Works. 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Independent Labels) -Model 1-1 
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(b) Schedules: 111e following m·e the schedules to this Agreement, each of which forms 
an integral part of tbis Agreement: 

Schedule "A" - Affiliated Publishers 

Schedule "B" - Non-Affiliated Publishers Md Non-Authorized Compositions 

Schedule "C" - CMRRA Standard Royalty Format (Structured Data File Format) 

Schedule "D" - CMRRA Standard Royalty Format (Microsoft Excel Format) 

Schedule "E" - Stlllldard Format for Publisher Swrnnary 

Schedule "F" - Unlicensed Recording List Information 

Schedule "G" - License Application Information 

2. Scope of Agreement 

(a) Applicability of Agreement: This Agreement applies only to the mechanical licensing 
in Canada of Autborized Compositions owned and/or administered in whole or in pm·t by Affiliated 
Publishers to Manufacturer, 

(b. I) Affiliated Publishers: Upon request by MMufactmer, CM.RRA shall provide 
Mmrnfacturer with a list of all Affiliated Publishers, and shall provide Mllllufacturer with timely 
advice of all music publishers which become Affiliated Publishers and all music publishers which 
cease to be represented by CMRRA. Such list will form Schedule "A" to this Agreement Md may be 
provided by CMRRA either in printed or electronic form. Subsequent to the date of execution 
hereof, and for the duration ofthe Term, CMRRA shall represent m1d issue licenses on behalf of 
Affiliated Publishers to MMufacturer for the uses set out herein, only pursuant to the terms hereof. 
Where fill Affiliated Publisher ceases to be represented by CMRRA dW'ing the Term, it will no 
longer be bound by the terms hereofrespecting the mechanical licensing of its musical compositions 
to Mmmfactmer in CMada subsequent to the date on which it ceased to be represented by CMRRA, 
but all Mechanical Licenses issued by CMRRA to Mmrnfacturer while said Affiliated Publisher was 
represented by CMRRA will continue in full force and effoct until the conclllsion of the Term. 
Subsequent to the execution hereof, CMRRA may amend Schedule "A" by providing MMufacturer 
with a notice in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and the provision of such notice will be 
deemed to be an amendment to Schedule "A". CMRRA may revise or replace the form of Schedule 
"A" and Exhibit "B" at MY time by providing notice of same to Manufacturer. 

(b.2) Non-Affiliated Publishers: Prior to the execution hereof, CMRRA shall provide 
Manufactmer witl1 a list of all Non-Affiliated Publishers. Such list will form Schedule "B" to this 
Agreement. During the Term hereof, CMRRA will not undertake the representation of any further 
Non-Affiliated Publishers, provided tl1at in any case where, prior to the date hereof, CMRRA has 
undertaken the representation of a Non-Affiliated Publisher on the basis of instructions at vm·im1ce 
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with the terms hereof, CMRRA shall continue to so represent such Non-Affiliated Publisher and 
shall issue licenses with respect thereto exclusively in accordance with such instructions as the Non
Affiliated Publisher thereof has given, or may subsequently give, to CMRRA. 

( c) Notification of Non-Authorized Compositions: Upon the execution hereof, CMRRA 
will provide Manufacturer with a list of all Non-Authorized Compositions, Such list will form 
Schedule "B" to this Agreement. During the Term hereof, CMRRA will not undertake the 
representation of any further Non-Authorized Compositions, provided that in any case where, prior 
to the date hereof; CMRRA has undertaken the representation ofa Non-Authorized Composition on 
the basis of instructions at variance with the terms hereof, CMRRA shall continue to so represent 
such Non-Authorized Composition and shall issue licenses with respect thereto exclusively in 
accordance with such instructions as the Publisher thereof has given, or may subsequently give, to 
CMRRA. 

(d) Individual Licensing of Works: This Agreement does not constitute a license. 

(i.a) Applications for Mechanical Licenses: Manufacturer shall make application to 
CMRRA for Mechanical Licenses for all Recordings sold or otherwise distributed in Canada 
by Manufacturer where such Recordings contain reproductions of musical works, StJCh 
application will be made by way of Manufacturer providing CMRRA witl1 one (1) copy of 
each CD, LP, MC or DR version of each Recording which it releases for sale to the public in 
the ordinary course of its business ("Sample Product''). Manufacturer will, at the same time, 
provide CMRRA with information respecting the Musical Works reproduced on such 
Recordings as set out in Schedule "G" hereto. Manufacturer's application will include all 
information which is indicated as "Mandatory" on the said schedule and may include 
information which is indicated as "Conditional", More specifically, "Conditional" 
information is information that must be provided to CMRRA if it is available to 
Manufacturer. 

Manufacturer may, at its election, provide CMRRA with printed label copy as an 
accompaniment to, but not in place of, the copy of each Recording provided herein by way 
of application for licenses, 

(i.b) Controlled Compositions: Where Manufacturer intends to rely upon the terms of a 
controlled composition clause in the determination of the Royalty Rate respecting any 
Mechanical License, it shall advise CMRRA of such intention in writing at the time such 
Recording is provided to CMRRA herem1der. 

(i.c) Directly Licensed Works: Upon request by CMRRA, Manufacturer will advise 
CMRRA of any Mechanical Licenses which have been issued directly to Manufacturer at 
any time during the Term by one or more publishers or copyright owners with respect to 
musical works reproduced on the Recording. Manufacturer acknowledges that CMRRA has 
no responsibility or liability for the accuracy or sufficiency of any such directly issued 
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license and that Manufacturer at all times beiil'S the risk associated with obtaining and 
complying with the terms of such licenses. 

(ii) Disposal of Sample Products: CMRRA will not sell any Sample Product provided to 
it by Manufacturer pursuant to this section but will be under no obligation to return such 
Product to Manufacturer. 

(iii) Compilation Products: Where a Recording contains Tracks performed by different 
performers, Manufacturer's application(s) respecting such Recording will wherever 
reasonably possible disclose the name(s) of the performer(s) of each composition contained 
therein. 

(iv) Identical Programs: Where an LP, CD, MC or DR contains a sequence of recordings 
of Authorized Compositions ("Program") and snch Program is reproduced more than once 
on such LP, MC, CD or DR, then CMRRAshall issue a Mechanical License only respecting 
the first such recording of each such Authorized Composition in such Program on the LP, 
MC, CD or DR and Manufacturer shall not he obliged to make application for a Mechanical 
License or pay Royalties for such Authorized Compositions in such other Program(s). 

(v) Issuance of Licenses: Subject to the terms and conditions hereof, in response to 
applications received from Manufacturer pursuant to subsection (i) herein, CMRRA shall, on 
behalf of Affiliated Publishers, grant individual Mechanical Licenses to Manufacturer on a 
use-by-use basis authorizing the mechanical reproduction of Authorized Compositions on 
Recordings manufactured by or on behalf of Manufacturer in Canada or imported by or on 
behalf of Manufacturer into Canada, and authorizing the distribution thereof in Canada. 

Mechanical Licenses issued hereunder may, at CMRRA's election, be provided to 
Manufacturer in the form of licenses individually issued with respect to one or more 
ownership interests in musical works or in the form of reports setting out the terms of each 
license. Such licenses will be subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
Manufacturer agrees to be bound by such licenses at the time they are issued by CMRRA. 
Manufacturer shall he permitted to reject a Mechanical License only by reason of a 
deficiency in the Mechanical License itself and shall disclose its reason for doing so with the 
rejection of the Mechanical License. 

Each Mechanical License issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer hereunder will include the 
information set out on Exhibit "A" and will be deemed to include the following terms and 
conditions: 

1. Grant of License: At the request of Licensee and in its 
capacity as agent for the Copyright Owner/ Administrator, CMRRA 
hereby grants to Licensee a non-exclusive license to reproduce the 
Musical Work described above on the Recording described in the 
Mechanical License and to distribute and sell such Recording in 
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Canada for private use by the public, subject to the terms and 
conditions which follow. Such grant right is limited to the Percentage 
of Copyright owned or administered by the Copyright 
Owner/ Administrator. 

2. Arrangement or Alteration of Musical Work: Licensee may 
arrange the Musical Work for the limited purpose and to the limited 
extent necessary to conform it to the style or manner of interpretation 
of the Artist/Group involved, subject to section 2( e) of the 
Mechanical Licensing Agreement, but shall have no right to insert 
new words into the existing lyrics, to alter the basic melody or to 
otherwise arrange the music, or generally to change the fundamental 
character and unity of the Musical Work. Licensee may not claim any 
ownership or other interest in, or register, any arrangement permitted 
under this section as a work under the Copyright Act, R.S. 1985, c. C-
42. 

3. Label and Jacket In.formation: Licensee shall use best efforts 
to imprint the Title of the Musical Work followed by the namc(s) of 
the Composer/ Author and Copyright Owner/ Administrator on the 
label, jacket or container of every Recording made under this License 
where the production of the printed matter associated witl1 a 
Recording is beyond its control and where t11e printed matter 
associated with a Recording is within the Licensees control it will 
imprint the Title of the Musical Work followed by the name(s) of the 
composer/Author and Copyright Owner/Administrator on the label, 
jacket or container of every recording made under this License. 

4, Limitations on Use: All reproduction or other use of the 
Musical Work not specifically authorized by this Mechanical 
License, or by the written consent of CMRRA, is prohibited. 

5. This Agreement is subject to and incorporates the terms and 
conditions of the Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Independent 
Labels) dated as of January 1, 2013 between CMRRA and Licensee. 

CMRRA will issue such Mechanical Licenses as soon as possible after its receipt of 
applications therefore from Manufacturer, provided that where Manufacturer has notified 
CMRRA that it relies npon tlle terms ofa controlled composition clause as being applicable 
to determination of the Royalty Rate for any Mechanical License, CMRRA will refrain from 
issuing such license until Manufacturer has provided CMRRA with the recording agreement 
excerpts set forth in section 7(d) herein, or until the expiry of the time periods set out in 
section 7 ( e) herein, whichever shall first occur. 
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(e) Applicability of Agreement: This Agreement is not applicable to any of the following 
uses except to the extent that the same has been authorized by the Affiliated Publisher: 

(i) visual reproduction or printing of lyrics or music of any 
Authorized Composition; 

(ii) the use of an Authorized Composition in a medley or a mashup; 

(iii) the use of an Authorized Composition, in whole or in part, as a 
"sampled" use, whether the "sampling" is effected digitally or 
otherwise in any medium or through the use of any technology now 
or hereafter known; 

(iv) any parody or translation of the lyrics of an Authorized 
Composition. 

(v) any rental of a Recording by Manufacturer, or sale by 
Manufacturer of a Recording for the intentional purpose of rental; 

(vi) any commercial use of the Recording other than for distribution 
and sale in the Territory for private use by the public (whether for 
background music, disk jockey or broadcast use), unless such 
distribution or sale is made with the express limitation that the user is 
not authorized to reproduce the Recording without the express prior 
written consent of CMRRA or the Affiliated Publisher(s) involved; 

(vii) any reproduction of an Authorized Composition in any audio
visual recording; 

(viii) any reproduction of an Authorized Composition by way of any 
contrivance not specifically authorized herein; 

(ix) any reproduction of a musical composition for which 
Manufacturer has obtained a direct license from an Authorised 
Publisher. 

Manufacturer may make separate application to CMRRA for the purpose of obtaining licenses for 
any of the above purposes, the terms and conditions of which licenses, if grunted, shall be expressly 
subject to individual negotiation between Manufacturer and CMRRA on behalf of the Affiliated 
Publisher(s) involved. 

(f) Renewal o/PrlorLicenses: All Prior Licenses, ifany, are deemed to be and hereby are 
renewed for the Term hereof. The terms and conditions appearing on the back of Prior Licenses are 
hereby replaced by those set out in Section 2(d)(v) of this Agreement. 
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(g) Amended and Reprinted Prior Licenses: CMRRA may, where reasonable, at its 
discretion, amend any Mechanical License or Prior License. Such amendment may occur upon any 
material change in the ownership of the Authorized Composition (or partial interest therein), to 
replace a missing or lost license, or at the request of the Affiliated Publisher(s) involved or of the 
Manufacturer. The amended license will be binding upon the parties hereto respecting the 
Authorized Composition licensed thereby. 

(h) Provision of Retailer Materials: Manufacturer will provide CMRRA with copies of all 
release aimouncements or notifications, deletion announcements or notifications, product catalogues 
which it customarily provides to its retail customers, at the same time at which such materials are 
provided to such retailers. 

(i) Distributed Labels: Manufacturer acknowledges that it may, from time to time, enter 
into licensing, distribution or other agreements with persons, firms or corporations in the music 
business ("Third Parties") for the manufacture and/or distribution of Recordings which may contain 
reproductions of Authorized Compositions, but that the terms of such agreements put the onus and 
responsibility of licensing such reproduction on such Third Parties. Likewise, Manufacturer 
aclmowledges that it may, from time to time, enter into agreements with Third Parties by which 
Manufacturer acquires the right to sell or otherwise distribute Recordings produced by or on behalf 
of such Third Parties which may contain reproductions of Authorized Compositions. Manufacturer 
recognizes CMRRA's interest in ensuring that such reproduction of Authorized Compositions is 
carried on pursuant to licenses duly issued by CMRRA to such Third Parties, and that royalties are 
paid by such Third Parties to CMRRA pursuant thereto. Accordingly, Manufacturer will, upon 
receipt of written authorization from any such Third Party, provide CMRRA, .in ti1e course of 
CMRRA's administration of licensing agreements with such Third Parties with such reasonable 
assistai1ce and provision of information as CMRRA may from time to tiine request including, 
without limiting the foregoing, such information as CMRRA may reasonably require to conduct 
copyright royalty examinations of the books and records ofsuch Third Parties. Manufacturer agrees 
that it will be jointly and severally liable with Third Parties to CMRRA for the payment of all 
royalties payable pursuant to licenses issued with respect to Recordings dealt witi1in this paragraph 
and that CMRRA may at its discretion seek payment of all such royalties in the event of failure or 
refusal of Third Parties to pay same. 

(j) Security: Before this Agreement takes effect, Manufactmer agrees to deposit ru1 
amount to be mutually agreed between it and CMRRA, which shall be held in trust by CMRRA as 
secmity for the proper performance by Manufacturer of all the terms and conditions of ti1is 
Agreement. During ti1e term hereof, CMRRA may apply the deposit or ru1y part thereof towards the 
payment of any Royalty due or other charges by Manufactmer by reason of any default of 
Mairnfacturer in complying with the terms hereof. The deposit shall accrue interest at current bank 
rates on short-term deposits which shall be held in trust by CMRRA pending full and complete 
performance of the terms and conditions herein. CMRRA may additionally require Manufacturer to 
deposit further amounts withCMRRA during the term hereof for the saine purpose. The amount of 
the initial deposit payable hereunder and any additional deposit(s), the due clate(s) for payment 
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thereof and such other terms and conditions as CMRRA may require shall be embodied in one or 
more amendments to this Agreement. 

3. Royalty Rate 

(a) Royalty Rate: Subject to the provisions of sections 2, 7, 8 and 9 hereof, Manufacturer 
will pay Royalties pursuant to this Agreement on a quarterly basis by no later than the Dl1e Date 
following the conclusion of each calendar quarter during the Term at the following royalty rate 
("Royalty Rate"): for all Recordings sold or otherwise distributed dming the Term, the Royalty 
Rate shall be, for each reproduction of an Authorized Composition, 

(i) where the running time of the Recording is five (5) minutes or less, eight and 
three-tenths cents ($0.083) per Authorized Composition per Recording 

(ii) where the running time of the Recording is longer than (5) minutes, eight and 
three-tenths cents ($0.083) per Authorized Composition per Recording for the first 
five (5) minutes of such Authorized Composition and one and sixty-six one
hundredths cents ($0.0166) per additional minute or part thereof of such Authorized 
Composition per Recording. 

(b) Royalty Rate for Prior Periods: Manufacturer's obligation to account for and pay 
Royalties will be determined pursuant to the terms hereof. Manufacturer will account for and pay 
Royalties at the applicable Royalty Rate during each Period in which Recordings were or are sold 
or otherwise distributed. The applicable Royalty Rate for prior periods are as follows: 

Prior Period 
Prior to October l, 1988 
From October l, 1988 to September 30, 1990 
From October l, 1990 to December 31, 1991 
From January l, 1992 to December 31, 1993 
From Janua1y 1, 1994 to December 31, 1995 
From January 1, 1996 to December 31, 1997 
From January l, 1998 to December 31, 1999 
From Janua1·y l, 2000 to December 31, 200 I 
From January 1, 2002 to June 30, 2007 
From July. I, 2007 to December 31, 2009 
From January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2012 

4, Payment of Royalties 

Royalty Rate 
0.02 

0.0525 
0.059 

0.0625 
0.0647 
0.066 
0.071 
0.074 
0.077 

.081 
0.083 

Per. Min. R11te 
0.004 

0.0105 
0.0118 
0.0125 
0.0129 
0.0132 
0.0142 
0.0148 
0.0154 
0.0162 
0.0166 

(a) Obligation to Pay Royalties: Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, royalties 
shall be due on all Recordings sold or otherwise distributed. All royalty payments will be net of all 
bank charges, Goods and Services or any other applicable tax. 

(b) Interest on Overdue Quarterly Payments: Where M11m1facturer's regular quarterly 
payment of Royalties is made to CMRRA later than the relevant Due Date, Manufacturer shall pay 
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interest on the full amount of'royalties due for that quarter at that rate which is equal to the prime 
rate as set by the Bank of Canada prevailing on the Due Date plus two per cent (2%), calculated on 
a daily basis. Such interest shall be due and owing upon the day on which the overdue payment is 
made to CMRRA. Where Manufacturer's regular quarterly payment includes an overpayment made 
by Manufacturer, CMRRA shall return such amounts to Manufacturer. Such payment will be made 
by CMRRA either npon CMRRA's discovery of Manufacturer's overpayment or upon 
Manufacturer's request thereof and will not be deducted by Manufacturer from any amount 
otherwise payable to CMRRA hereunder in the absence of such request. If CMRRA does not malce 
such payment to Manufacturer within thirty (30) days after CMRRA's receipt of Manufacturer's 
notice to CMRRA or CMRRA's discovery as the case may be, CMRRA shall in addition pay 
interest on such returned amount, calculated in the mrumer set out above. Royalty payments related 
to the return of Recordings subsequent to the liquidation of Mrumfacturer's reserve pursuant to 
section 11 herein will not constitute an overpayment as set out in this section. 

(c) Royalty Statements: With respect to each quruterly period of the Term hereof, 
Manufacturer's payment of Royalties shall be accompanied by separate, accurate royalty statements 
for each Mechanical License issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer. 

Such royalty statements shall be delivered to CMRRA in electronic form conforming to one 
of two formats: either as the format outlined in Schedule 'C' attached hereto for the submission of a 
structured data :file, or as Schedule 'D' attached hereto for the submission of a Microsoft Excel file 
or such other data file agreed to in advance by CMRRA. The royalty statements will include all data 
which is indicated as 'Mru1datory' on the said format and may include data which is indicated as 
'Conditional', More specifically, 'Conditional' data is data that must be provided to CMRRA ifit is 
available to Manufacturer. Manufacturer will include all Conditional data for all new licenses issued 
by CMRRA to Manufacturer after the date of execution thereof and Manufacturer will use its best 
efforts to include the Conditional data for licenses issued prior to this date. 

Manufacturer shall work with CMRRA in good faith to ensure that the chosen electronic 
format is implemented properly, Such efforts to ensme proper implementation shall include 
Manufacturer's submission of test electronic files to CMRRA in a timely manner, for approval by 
CMRRA. 

In addition, Manufacturer's payment ofRoyalties and electronic royalty statements shall be 
accompanied by accurate printed ru1d electronic summaries of the total amoimts payable to each 
Affiliated Publisher, in the format attached hereto as Schedule 'E', Any adjustment appearing on a 
statement must be accompanied by sufficient reasonable information to explain the purpose for 
which such adjustment was made. 

The number of units for which Royalties are being paid in each quarterly period shall be 
adjusted to indicate any reserve(s) claimed by Manufacturer pursuant to section 11 of this 
Agreement, whether the reserves are withheld or liquidated. For greater clarity, each line item on 
Manufacturer's royalty statement shall indicate the number of units payable, accounting for any 
reserve. A reserve cannot be accounted for by reducing or increasing the royalty amount payable for 
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each line item, or by reducing or increasing the total amount of royalties payable either to an 
Affiliated Publisher or Non-Affiliated Publisher, or the total amount of royalties payable to 
CMRRA. 

( d) Unlicensed Recording Lists: Each quarterly payment of Royalties will be accompanied 
by an accurate cumulative listing of all Recordings sold or otherwise distributed by Manufacturer up 
to the end of the quarterly period prior to the Due Date, in respect of which Royalties have not been 
paid by Manufacturer or Mechanical Licenses have not for any reason been obtained for any 
ownership interest in any musical compositions reproduced therein ("Unlicensed Recording List"). 
Manufacturer shall provide CMRRA with the Unlicensed Recording List in the format set out in 
Schedule "F" or in an electronic format mutually agreeable to CMRRA and Manufacturer. The 
Unlicensed Recording List will include all data which is indicated as "Mandatory" on the said format 
and may include data which is indicated as "Conditional''. More specifically, "Conditional" data is 
data that must be provided to CMRRA if it is available to Manufacturer. 

( e) Licensing and Payment of Royalties on Unlicensed Recordings: CMRRA shall, upon 
its receipt of an Unlicensed Recording List, review such list and identify any musical compositions 
which are Authorized Compositions or Non-Authorized Compositions and will issue Mechanical 
Licenses to Manufacturer with respect thereto pmsuant to this Agreement. Manufacturer will, upon 
receipt of same, execute each Mechanical License and retmn such Mechanical License to CMRRA. 
Payment of all accumulated Royalties respecting such Authorized Compositions or Non-Authorized 
Compositions and Royalty statements respecting such payment in like form to that set out in section 
4(d) herein shall be delivered to CMRRA on the following Due Date. 

(J) Interest on Unlicensed Recording: 

(i) No Application Made: Where CMRRA identifies a composition and issues a 
Mechanical License pursuant to section 4(e) herein respecting a Recording 
containing a reproduction of an Authorized Composition represented by an Affiliated 
Publisher and no proof of application for such license can be provided respecting 
such Recording, then interest will be payable upon the payment of Royalties with 
respect thereto, such interest to be calculated pursuant to section 4(g) herein from the 
next Due Date subsequent to the Release Date of the Recording to the date of 
payment. 

(ii) Where Application Made~ Insi!fficient Iriformation: where CMRRA identifies 
a composition and issues a Mechanical License pursuant to section 4( e) herein 
respecting a Recording containing a reproduction of an Authorized Composition 
represented by an Affiliated Publisher and an application was received from 
Manufacturer respecting such Recording, but CMRRA advised Manufacturer that 
such application did not disclose at least the title of the musical composition, the 
name(s) of the author(s) or the publisher(s) to enable CMRRA to identify the 
composition, then interest will be payable upon the payment of Royalties with 
respect thereto, such interest to be calculated pursuant to section 4(g) herein from the 
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next Due Date subsequent to the Release Date of the Recording to the date of 
payment, excluding the period of time commencing upon the date of application to 
CMRRA and concluding sixty (60) days after the date of CMRRA's response to 
Manufacturer with respect to such application ("Interest-Free Period"). In the event 
that Manufacturer supplied additional information to CMRRA within such sixty ( 60) 
day period in an effort to identify the composition or the ownership thereof and such 
information does not enable CMRRA to do so, the conclusion of the Interest-Free 
Period shall be extended to that date which is sixty (60) days after which CMRRA 
advises Manufacturer that it remains unable to identify the composition in question. 
The Interest-Free Period may likewise be extended by the provision of further 
information by Manufacturer to CMRRA. 

(iii) Where Application Made - Unrepresented Publisher: where CMRRA 
identifies a composition and issues a Mechanical License pursuant to section 4(e) 
herein respecting a Recording containing a reproduction of an Authorized 
Composition represented by an Affiliated Publisher and an application was received 
from Manufacturer respecting such Recording, but CMRRA advised Manufacturer 
that it did not represent the Publisher thereof at the time of such application, but that 
the publisher had become affiliated with CMRRA subsequent to such application, 
then no interest will be payable upon the payment of Royalties with respect tl1ereto. 

(iv) Royalties Withheld: Where, notwithstanding the issuance of a Mechanical 
License by CMRRA, Manufacturer withholds the payment of Royalties without just 
cause and includes such royalties on an Unlicensed Recording List, Manufacturer 
will pay all such Royalties to CMRRA on tl1e next subsequent Due Date together 
with interest to be calculated pursuant to section 4(g) herein from the next Due Date 
subsequent to the Release Date of the Recording to the date of payment. CMRRA' s 
receipt of such Royalties will not impair or diminish its remedies arising from such 
withholding of Royalties. Where a manufacturer withholds payment of Royalties 
pursuant to this subsection, it will notify CMRRA with same and its reasons for such 
withholding. 

(g) Calculation of Interest: Where interest is payable pursuant to section 4(±) herein, it 
shall be calculated on the basis ofa rate which is equal to the prime rate as set from time to time by 
the Bank of Canada plus two percent (2 % ) on a quarterly basis during the period in which interest is 
to be calculated pursuant to section 4(:l) herein. 

5. Free Goods 

Except as provided in sections 6 and 7 herein, royalties will be paid quarterly on Recordings 
distributed on a free or no charge basis, on the same rates and terms that apply to Recordings 
otherwise sold. 

6. Promotional Copies 
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(a) Allowance: No royalties will be payable on Promotional Products, as that term is 
defined herein, up to a maximum of two thousand (2,000) units (all formats combined). 

(b) Manufacturer shall provide CMRRA with one ( 1) copy of each such Promotional 
Product for CMRRA' s inspection at the same time at which such Promotional Product is distributed 
by Manufactmer. CMRRA will not sell or otherwise distribute any Promotional Products provided 
to it hereunder. To the extent that any Promotional Product contains any Authorized Composition, 
the provision of a copy of such.Promotional Product to CMRRA is deemed to be ru1 application for 
a Mechanical License with respect thereto, and each Authorized Composition reproduced therein is 
deemed to be licensed pursuant to the terms hereof, and no royalties are payable with respect 
thereto. 

7. Controlled Compositions 

low: 
(a) Definitions: In this Section, the fallowing terms shall have the meanings indicated be-

Recording Agreement: A written agreement between Manufacturer and a recording artist for 
ti1e production of master recordings or a like agreement between Manufacturer and a third 
party by which the rights grantee\ in such agreement are assignee\ or licensed to Manufacturer 
by such recording artist or third party. 

Controlled Composition: A musical composition which is wholly or partially owned or 
controlled by any person, firm or corporation which has granted or authorized the granting of 
rights thereto in a Recording Agreement. 

Controlled Composition Clause: Any provision of a Recording Agreement fuat grants or 
authorizes the granting of Mechanical Licenses at a rate with respect to a Controlled 
Composition. 

(b) Non-Controlled Compositions: Any Authorized Composition or partial ownership 
interest therein that is not subject to such control, ownership or oilier form of interest as would 
make it subject to the provisions of a Controlled Composition Clause will be payable at the 
applicable Royalty Rate as set out in section 3. 

(c) Licensing of Controlled Compositions: Subject to section 7(f) herein, Manufacturer 
will apply to CMRRA for Mechanical Licenses for the reproduction of Controlled Compositions in 
Recordings pmsuant to the terms hereof, The Royalty Rate payable for a Contrnllec\ Composition 
shall be determined solely in accordance with the Controlled Composition Clause, provided 
however that: 

( c.I) Pre-October I, 1988: Where the Release Date of a Recording occunec\ prior to 
October I, 1988; 
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(i) Definition: The terms "statutory rate", "industry rate" or any term having a similar 
effect in a Recording Agreement shall be deemed to refer to the applicable royalty 
rate below ("Base Royalty Rate") as of the Release Date, for the first five minutes 
of playing time ( 01' less) of an Authorized Composition: 

Release Date Rovaltv ann/icable on that date 

Jan. I, 1924-Dec. 31, 1977 2 cents 
Jan. 1, 1978 - Jun. 30, 1981 2 3/4 cents 
Jul. 1, 1981-Dec.31, 1982 4 cents 
Jan. 1, 1983-Jun. 30, 1984 4114 cents 
Jul. 1, 1984- Dec. 31, 1985 41/2 cents 
Jan. 1, 1986-Sept. 30, 1988 5 cents 

(ii) Playing Time Exceeds Five Minutes: Where the playing time of a Recording of a 
Controlled Composition exceeds five (5) minutes, the Base Royalty Rate shall be 
increased by one fifth of its value for each minute (or part thereof) of additional 
playing time; 

(iii)Mintmum Per-Composition Rate: In no case shall the Royalty Rate payable for a 
musical composition be Jess than two (2) cents; 

(iv)Payment of Royalties: Royalties will be paid by Manufacturer pursuant to the 
terms of section 4 of this Agreement. 

(c.2) October 1, 1988 - September 30, 1990: Where the Release Date of a Recording of a 
Controlled Composition occuned on or after October 1, 1988 and on or before September 30. 1990, 

(i) D~finition: The terms "statutory rate", "industry rate" or any term having a similar 
effect in a Recording Agreement shall be deemed to refer to tl1e Royalty Rate for 
Recordings applicable during each Period as set out in section 3 herein for a Recording of 
five (5) minutes playing time or less. 

(ii) Royalty Rate Percentage: Where the Percentage [hereinafter defined in section 
7(c.2)(iii)] is less than seventy five percent (75%), it will be deemed to be equal to 
seventy-five percent (75%). Where the Percentage in the Controlled Composition Clause 
is higher than seventy-five (75%), the Percentage will be equal to iliat number set out in 
the Controlled Composition Clause. 

(iii) Cap Provisions: Where a Controlled Composition Clause limits the total Royalties 
which a Manufacturer will pay with respect to all musical compositions reproduced on an 
LP, MC, CD or DR, by setting a maximum amount ("Cap'') which is determined by 
multiplying a whole number ("Multiplier") by a percent-age ("Percentage") of the Royally 
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Rate, such provision will be given full force and effect in the determination of the Royalty 
Rate for any Controlled Composition to which this section 7( c.2) applies, provided that in 
no event shall the royalty rate payable for a musical composition be at a rate which is less 
than fifty percent (50%) of the Royalty Rate for a Recording with a playing time ofless 
than five (5) minutes which is applicable during each Period as set out in section 3 herein. 

(iv) Free Goods: Where a Controlled Composition Clause provides that Royalties may 
be paid on less than one hundred percent (I 00%) of all Recordings sold, Royalties shall be 
paid on the proportion of all Recordings on which Manufacturer is obliged to pay 
Royalties which is set out in the Controlled Composition Clause, or upon eighty-five 
percent (85%) of all Recordings sold whichever amount is greater. 

(c.3) Post-October 1, 1990: Where the Release Date of a Recording of a Controlled 
Composition occurred or occurs on or after October 1, 1990, 

(i) D~flnition: The terms "statutory rate", "industry rate" or any term having a similar 
effect in a Recording Agreement shall be deemed to refer to the Royalty Rate for 
Recordings applicable during each Period as set out in section 3 herein for a Recording of 
five minutes playing time or less. 

(ii) Royalty Rate Percentage: Where the Percentage [as hereinafter defined in section 
7(c.3)(iii)] is less than seventy five percent (75%), it will be deemed to be equal to 
seventy-five percent (75%). Where the Percentage in the Controlled Composition Clause 
is higher than seventy-five (75%), the Percentage will be equal to that number set out in 
the Controlled Composition Clause. 

(iii) Cap Provisions: Where a Controlled Composition Clause limits the total Royalties 
which a Manufacturer will pay with respect to all musical compositions reproduced on an 
LP, MC, CD or DR, by setting a maximum amount ("Cap") which is determined by 
multiplying a whole number ("Multiplier") by a percentage ("Percentage") of the Royalty 
Rate, such provision will be given full force and effect in the determination of the Royalty 
Rate for any Controlled Composition to which this section 7(c.3) applies, provided 
however that the number of compositions shall be determined as follows: 

(1) Albums: With respect to an LP, MC, CD, or DR, containing no 
less than eight (8) musical compositions, where the Multiplier in the 
Controlled Composition Clause is less than twelve (12), it will be 
deemed to be equal to twelve (12). Where the Multiplier in the 
Controlled Composition Clause exceeds twelve (12), the Multiplier 
will be equal to that number. 

(2) Multiple-Album Configurations: With respect to a multiple set 
consisting of more than one LP, MC, CD or DR, the Multiplier shall 
be as follows: 
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Number ofLP's, MC's, CD's Multiplier 
or DR 's in Multiple Set 

2 20 
3 28 
4 36 
5 44 

each additional add 8 

(3) Singles and Other Formats: With respect to singles, cassette
singles CD singles and all other non-album and non-multiple album 
formats, the Multiplier shall be that number set out in the Controlled 
Composition Clause. 

(iv) Multiple Mixes: Where a CD single or cassette single or "extended play" product 
contains multiple versions of a Controlled Composition, CMRRA will issue a Mechanical 
License and Royalties will be payable at the full Royalty Rate by Manufacturer only with 
respect to the Recording of such Controlled Composition with the longest running time. 
Such Mechanical License will be deemed to include all other versions of such Controlled 
Composition .reproduced on such product. In no event will this section apply to the 
reproduction of Non-Controlled Compositions, provided that Manufacturer may make an 
application to CMRRA on behalf of the Affiliated Pablisher of a Non-Controlled 
Composition for a Royalty Rate which is at variance from that otherwise applicable 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 

(v) Minimum Per-Composition Rate: Notwithstanding the application of any Cap 
Provision, as modified by this section 7( c.3), in no event shall the royalty rate payable for 
a musical composition be at a rate which is less than fifty percent (50%) of the royalty 
rate for a Recording with a playing time of less than five ( 5) minutes which is applicable 
dming each Period as set out in section 3 herein. 

(vi) Free Goods: Where a Controlled Composition Clause provides that Royalties may 
be paid on less than one hundred percent (100%) of all Recordings sold, Royalties shall be 
paid on the proportion of all Recordings on which Manufactmer is obliged to pay 
Iloyalties which is set out in the Controlled Composition Clause, or upon eighty-five 
percent (85%) of all RecordiJJgs sold whichever ammmt is greater. 

( d) Recording Agreement Excerpts: No Mechanical License will be issued in respect of a 
Controlled Composition unless and until Manufacturer provides CMRRA witl1 excerpts from the 
applicable Recording Agreement which contains the Controlled Composition Clause relied upon by 
Manufacturer and which discloses the following information: 

(i) The date of the Recording Agreement; 
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(ii) the names of all parties to the Recording Agreement; 

(iii) the Controlled Composition Clause; 

(iv) any defined terms set out in any of the above excerpts; and, 

(v) the signed and dated signature page. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall derogate from the validity or 
enforceability of any Controlled Composition Clause relied on by the Manufacturer as between 
Manufacturer and any party other than CMRRA 01· an Authorized Publisher. 

(e) Failure to Provide Excerpts: In the event that the excerpts from the applicable Re
cording Agreements set out in section 7( d) herein are not provided to CMRRA within sixty (60) 
days of the Release Date of a Recording, CMRRA may provide Manufacturer with thirty (3 0) days' 
written notice of its intention to issue a Mechanical License in respect thereof at the full Royalty 
Rate. If Manufacturer has not provided said excerpts within· said notice period, CMRRA may issue 
a Mechanical License respecting such Recording at the full Royalty Rate ("Full-Rate License"). 
Subsequent production by Manufacturer of said excerpts will retroactively cure any prior failure to 
provide same. On the provision of said excerpts, CMRRA will amend the Full-Rate License to 
conform to the applicable provisions of this section 7. Manufacturer will be entitled to make 
adjustments for any overpayment of Royalties which occurs pursuant to this section 7(e). 

(1) Challenge to Controlled Compositions: It is understood and agreed that nothing in this 
section shall influence or affect any challenge by m1y persons, in any forlll11, of the validity or effect 
of any Controlled Composition Clause or part thereof. 

8. Deletes 

(a) Deletion: Where Mmmfacturer deletes a Recording containing reproductions of 
Authorized Compositions licensed to Manufacturer hereunder from its catalogue of products 
offered for sale to its customers ("Deleted Recordings"), it will provide CMRRA with written 
notice of such deletion on a quarterly basis. Manufacturer may, for this purpose, provide CMRRA 
with a copy of the deletion notice which it provides to its customers. 

(b) Royalty: 

(i) Destruction of Deleted Recordings: Where Mmmfacturer 
destroys Deleted Recordings, no royalty shall be payable to CMRRA 
with respect thereto. Manufacturer will maintain reasonable records 
and documentation of .such destroyed goods which shall be made 
available to CMRRA upon request. 

(ii) Sale of Deleted Recordings: Where Manufacturer sells 
Deleted Recordings, the Royalty payable will be as follows: 
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(A) Where Deleted Recordings are sold at or below three 
dollars and fifty cents ($3 .50) each, Manufacturer will 
pay a Royalty equal to fifteen per cent (15%) of the 
proceeds of such sale. 

(B) Where Deleted Recordings are sold for greater than three 
dollars and fifty cents ($3 .50) each, Manufacturer will 
pay the Royalty Rate otherwise applicable pursuant to this 
Agreement. 

(iii) Payment of Royalty: The amount and payment of Royalties 
referred to in subsection 8(b )(ii) herein will be payable on the next 
Dtie Date and will take into account CMRRA's share of market as 
agreed upon between CMRRA and Manufacturer. Manufacturer will 
maintain records of the proceed of sale of Deleted Recordings and 
submit such information to CMRRA along with its payment of 
Royalties 

( c) Cancellation of Licenses: Where Manufacturer has provided CMRRA with notice of 
Deletion as set out in section (a) herein, CMRRA will cancel all Mechanical Licenses issued to 
Manufacturer respecting such Deleted Recording, provided that all rights (except for the right to 
manufacture further Recordings), representations, warranties, covenants, indemnifications and 
obligations shall siu·vive the cancellation thereof. 

9. Royalty Reduction for Budget Recordings 

(a) Definition: In this section, 

(i) "Best Selling Price" means the price in effect to the largest-volume dealers 
purchasing Recordings from Manufacturer; 

(ii) "Full Line Product" means the product line released by Manufacturer containing 
most of Manufacturer's new releases; 

(iii) "Budget Recording" means a Recording, the Best Selling Price of which is fifty
five percent (55%) or less of the Best Selling Price for Pull Line Product offered for sale 
by Manufacturer. 

(iv) Where Manufacturer does not sell or otherwise distribute Pull Line Products, 
"Budget Recording" means a CD whose Best Selling Price is less than three dollars and 
fifty cents ($3.50) and an MC whose Best Selling Price is less than two dollars ($2.00). 
If, during the Tenn hereof, Manufacturer begins selling Pull Line Products, "Budget 
Recording" shall, :from and after the date on which Manufacturer commences to sell or 
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otherwise distribute such Full Line Products, be determined according to the terms of 
subsection (iii) herein. 

(b) Budget Rate: Manufacturer may apply to CMRRA for, and CMRRA shall issue, 
Mechanical Licenses for Authorized Compositions reproduced on Budget Recordings on the basis 
of three-quarters (3/4) of the Royalty Rate which would otherwise be applicable pursuant to section 
3 during each Period ("Budget Reduction"). Where, pursuant to section 7 herein, Manufacturer is 
entitled to a Royalty Rate which would be lower than that set out in this section, Manufacturer may 
make application for, and CMRRA shall issue Mechanical Licenses for Authorized Compositions 
on such basis, provided that the Budget Reduction and any Royalty Rate reduction pursuant to 
section 7 herein are mutually exclusive. 

(c) Restriction: The Budget Reduction is applicable only to Budget Recordings that 
contain at least either eight (8) musical works or, in the case of classical or serious music, at least 
thirty (30) minutes of playing time. 

( d) Mid-Line Recordings: Recordings known in the trade as "mid-line" Recordings are 
specifically excluded from the Budget Reduction. 

( e) Provision of Pricing Information: Manufacturer.shall submit to CMRRA current price 
list information to qualify for the Budget Reduction. 

(f) Instructions of Affiliated Publishers: The Budget Reduction is subject to the 
individual instructions of the Affiliated Publishers, and nothing in this section precludes Affiliated 
Publishers from negotiating individually a lower rate or other terms for Budget Recordings. 

10. Exports 

Unless otherwise agreed by the parties hereto, Recordings exported by Manufactmer will be 
licensed by and royalties will be paid to the mechanical rights society and/or responsible publisher(s) 
in the country to which the Recordings are expOl'ted, and that Manufacturer will not be liable to 
CMRRA for the payment of Royalties on such exported Recordings to the extent that such 
Recorc\ings are otherwise subject to Mechanical Licenses issued to Manufacturer by CMRRA 
hereunder ("Export Exemption"). Manufacturer will provide CMRRA with advice on a timely basis 
of all Recordings manufactured pursuant to Mechanical Licenses issued hereunder for which 
exemption :from .Royalty payment is claimed by Manufacturer on the grounds of export, including 
quantity, catalogue number and identification of purchaser by name and country. 

It is understood and agreed that t11e Export Exemption is intended to apply only to 
Recordings in respect of which all applicable mechanical licenses are obtained and applicable 
royal ties are paid in the territory into which they have been exported, and that the Export Exemption 
is not intended to provide Manufacturer or the importer or purchaser of such exported Recordings 
with the opportunity to export or obtain Recordings free of any royalty payments or obligations. 
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In addition, Manufacturer will, upon request by CMRRA, provide representatives of 
CMRRA with reasonable proof that mechanical licenses have been obtained and applicable royalties 
have been paid on exported Recordings in the territories into which they have been exported. If 
Manufactmer is unable to provide CMRRA with such proof for any Recordings in respect of which 
it claims the benefit of this section, Manufacturer will be obliged to obtain Licenses and pay 
Royalties as provided hereunder in respect of such Recordings 

11. Reserves and Returns 

(a) Reserve Allowance: Manufacturer shall be entitled to a reasonable reserve against the 
retum of Recordings sold or otherwise distributed, save and except for "one-way sales" of 
Recordings where such Recordings are sold or otherwise distributed by Manufacturer where the 
purchaser thereof is not entitled to return same. Amounts held in reserves will be paid out on a 
regular quarterly basis, over a maximum period of five (5) calendar quarters, whereby any amount 
entering the reserve shall be fully liquidated no later than five (5) calendar quarters after such 
amount entered the reserve. 

(b) Reserve Accounting;• The number of units for which Royalties are paid shall be 
adjusted to indicate any reserve(s) claimed by Manufacturer pursuant to Section 1 l(a) above, 
whether the reserves are withheld or liquidated. For greater clarity, Manufacturer's reserve shall be 
withheld or liquidated only by adjusting the number units payable and not by reducing or increasing 
tl1e Royalty amount payable for each line item, or by reducing or increasing the total amount of 
Royalties payable, either to an Affiliated Publisher, Non-Affiliated Publisher or CMRRA. 

( c) Returns In Excess of Reserves: Royalties associated with returned Recordings in 
excess of the reserve held by Manufactmer shall be carried forward as a negative credit balance for 
the applicable Musical Work or share thereof, and shall not be reco11ped against royalties otherwise 
payable to CMRRA. 

12. Termination 

(a) Termination of Agreement: 

(i) Insolvency of CMRRA: This Agreement shall terminate in the event that CMRRA is 
voluntarily wound up or becomes insolvent, makes or is the suJ:\ject of an assignment in 
bankruptcy or if a receiver is appointed to manage the affairs of CMRRA. In the event of 
such termination, all Mechanical Licenses issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer will 
remain in foll force and effect directly between Affiliated Publishers and Manufacturer for 
the remainder of the Term hereof. 

(ii) Insolvency of Manufacturer: CMRRA may terminate this Agreement in the event 
tlmt Manufacturer is voluntarily wound up, or is t11e subject of an assignment in 
bankruptcy or if a receiver is appointed to manage its affairs. In the event of such 
termination, all licenses issued to Manufacturer by CMRRA hereunder will be terminated 
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forthwith and Manufacturer will render an accounting and payment to CMRRA ofall 
royalties due and owing thereunder. 

(iii) Breach of Agreement by Manufacturer: CMRRA may terminate this Agreement in 
the event of any material breach of its terms or of the terms of any Mechanical License 
issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer. Prior to effecting such termination, CMRRA shall 
give Manufacturer written notice of its intention to terminate in the manner set out herein. 
If Manufacturer fails to talce reasonable steps to cure such breach within thirty (30) clays 
following the date of such notice, then this Agreement and all Mechanical Licenses issued 
hereunder shall terminate on the thirty-first (31st) day following such notice. Upon such 
termination, Manufacturer will forthwith render an accounting and payment to CMRRA 
of all Royalties due pursuant to this Agreement. 

(b) Termination of Individual Mechanical Licenses: Subject to the provisions of Exhibit 
"A" hereto, CMRRA may terminate any individual Mechanical License issued hereunder upon 
Manufacturer's material breach of any of the terms thereof by giving written notice of such breach 
as set out herein. If Manufacturer fails to take reasonable steps to cure such breach within thirty 
(30) days following the date of receipt of such notice, then the said Mechanical License shall 
terminate on the thirtycfirst (31st) day following the receipt of such notice. Upon any such 
termination of a Mechanical License, Manufacturer will render an accounting and payment to 
CMRRA of all Royalties clue and owing thereunder in the course of its next quarterly Royalty 
accounting. 

13. Arbitration 

Disagreements regarding the interpretation of the terms of this Agreement shall first be the 
subject of discussion between CMRRA and Manufacturer. Failing resolution of the disagreement by 
such discussion, it shall be referred to arbitration pursuant to the provisions of the Arbitrations Act, 
S.O. 1991, c.17, as amended from time to time. The reference to arbitration shall be to one arbitrator, 
if the parties agree upon one arbitrator, otherwise to three arbitrators, one of whom shall be chosen 
by each party to the dispute and the third by the two so chosen 1md the third arbitrator so chosen 
shall be the Chairman. The award may be made by the majority of the arbitrators. Pursuant to s.45(3) 
of the said Act, the award may be appealed by either patty to a Comt on a question of fact or on a 
question of mixed fact and law. 

14. Amendment and Severnbility 

This Agreement may only be amended in writing signed by the parties hereto. A waiver by 
either party hereto of any term or condition of this Agreement or of any individual Mechanical 
License incorporating this Agreement by reference shall not be deemed or construed as a waiver of 
any condition or term hereof for the future or of any subsequent breach thereof. All remedies 
contained in this Agreement and in any individual Mechanical License incorporating the terms of 
this Agreement by reference shall he cumulative and none of them shall be in limitation ofany other 
remedy. To the extent that any provision hereof may be judicially or administratively determined to 
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be illegal 01· otherwise void, other than articles 2 and 7 herein, it is severed herefrorn and will not 
otherwise affect or otherwise derogate from any other term hereof. 

15. Audit 

(a) Audit Right: Manufacturer hereby agrees that CMRRA, on behalf of its Affiliated 
Publisher(s) and those listed on Schedule "B" hereto, shall have the right, not more than once in any 
twelve (12) month period, to conduct, at its own expense, a Copyright Royalty Examination 
("Audit") of Manufacturer's books and records as the same relate to the use of the Authorized 
Compositions and those listed on Schedule "B" hereto, which are the subject of Mechanical 
Licenses incorporating this Agreement, provided that CMRRA provides Manufactimir with 
reasonable written notice of its intent to conduct an Audit not less than twenty (20) business days 
prior to such Audit, and provided further that no such Audit shall take place within thirty (30) days 
prior to any Due Date. The Audit right may be exercised only once during any calendar year with 
respect to royalty statements rendered within two (2) years of CMRRA' s receipt of said statements. 

(b) Bookv and Records to be Kept: Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, such 
books and records shall include books of account and supporting documentation relating to the 
manufacture, sale or other distribution and return of Recordings sold or otherwise distributed by 
Manufacturer. Such books and records shall be maintained in a manner consistent with such 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles as are and may be established from time to time by the 
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. 

( c) Access to lnflmnation: Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Manufacturer 
shall advise CMRRA and its agents, upon request thereof, where such records, books and sup
porting documentation are kept and shall provide CMRRA and its agents with such information. 
CMRRA and its agents shall have the right to take hand-written extracts and to maim photocopies 
and computer reports of such records, books and supporting documentation as CMRRA and its 
agents determine are reasonably necessary and convenient for the efficient conduct of the Audit. 

( d) Ver/fication by Third Party: in lieu of exercising the Audit Right herein, CMRRA 
may, in its sole discretion, accept the findings of a mutually acceptable exaininer engaged by ai1d at 
the cost of Manufacturer, including but not limited to an auditing or accounting firm, for the 
purpose of verifying tl1e accuracy of Manufacturer's records ai1d payments made pursuant to this 
Agreement. 
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16. Applicable Law 

This Agreement shall be interpreted and governed by and piu·suant to the laws of the 
Province of Ontario. 

17. Notice 

Any notice or other communications hereunder will be in writing and must be delivered by 
personal service, facsimile or by pre-paid registered mail to CMRRA and Manufactwer at the 
addresses set out in this Agreement, and such notice or communication will be deemed to be 
received in the case of personal service on delivery, or if by facsimile on the day of transmission, or 
if mailed on the fifth business day following its mailing. Either party may ch:mge its address for 
notice provided above by giving notice to the other party. Notwithstanding the foregoing, notice of 
material breach of any term or condition of this Agreement shall be by prepaid registered mail and 
shall be deemed received on the date of actual receipt by the addressee. 

18. Entire Agreement 

This Agreement and the Schedules and Exhibits attached hereto constitute the entire 
agreement between the parties and neither party hereto is bound by any representation or inducement 
not set forth herein. 

19, Titles 

Section titles herein are merely for identification m1d will be of no effect whatsoever in the 
application m1d construction of this Agreement or its provisions. 

20. Currency 

All royalties paid pursum1t to Mechanical Licenses issued hereunder shall be calculated and 
paid in Canadian funds. 

21. Assignment 

Neither this Agreement nor any Mechm1ical License issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer 
hereunder may be assigned by Manufactmer in whole or in part wit110ut tile express prior written 
consent of CMRRA, save and except for any assignment necessitated by a change in control or 
ownership of Manufacturer occasioned by tile acquisition of a substantial controlling interest in the 
shares thereof or through the merger of Mam1foct111·er with another firm, in which case assignment 
will be subject to immediate notification to CMRRA, provided that the assignee in such case is a 
pmty hereto. 
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22. Representation and Warranty by CMRRA 

CMRRA represents and warrants that its Affiliated Publishers and Non-Affiliated Publishers 
own and/or control the 1•eproduction rights in the Authorized Compositions and Non-Authorized 
Compositions pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and that they have authorized 
CMRRA to enter into this Agreement with Manufacturers and to grant Mechanical Licenses to 
Manufacturers as set out herein. 

Inthe event that the above representation and/or warrmities is or are breached with respect to 
miy Composition licensed hereunder, mid Manufacturer is found liable or settles any claim for 
dmnages as a result thereof, CMRRA will indemnify Manufacturer against and hold Manufacturer 
harmless from any and all claims, demands, liabilities and losses (including reasonable legal fees, 
interest and co mi costs) arising out of or in any way related to such breach. CMRRA agrees that 
Manufacturer may withhold such sums clue CMRRA or Affiliated Publisher pursuant to the 
provisions of section 4(f)(iv) herein, in such amounts reasonably related to stich claims until such 
time as such claims are reduced to a final judgment by a court of competent jurisdiction or are 
settled. 

CMRRA agrees that during the Term it shall maintain, in good standing, an errors and 
omissions insurmice policy with coverage in mi amount sufficientto indemnify Manufacturer(s) for 
any breach of representation and/or warranty as set out above. 

23. Confidentiality 

Eit11er party hereto may disclose the existence of and the terms of this Agreement to any 
person, firm or corporation. However, all transactions carried on pursuant to this Agreement, 
including t11e application for any Mechanical License by Manufacturer, the issue of such Mechanical 
License by CMRRA, the payment of royalties thereunder by Manufacturer to CMRRA mid the 
contents of any correspondence or dealings between t11e pmiies hereto respecting such applications, 
Mechm1ical Licenses or Royalty payments shall at all times be treated in a confidential manner by 
both parties h<;lreto and shall not b(l disclosed by either pmiy to any other person, or to any firm or 
corporation without the express prior written consent of fue oilier, save and except for such 
disclosure as may be reasonably necessary to either party's directors, officers, auditors (including 
CMRRA's auditors in the cmirse of tlieir conduct of any audit of Manufacturers hereunder), 
subsidiaries or parent firms or corporations. 
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IN WITNESS WI-IEREOF the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of 
the day and year first above written. 

CANADIAN MUSICAL REPRODUCTION 
RIGHTS AGENCY LTD. 

Name: Caroline Rioux 

Title: President 

Date: 

[Name of Manufacturer] 

Title: 

Date: 
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EXHIBIT "A" Standard CMRRA Mechanical License 

Each Mechanical License issued by CMRRA to Manufactmer hereunder will set out on its face 
the following information: 

License Number 
Name of Manufacturer 
Address of Manufacturer 
Title of Authorized Composition 
Composer(s), Author(s) and Arranger(s) of Authorized Composition 
Owner/ Administrator of Copyright 
Percentage of Copyright owned or administered by Owner/ Administrator 
Featured Artis1JGroup performing Authorized Composition on Recording 
Release Date of Recording 
Playing Time of Recording 
The Recording's Universal Product Code (UPC) 
Manufacturer's Catalogue Number for the Recording 
Contrivance 
Album Title (where applicable) 
Date oflssue 
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EXHIBIT "B" Notification of New Affiliated Publisher 

TAKE NOTICE that Schedule "A" to the Mechanical Licensing Agreement dated as of January 
1, 2013 between CMRRA and Manufacturer is hereby amended to add the following persons, 
firms and/or companies as Affiliated Publishers: 

Name of Affiliated Publisher 
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SCHEDULE "A": Affiliated Publishers 

The following music publisher affiliates of CMRRA are hereby added as Affiliated Publishers to 
the Mechanical Licensing Agreement dated as of January 1, 2013 between CMRRA and 
Manufacturer: 

(computer printout) 
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SCHEDULE "B": Non-Affiliated Publishers and Non-Authorized Compositions 

The following music publishers are Non-Affiliated Publishers pursuant to the Mechanical 
Licensing Agreement dated as of January 1, 2013 between CMRRA and Manufacturer: 

Name of Non-Affiliated Publisher 
Abkco Music Inc. 
Ashtray Music 
Axe Music 
Black Ice Magic Publishing 
Legs Music Inc. 

The following Musical Works are Non-Authorized Compositions pursuant to the Mechanical 
Licensing Agreement dated as of January 1, 2013 between CMRRA and Manufacturer : 

Musical Work Author(s) Publisher 
"White Christmas" Irving Berlin Irving Berlin Music Corp. 

c/o Williamson Music 
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SCHEDULE "C": Standard Royalty Format 

Generalized Royalty Input file for submission of' Royalty data to CMRRA rev 1.01 (as of 
May 11, 1999) 

Note: all numeric fields are implicitly zoned numeric 

Field Name Type Mandatory 

Header Record· Company and period Identifier 

* 
Record code 
Company Name 
Period start 
Period end 
Transmission date 

2a 
50a 
8a/n 
8a/n 
Sain 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Publisher Header Record ·Publisher information 

Record code 
Publisher munber 
Publisher name 

2a 
10a 
50a 

Publisher Balance Forward Detail Record 

* 

Record code 
Publisher munber 
Transaction amount 
Transaction description 

Field Name 

Song Header Record 

Record code 

* Publisher number 
Song Number 
Song Title 

** ISWCCode 
Writcr(s),Arranger(s) 

2a 
!Oa 
13,2n 
50a 

Type 

2a 
!Oa 
20a 
50a 
20a 
100a 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

Mandatory 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
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Detail 

1 per file . 

I-IC 
left justified 
yyyymmdd 
yyyymmdd 
yyyymmdd 

1 per publisher- precedes song 
information details 

HP 
left justified 
left justified 

I or more per publisher -
precedes song information 
details 

DP 
left justified 
Signed field 
left justified 

I per song within publisher 

HS 
left justified 
left justified 
left justified 

left justified: delimited by'~' 
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Field Name Type Mandatory 

**** Record code 2a Yes 
Transaction code 2a Yes 

Publisher number JO a Yes 

* Song Number 20a No 

Song Title 50a Yes 
Catalogue number 15 Yes 
CMRRA license# 15 No 

Net Units 13,0n Yes 
Rate type code la Yes 

Rate paid 15,9n Yes 
Percent ownership 7,4n No 

Net an10unt 13 .2n Yes 
Timing 6,0n No 

UPC code 20a No 
ISWC code 20a No 
Distribution method 5a No 

Song Traiiel' Record 
Record code 2a Yes 
Publisher number !Oa Yes 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (JndependentLabe/s)-Model 1-1 
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Detail 

DS 
left justified 
Values: 
N =Normal (default) 
NC= Normal Controlled 
NB =Normal Budget 
A= Adjustment Normal 
AC= Adjustment Controlled 
AB= Adjustment Budget 
B =Balance Fwd Normal 
BC= Balance Fwd Controlled 
BB =Balance Fwd Budget 
matches 'P' record 
song number left justified (if 
available) 
(matches 'S' record) 
left justified - required if song 
number absent 
left justified 
left justified, concatenation of 
prefix, suffix 
Signed field 
Values: 
'P' =rate+ percent ownership 
provided 
'B' =blended rate i.e. rate x 
percent ownership 

(if available) - see Rate type 
code 
signed field 
(ifavailablc )I-Ihmmss 
(if available) includes check 
digit 
(EAN code for imports) 
(if available) 
(if available) left justified 

1 per song 
TS 
matches 'P' record 
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* 

* 

*** 

Field Name 
Song Number 

Song Title 
Units 
Amount 
Record count 

Publisher Trailer Record 
Record code 

* Publisher number 
Units 

*** Amount 
Record count 

Company Trailer Record 
Record code 
Company Name * 
Units 

*** Amount 
Record count 

Legend: 

Type 
20a 

50a 
13,0n 
13,2n 
6,0n 

2a 
lOa 
13,0n 
13,2n 
6,0n 

2a 
50a 
13,0n 
13 ,2n 
6,0n 

* = added to record definition 
* * = changed relative position in record 
***=changed description or definition 
**** =code changed 

FILE NAMING CONVENTION: 

Mandatory 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Detail 
song number left justified (if 
available) 
left justified - required if song 
number absent 
hash total 
payable amount 

1 per publisher 
TP 
matches 'P' record 
hash total 
payable amount 

1 per file 
TC 
left justified 
hash total 
payable amount 

Manufacturer's Royalty Statements will be named in accordance with the following convention: 
Manufacturer Name_CMRRA Manufacturer ID_Typc_YYYYMMDD.xls 
)> Manufacturnr Name being the name of the manufacturer. 
)> CMRRA Manufacturer ID being the Manufacturer's identification number as provided by 

CMRRA. 
)> Type being Royalty Statement. 
)> YYYYMMDD being a sequence with YYYY indicating the year, MM indicating the month 

and DD indicating the day of the applicable royalty period encl date. 

For example: 123 Records_,456_Royalty Statement_20130331.xls 
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SCHEDULE"!)": Standard Royalty Format 

Pursuant to Section 4(c) of this Agreement Manufactmer's royalty statements will be delivered to 
CMRRA in a Microsoft Excel file, or such other data file as agreed to in advance by CMRRA, in 
accordance with the format and data requirements below. The following table lists the required data fields 
that must appear in each file and a description of each data field. The data fields represent individual 
columns in the s reaclsheet. 

(ii) Publisher Nt1mber 

The name of the Copyright Owner as stated on CMRRA's 
licenses. 
The Copyright Owner identification number, as stated on 
CMRRA's licenses or as used in Manufacturo1's own account 
system, so long as sucb identification number is only ever used 
to Identify one specific Copyright Owner account and is not re" 

Mandatory 

,---·+·used to identiJX .. a difforen!.9J.J?Y.£~0wner account. 
iii License ti Prefix .111!' License Number P!:_~ided b:t C,MR_.."'RA"""_. -----t_M_a_n_da_t_01::-1 
iv License H Suffix The License Number Suffix as provided bi;,c~_A_. ____ r-_M_andator 

Song Number The Musical Work's identification number as stated on Mandatory 
CMRRA's licenses or as used in Manufacturer's own accounting 

---~t""~~e•~n~·-------~·----~ 
(vi) S~;;-g T~ The title of the Musical Work as stated on CMRRA's licenses in Mandatory 

respect of which Ro:taltLes are being paid'-··----· 
~'"""-t'-::W":·;.,,·iter Namc(s) ~name oftl1~authors ~composers of the MusE!l Work. -+-M~a~nd..,.a~t.,01~·-; 

Unique Product The catalogue number assigned to the Recording by Mandatory 
J.qentj!ki.:__ -Maaufacturer. 

"'"""'"'-. ="'-...; Contrivance The confl uration t ~ll (contrivan,£.~C·""·----+-"M=ai"'1d"a"'to::.:r,,,_4 
Royalty Rate The applicable Royalty Rate as per Section 3 or Section 9 of Mandatory 

this Agreement. This value should be stated in dollars, for 
,_,, _ _,,., __ , ----·-+"e~x~am~ple,as.QJ!2~---· 

(xi) Ownership Percentage The ownership Percentage of the Copyright Owner as stated on 

,..,_ ----------
(xii) Units 

CMRRA's licenses. Must appear as a percentage amount (33.33) 
witliout the percent SY.mbol. 
The number ofunits for which Royalties are paid in the 
quarterly period, net of reserves, whioh is the stibject of the 
statement. Must not include comma separator,, __ _ 
The tofal Royalties pald respecting the share of the Musical 
Work that is the subject of the Mechanical License. Amount is 
rounded to two decimal places and must not inclt1de a dollar 

Mandatory 

·----Mandatory 

Mandatory 

si n, _______ ,... 

The quarterly period that is tl1e subject of the statement. Must be ~;;(iatory 
indicated as YYQQ. YY represents the last two digits of the 
applicable year. The second Q represents the applicable 
calendar quarter. For example, l2Q4 represents the 411

' calendar 
'lli!'rtor of the year 2012. 
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SCHEDULE "D": Standard Royalty Format (continued) 

As mentioned above, the data fields represent different columns of data that must appear in your 
Microsoft Excel report. It is of critical importance that the column sequencing is presented in exactly the 
same order as in the above table and that the Data Fields cannot be merged in a single column, It is 
essential that you do not add or remove a column. 

The column width may vary; however, CMRRA requires that it be submitted in a 'flat file' format. 
This entails that each cell in each column is filled, even if the information is repeated from prior rows of 
data (i.e. publisher name). The desired result is that each row is self"sufficient and independent from the 
others. 

Your spreadsheet must be free of embedded formulas and 'grand totals' for each column. 
Manufacturer will ensure that its royalty statements conform to said format and will not make .any 

changes thereto save and except for those which are approved in advance by CMRRA, 

lfILE NAMING CONVENTION: 
Manufacturer's Royalty Statements will be named in accordance with the following convention: 
Manufacturer Name_ CMRRA Manufacturer ID _Typc_ YYYYMMDD.xls 
> Mam1facturer Name being the name of the manufacturer. 
> CMRRA Mam1facturer ID being the Manufacturer's identification number as provided by 

CMRRA. 
> Type being Royalty Statement. 
> YYYYMMDD being a sequence with YYYY indicating the year, MM indicating the month 

and DD indicating the day of the applicable royalty period end date. 

For example: 123 Records_ 456_Royalty Statement_20130331.xls 
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SCHEDULE "E": Standard Format for Publisllcr Summary 

Pursuant to Section 4( c) of this Agreement, Manufacturer's will deliver to CMRRA a summary of 
the total amounts payable to each Affiliated Publisher, in a Microsoft Excel file, or such other data file as 
ag1•oed to in advance by CMRRA, in accordance with the format and data requirements below, The 
following table lists the required data fields in each summary and a description of each field. The data 
fields are to be presented as individual columns in the spreadsheet, with the exception of the last data field 
in the table below. 

~rr~x;: ~jfi~~~~wf ~= ·~~g~:rf i;11rtd1~1~~;:1H1:~1;m>1~'.i~~f:tI\&'. 
(i) Publisher Name The name of the Copyright Owner as stated on CMRRA's 

licenses. 
(ii) Publisher Number The Copyright Owner identification number, as stated on 

CMRRA's licenses or as used in Manufacturer's own account 
system so long as such identification number is only ever used 
to identify one specific Copyright Owner account and is not 

Mandato1y 

re-used to identify a different Cop~right Ow~n_e_r"'a.._cc.,.o""lJ~nt"-. ---+---,.-----1 
Total Payable to Publisher _Jhe total Royalties payable to each Cop ri ht Owner, Mandatory 

(iv) Grand CMRRA Total The grand total payable to CMRRA. Must be indicated at the Mandatmy 
---- ·---'-e-'nd of column (iii) above. 

The data fields represent the different columns of data that must appear in your report with the 
exception of (iv) which is a sum ofcolumn (iii). 

FILE NAMING CONVENTION: 
Manufacturer's Publisher Summary will be named in accordance with the following convention: 
Manufacturer Namc_CMRRA Manufacturer ID_Type_YYYYMMDD.xls 
)> Manufacturer Name being the name of the manufacturer. 
)> CMRRA Manufacturer ID being the Manufacturer's identification number as provided by 

CMRRA. 
)> Type being Publisher Summary. 
)> YYYYMMDD being a sequence with YYYY indicating the year, MM indicating the month 

and DD indicating the day of the applicable Poyalty period end date. 

For example: 123 Records_ 456 _Publisher Summary_ 20130331 
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SCHEDULE "F": Unlicensed Recording List Sfandnrd Format 

Pursuant to Section 4(g) of this Agreement, Manufacturer's Unlicensed Recording List will be 
delivered to CMRRA in a Microsoft Excel file in accordance to the format and data requirements below. 
The following table lists the required data fields that must appear in each file with respect to each 
unlicensed Musical Worlc, or share thereof, and a description of each data field. The data fields are to be 
presented as individual columns in the spreadsheet. 

Data fields marked as "Conditional" must be provided to CMRRA to the extent such information 
is available to Manufacturer, or where such information is provided by Manufacturer to an online music 
service. 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

Catalogue Number 

Cumulative Units 

Royalty Rate 

Total Payable 

Product Title 

Performing Artist 

Timing 

The title of the M11sical Work. 

The catalogue number of the Recording as assigned by Mandatory 
Manufacturer. 

The cumulative number oftmits for which Royalties are Mandatory 
payable from inception of distribution of the Recording until 
the end of the quarterly period which is the subject of the 
statement . 

• The applicable Royalty Rate. Should appear as dollar amount Mandatory 
(,083). 

The total Royalties payable for the Musical Work as embodied Mandatory 
on the specific Recording. 

The title of the R;;;;~;g embodying the Musical Work. Mandatory 

The name of each artist to whom the Track is credited. Mandatory -

The running time of the Track, in minutes and seconds, Mandatory 

(i-x)-- IsRC·--------··· .ISRC numbITTSsigned to the Recording, wh-~re such.Recording Ma-nd-a-to-ry_f_'or 
was released after January l, 2007. The field is Conditional Post·2006 
where such Recording is released prior to January 1, 2007. Recordings. 

1-:-~---.,..,---::"·-----1-----------· (x) Writer Name(s) The name of the author(s) and composcr(s) of the Musical 

(xi) 
·r:-,..,.,--------W_o_r~k---,----c-c---· 

Unlicensed Percentage The percentage interest therein in respect of which 
Manufacturer has not obtained a Mechanical License or has 

Conditional 
for Pre-2007 
Recordin s 

- Conditional 

Conditional 

not paid Royalties at the time such Unlicensed Recording List 
·+----------+-was 12repared. ~uld aeEear as a eer~nt (33.331,--i---,., 

..._..x_ii,_~Rclcaso Date The release date of the Reoording'----·-------.1.-...;;;C,;;,01:::;1cl:;.;i;;;.ti-"'01"';;;;.1 _, 
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(xiii) Recording Deletion Information indicating whether the Recording is still active or 
Status has been discontinued, Expected values are the following: 

DR for Recordings that have been discontinued 
• AR, for active Recordin~s Jh~t have not been discontinued 

(xiv) Deletion Dat;~·- The date on which the Recording was deleted from 
Manufacturer's catalogue of products offered for sale to its 
custo1ners, 

"' 
(xv) UPC Number The Universal Product Code assigned to the album on which 

- the Track appears. __ 
(xvi) Disc Number The disc m1mber associated with the Track such as in a box 

set. ·-(xvii) Track Number The track number oftl1e Track on the album on which it 
annears. 

(xviii) Publish-;;rNamc The name of the music publisher(s) associated with the 
Musical Work, 

-:· (xix) Publisher Number ~urer's internal identific.ation number assigned to the 
music publisher, 

----- Son~ Manufacturer's lnterrntl identification number assignedlcithe (xx) 
Musical Work. 

·-Tbe"rea;on for which the Musical Work is ;;;:;(he"'"unlicensed (xxi) Unlicensed Reason 
Recording List, Expected values are tl1e following: 

DISPUTE, for copyright ownership conflict of the Musical 
Work 

NO LICENSE, for Musical Works, or share thereof, for which 
you have not received a Mechanical License 

For all other reasons, you are required to provide a brief 
explanation, 

-· (xxii) Configurntion The contrivance 01· format of the Recording 

-· !Cl) LP~----
(xxiii) Calendar Quarter The calendar quarter applicable to the Unlicensed Recording 

List. 

(xxiv) ISWC '!11e International Standard Work Code of said musical 
composition. 

e--
(xxv) Label Name Label na~;;;;;;ociated with the Recording. This relates to 

Manufacturers that handle Recordings for multiple labels. 
i-----·----· Identifies the method used by the Mam~facturer to distribute the (xxvi) Transaction Type 

product. One of the following values is expected: 
RS, for Regular Sales 
FG, for Free Goods 
PR, for Promotional Goods 
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SCHEDULE "J?": Unlicensed Recording List Standard Format (continued) 

FILE NAMING CONVENTION: 
Manufacturer's Unlicensed Recording List will be named in accordance with the following 
·convention: 
Manufacturer Name_CMRRA Manufacturer ID_Type_YYYYMMDD.xls 
)> Manufacturer Name being the name of the manufacturer. 
)> CMRRA Manufacturer ID being the Manufacturer's identification number as provided by 

CMRRA. 
)> Type being Unlicensed Recording List. 
)> YYYYMMDD being a sequence with YYYY indicating the year, MM indicating the month 

and DD indicating the day of the applicable royalty period end date. 

)> For example: 123 Records_ 456_ Unlicensed Recording List_2013033 l 
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SCHEDULE "G": License Application Information 

Pursuant to section 2.(d) of this Agreement, Manufacturer's license application must disclose at 
least the following mandatory information for each Track; 

(i) Name and address of the Manufacturer; 

(ii) Performing artist to whom the Track is credited; 

(iii) Title of the Recording; 

(iv) Release date.ofthe Recording; 

(v) Configuration type(s) of tho Recording; 

(vi) Manufacturer's unique catalogue number for each Recording configuration; 

(vii) Title of Musical Work, as well as the title of each individual Musical Work contained in a 

medley, mash-up or used as a sample; 

(viii) Name of each author and composer of the Musical Work(s); 

(ix) Running time of the Track as well as the running time of each individual Musical Work 
contained in a medley; 

The following is a list of Conditional data that must be provided to CMRRA if it is available to 
Manufacturer: 

(i) Name of the music publisher(s) for each Musical Work; 

(ii) Where the Musical Work is a translation or adaptation of another Musical Work, the title 
of such original Musical Work; 

(iii) UPC (Universal Product Code); 

(iv) ISRC (International Standard Recording Code); 

(v) ISWC (International Standard Work Code); 

(vi) The wholesale price of the Recording; 

(vii) Rate Category for the Recording (Budget Rate or Full Rate); 

(viii) Number of individual Tracks on the Recording; 
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This is Exhibit "35" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusinl sworn before me this 26th day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFouldslll\ 
Barristers and Solfcltors. 
Expires October 24, 2016, 
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MECH AN I CAL L I CE N S IN G A G RE EM ENT (Model I-2) 

DATED as of Janumy 1, 2013 

BETWEEN: 

Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Lim
ited, a Corporation incorporated pursuant to the laws of 
Canada having its principal offices at 56 Wellesley Street 
West, Suite 320, Toronto, Ontmio Canada M5S 2S3 
("CMRRA") on behalf of its Affiliated Publishers, 

OF THE FIRST PART 

-and-

("Manufact11rer") 

OF THE SECOND PART 

WHEREAS CMRRA carries on business as a non-exclusive agent for certain music pub
lishers which have engaged CMRRA to issue licenses for the mechanical reproduction of certain 
musical compositions to manufacturers, distributors and importers of Recordings (as hereinafter 
defined), 

AND WHEREAS Manufactmer carries on business by way of the manufacture or author
izes the manufacture, importation and/or distribution in and into Canada of Recordings contain
ing reproductions of certain copyrighted musical works which are owned and/or administered in 
Canada by CMRRA's publisher principals, 

AND WHEREAS CMRRA and Manufacturer acknowledge and agree that the prompt 
and efficient administration of this Agreement and of the licensing of musical compositions and 
accounting for and payment of royalties with respect thereto are of the utmost importance, 

AND WHEREAS Mru1ufactmer aclmowledges and agrees that its prompt application for 
licenses hereunder, its prompt handling of licenses issued by CMRRA hereunder and its prompt 
mid accurate entry of licensing data into its royalty accounting systems m·e of the essence of this 
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Agreement, and CMRRA acknowledges and agrees that its prompt handling of license applica
tions and issuance of licenses hereunder are of the essence of this Agreement. 

AND WHEREAS Manufacturer wishes to appoint CMRRA, or its designee, to be its au
thorized agent for the purpose of making applications to the Copyright Board of Canada (the 
"Board") pursuant to section 77 of the Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-42 (the "Act") for li
censes to reproduce Musical Works (as defined herein) whose owners cannot be located, 

AND WHEREAS CMRRA and Manufacturer wish to enter into an Agreement for such 
purpose, 

THEREFORE WITNESS that in consideration of the mutual covenants and warranties 
herein contained, and subject to all the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, the parties 
hereto agree as follows: 

1. Definitions 

In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated below: 

Affiliated Publisher: A music publisher for which CMRRA acts as Agent for the mechan
ical licensing of Authorized Compositions (as hereinafter defined) in Canada and to carry on 
such licensing to Manufacturer pmsuant to the terms hereof. CMRRA' s Affiliated Publishers are 
set out on Schedule "A" hereto as may be amended by CMRRA from time to time. 

Authorized Composition: A musical composition owned and/or administered in whole or 
in part by an Affiliated Publisher, whil;h publisher has engaged and instructed CMRRA to act as 
its agent for the mechanical licensing of such musical composition. 

CD: A digitally recorded audio compact disc of any size or format but specifically ex
cluding any digitally recorded and reproduced audio-visual disc of any size or format. 

Digital Recording: A digitally recorded disc, tape or other contrivance, excluding CD's 
("DR"). 

Due Date: That date which is forty-five ( 45) days after the end. of each calendar quarter, 
specifically, February 15, May 15, August 15 and November 15 in each year of the Term (as 
hereinafter defined). 

LP: An analogue viny I record of any size or playing speed. 

Manufacturer: the corporation that is the party of the Second Part to this Agreement, en
gaged in the business of manufacturing or authorizing the manufactme, importing and/or distrib
uting Recordings in or into Canada. 

},;JC: An analogue audio cassette tape, related analogue or other related audio tape format, 
but specifically excluding any audio-video tape in any format. 

A!fechanical License: A license issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer subject to the terms 
hereof and pursuant to section 2 hereof. 
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Musical Work: A "musical work" as defined in section 2 of the Act, with reference to any 
Musical Work including any fractional share of the copyright in that work. 

Non-Authorized Composition: A musical composition owned and/or administered in 
whole or in part by an Affiliated Publisher which said Affiliated Publisher has instmcted 
CMRRA to exclude from the scope of this Agreement as listed on Schedule "B'' hereto. 

Non-Affiliated Publisher: A music publisher which has engaged CMRRA to act as its 
agent for the mechanical licensing of musical compositions to Manufacturers in Canada on terms 
and conditions at variance with those set out herein as listed on Schedule "B" hereto. 

Prior License: A Mechanical License issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer prior to the ef
fective date hereof. 

Promotional Product: A Recording containing reproductions of Authorized Composi
tions 1mmufactured especially for promotional purposes, including "Radio CD's" "Dance Pool 
Products" or any like configuration, including Recordings available for sale to the general public 
through Manufacturer's customary distribution and retail channels, when such Recording are 
distributed free in Canada by Manufacturer to promote the sale thereof, provided that either the 
words "Promotional Copy Not For Sale" or words having the same effect are marked on each 
Recording so distributed or on the packaging thereof, or that each Recording so distributed is cut 
or drilled or otherwise marked by Manufacturer to indicate same. 

Recording: A physical sound carrier (i.e. LP, MC, CD, and/or DR) embodying one or 
more Tracks, manufactured, imported or distributed by or on behalf of Manufacturer in or into 
Canada, but specifically excluding any audio/visual product. 

Release Date: The elate on which Manufacturer releases a Recording for sale to the gen
eral public through its customary distribution and retail channels. Where a Recording is deleted 
by Manufacturer and subsequently reissued in any format, the Release Date for such Recording 
will be tl1e date of such re-release for all purposes herein, including the determination of applica
ble Royalty Rates pursuant to sections 3 and 7 herein, 

Royalty or Royalties: The amount(s) payable by Manufacturer to CMRRA pursuant to 
Mechanical Licenses issued under this Agreement and calculated pursuant to tl1e rates set out 
herein. 

Term: The term oftl1is Agreement shall commence upon January 1, 2013 and conclude 
upon December 31, 2013. 

Track: An audio-only sound recording embodying, subject to subsection 2(a), one or 
more Musical Works. 

Unidentified Owner(s): The owner of copyright in and to a Musical Work who has not 
yet been so identified by CMRRA or Mrurnfacturer. 

Unidentified Work(s): A Musical Work embodied in a Recording that has not yet been 
identified by CMRRA or Mrumfacturer. 
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Unlocatable Owner(s): The owner of copyright in and to a Musical Work who remains 
unidentified despite reasonable effort by CMRRA and Mam1facttu·er to locate him or her. 

2. Scope of Agreement 

(a) Applicability of Agreement: This Agreement applies only to the mechanical li-
censing in Canada of Authorized Compositions owned and/or administered in whole or in part by 
Affiliated Publishers to Manufacturer. 

(b.1) Affiliated Publishers: Upon request by Manufacturer, CMRRA shall provide 
Manufacturer with a list of all Affiliated Publishers, and shall, upon request by Manufacturer, 
provide Manufacturer with timely advice of all music publishers which become Affiliated Pub
lishers and all music publishers which cease to be represented by CMRRA. Such list will form 
Schedule "A" to this Agreement and may be provided by CMRRA either in printed or electronic 
form. Subsequent to the date of execution hereof, and for the duration of the Term, CMRRA 
shall represent and issue licenses on behalf of Affiliated Publishers to Manufacturer for the uses 
set out herein, only pmsuant to the terms hereof. Where an Affiliated Publisher ceases to be rep
resented by CMRRA during the Tenn, it will no longer be bound by the terms hereof respecting 
the mechanical licensing of its musical compositions to Manufacturer in Canada subsequent to 
the date on which it ceased to be represented by CMRRA, but all Mechanical Licenses issued by 
CMRRA to Manufacturer while said Affiliated Publisher was represented by CMRRA will con
tinue in full force and effect until the conclusion of the Term. Subsequent to the execution here
of, CMRRA may amend Schedule "A" by providing Manufacturer with a notice in the form at
tached hereto as Exhibit "B" and the provision of such notice will be deemed to be an amend
ment to Schedule "A''. CMRRA may revise or replace the form of Schedule "A" and Exhibit "B" 
at any time by providing notice of same to Manufactmer. 

(b.2) Non-Affiliated Publishers: Upon request by Manufactiirer, CMRRA shall provide 
Manufacturer with a list of all Non-Affiliated Publishers. Such list will fo11n Schedule "B" to this 
Agreement. During the Term hereof, CMRRA will not undertake the representation of any fur
ther Non-Affiliated Publishers, provided that in any case where, prior to the date hereof, 
CMRRA has undertaken the representation of a Non-Affiliated Publisher on the basis of instruc
tions at variance with the terms hereof, CMRRA shall continue to so represent such Non
Affiliated Publisher and shall issue licenses with respect thereto exclusively in accordance with 
such instructions as the Non-Affiliated Publisher thereof has given, or may subsequently give, to 
CMRRA. 

(c) Notification o,[Non-Authorized Compositions: Upon the execution hereof, 
CMRRA will provide Manufacturer with a list of all Non-Authorized Compositions. Such list 
will form Schedule "B" to this Agreement. During the Term hereof, CMRRA will not undertake 
the representation of any fmther Non-Authorized Compositions, provided that in any case where, 
prior to the date hereof; CMRRA has undertaken the representation of a Non-Authorized Com
position on the basis of instructions at variance with the terms hereof, CMRRA shall continue to 
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so represent such Non-Authorized Composition and shall issue licenses with respect thereto ex
clusively in accordance with such instructions as the Publisher thereof has given, or may subse
quently give, to CMRRA. 

( d) Licensing of Works: This Agreement does not constitute a license. 

(i.a) Applications for Mechanical Licenses: Manufacturer shall 
make application to CMRRA for Mechanical Licenses for all Re
cordings sold or otherwise distributed in Canada by Manufacturer 
where such Recordings contain reproductions of musical works. 
Such application will be made by way of Manufacturer providing 
CMRRA with one (1) copy of each CD, LP, MC or DR version of 
each Recording which it releases for sale to the public in the ordi
nary course of its business ("Sample Product"). Manufacturer will, 
at the same time, provide CMRRA with data respecting the Musi
cal Works reproduced on such Recordings as set out in Schedule 
"G" hereto. Manufacturer's application will include all data which 
is indicated as "Mandatory" on the said schedule and may include 
data which is indicated as "Conditional". More specifically, "Con
ditional" data is data that must be provided to CMRRA if it is 
available to Manufacturer. 

(i.b) Directly Licensed Work~: Manufacturer will advise 
CMRRA of the <lto!ails of any Mechanical Licenses which have 
been issued directly to Manufacturer at any time during the Tenn 
by one or more publishers or copyright owners with respect to mu
sical works reproduced on the Recording. Manufacturer acknowl · 
edges that CMRRA has no responsibility or liability for the accu
racy or sufficiency of any such directly issued license and that 
Manufacturer at all times bears the risk associated with obtaining 
and complying with tl1e terms of such licenses. 

(ii) Disposal of Sample Products: CMRRA will not sell any 
Sample Product provided to it by Manufacturer pursuant to this 
section but will be under no obligation to return such Product to 
Manufacturer. 

(iii) Compilation Products: where a Recording contains Tracks 
performed by different performers, Manufacturer's i1pplication(s) 
respecting such Recording will wherever reasonably possible dis
close the name(s) of the performer(s) of each composition con
tained therein. 

(iv) Unlocatable Owners: Where Manufacturer has made appli· 
cation to CMRRA for a mechanical license for a musical work and 
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all or a portion of the ownership interest therein is unlmown, Man
ufacturer hereby appoints CMRRA as its agent for the purpose of 
making application to the Board for a license pursuant to s.77 of 
the Act. Where the Board issues such license, Manufacturer agrees 
to comply with the requirements thereof with respect to payment of 
royalties and provision of accountings. 

(v) Issuance of Licenses: Subject to the terms and conditions 
hereof, in response to applications received from Manufacturer 
pursuant to subsection (i) herein, CMRRA shalJ, on behalf of Affil
iated Publishers, grant individual Mechanical Licenses to Manu
facturer on a use-by-use basis authorizing the mechanical repro
duction of Authorized Compositions on Recordings manufactured 
by or on behalf of Manufacturer in Canada or imported by or on 
behalf of Manufacturer into Canada, and authorizing the distribu
tion thereof in Canada, 

Mechanical Licenses issued hereunder may, at CMRRA's election, 
be provided to Manufacturer in the form of licenses individually 
issued with respect to one or more ownership interests in musical 
works or in the form of reports setting out the terms of each li
cense. Such licenses will be subject to the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement. Manufacturer agrees to be bound by such licenses 
at the time they are issued by CMRRA. Manufacturer shall be 
permitted to reject a Mechanical License only by reason of a defi
ciency in the Mechanical License itself and shall disclose its reason 
for doing so with the rejection of the Mechanical License. 

Each Mechanical License issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer 
hereunder will be deemed to include the following terms and con
ditions: 

I. Grant of License: At the request of Licensee and in its ca
pacity as agent for the Copyright Owner/Administrator, CMRRA 
hereby grants to Licensee a non-exclusive liccns.e to reproduce the 
Musical Work described above on the Recording described in the 
Mechanical License and to distribute and sell such Recording in 
Canada for private use by the public, subject to the terms and con
ditions which follow. Such grant right is limited to the Percentage 
of Copyright owned or administered by the Copyright Own
er/Administrator. 

2. Arrangement or Alteration ofMusical Work: Licensee may 
arrange the Musical Work for the limited purpose and to the Jim-
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ited extent necessary to conform it to the style or manner of inter
pretation of the Artist/Group involved, subject to section 2(e) of 
the Mechanical Licensing Agreement, but shall have no right to in
sert new words into the existing lyrics, to alter the basic melody or 
to otherwise arrange the music, or generally to change the funda
mental character and tmity of the Musical Work. Licensee may not 
claim any ownership or other interest in, or register, any arrange
ment permitted under this section as a work under the Copyright 
Act, R.S. 1985, c. C-42. 

3. Label and Jacket Information: Licensee shall use best ef-
forts to imprint the Title oftl1e Musical Work followed by the 
name(s) of the Composer/Author and Copyright Own
er/Administrator on the label, jacket or container of every Record
ing made under this License where the production of tl1e printed 
matter associated with a Recording is beyond its control and where 
the printed matter associated with a Recording is within the .Licen
sees control it will imprint the Title of the Musical Work followed 
by the name(s) of the composer/Author and Copyright Own
er/Administrator on the label, jacket or container of every record
ing made under this License. 

4. Limitations on Use: All reproduction or other use of the 
Musical Work not specifically authorized by this Mechanical Li
cense, or by the written consent of CMRRA is prohibited. 

5, This Agreement is subject to and incorporates the terms 
and conditions of the Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Independ
ent Labels) dated as of J anuaiy I, 2013 between CMRRA and Li
censee. 

(e) Applicability of Agreement: This Agreement is not applicable to any of the fol-
lowing uses except to the extent that the same has been authorized by the Affiliated Publisher: 

(i) visual reproduction or printing of lyrics or music of any 
Authorized Composition; 

(ii) the use of an Authorized Composition in a medley or a 
mashup; 

(iii) the use of an Authorized Composition, in whole or in part, 
as a "sampled" use, whether the "sampling" is effected digitally or 
otherwise in ai1y medium or through the use of any technology 
now or hereafter known; 
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(iv) any parody or translation of the lyrics of an Authorized 
Composition. 

(v) any rental of a Recording by Manufacturer, or sale by 
Manufacturer of a Recording for the intentional purpose of rental; 

(vi) any commercial use of the Recording other than for distri
bution and sale in the Territory for private use by the public 
(whether for background music, disk jockey or broadcast use), un
less such distribution or sale is made with the express limitation 
that the user is not authorized to reproduce the Recording without 
the express prior written consent of CMRRA or the Affiliated Pub
lisher( s) involved; 

(vii) any reproduction of an Authorized Composition .in imy au
dio-visual recording; 

(viii) any reproduction of an Authorized Composition by way of 
any contrivance not specifically authorized herein; 

(ix) any reproduction of a musical composition for which Man
ufacturer has obtained a direct license from an Authorised Publish
er. 

Manufacturer may make separate application to CMRRA for the purpose of obtaining licenses 
for any of the above purposes, the terms and conditions of which licenses, if granted, shall be 
expressly subject to individual negotiation between Manufacturer and CMRRA on behalf of the 
Affiliated Publisher(s) involved. 

(f) Renewal of Prior Licenses: All Prior Licenses, if any, are deemed to be and here-
by are renewed for the Term hereof, The terms and conditions appearing on the back of Prior 
Licenses are hereby replaced by those set out in Section 2(d)(v) of this Agreement. 

(g) Amended Licenses: CMRRA may, where reasonable, at its discretion, amend any 
Mechanical License or Prior License. Stich amendment may occur upon any material change in 
the ownership of the Authorized Composition (or partial interest therein), to replace a missing or 
lost license, or at the request of the Affiliated Publisher(s) involved or of the Manufacturer. The 
amended license will be binding upon the parties hereto respecting the Authorized Composition 
licensed thereby, 

(h) l'rovision of Retailer Materials: Manufacturer will provide CMRRA with copies 
of all release am10uncements or notifications, deletion announcements or notifications, prnduct 
catalogues which it customarily provides to its retail customers, at the same time at which such 
materials are provided to such retailers. 

(i) Distributed Labels: Manufacturer acknowledges that it may, from time to time, 
enter into licensing, distribution or other agreements with persons, firms or corporations in the 
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music business ("Third Parties") for the manufacture and/or distribution of Recordings which 
may contain reproductions of Authorized Compositions, but that the terms of such agreements 
put the onus and responsibility of licensing such reproduction on such Third Parties. Likewise, 
Manufacturer acknowledges that it may, from time to time, enter into agreements with Third 
Parties by which Manufacturer acquires the right to sell or otherwise distribute Recordings pro
duced by or on behalf of such Third Parties which may contain reproductions of Authorized 
Compositions. Manufacturer recognizes CMRRA's interest in ensUl'ing that such reproduction of 
Authorized Compositions is carried on pursuant to licenses duly issued by CMRRA to such 
Third Parties, and that royalties are paid by such Third Parties to CMRRA pursuant thereto. Ac
cordingly, ManufactUl'er will, upon receipt ofwritten authorization from any such Third Party, 
provide CMRRA, in the course ofCMRRA's administration of licensing agreements with such 
Third Parties with such reasonable assistance and provision of information as CMRRA may from 
time to time request including, without limiting the foregoing, such information as CMRRA may 
reasonably require to conduct copyright royalty examinations of the books and records of such 
Third Parties. Manufacturer agrees that it will be jointly and severally liable with Third Parties to 
CMRRA for the payment of all royalties payable pursuant to licenses issued with respect to Re
cordings dealt with in this paragraph and that CMRRA may at its discretion seek payment of all 
such royalties .in the event of failure or refusal of Third Parties to pay same. 

3. Royalty Rate 

(a) Royalty Rate: Subject to the provisions of sections 2, 8 and 9 hereof, ManufactUl'-
er will pay royalties pursuant to this Agreement on a quarterly basis by no later than the Due 
Date following the conclusion of each calendar quarter during the Term at the following royalty 
rate ("Royalty Rate"): for all Recordings sold or otherwise distributed during the Term, the Roy
alty Rate shall be, for each reproduction of an Authorized Composition, 

(i) where tl1e running time of the reproduction is five (5) minutes or less, eight and three
tenths cents ($0.083) per Authorized Composition per Recording 

(ii) where the running time of the reproduction is longer than five (5) minutes, eight and 
tlU'ee-tenths cents ($0.083) per Authorized Composition per Recording for the first five (5) 
minutes of such reproduction and one and sixty-six one-hundredths cents ($0.0166) per addition
al minute or part thereof of such reproduction per Authorized Composition per Recording. 

(b) Royalty Rate/or Prior Periods: Manufacturer's obligation to account for and pay 
Royalties will be determined pursuant to the terms hereof. Manufacturer will pay Royalties at 
the applicable Royalty Rate during each period in which Recordings were sold or ot11erwise dis
tributed. The applicable Royalty Rates for prior periods are as follows: 
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Prior Period 
Prior to October 1, 1988 
From October 1, 1988 to September 30, 1990 
From October 1, 1990 to December 31, 199 l 
From Janumy 1, 1992 to December 31, 1993 
From January I, 1994 to December 31, 1995 
From January I, 1996 to December 31, 1997 
From January I, 1998 to December 31, 1999 
From January 1, 2000 to December 31, 200 I 
From January I, 2002 to June 30, 2007 
From July, l, 2007 to December 31, 2009 
From Januaiy I, 20 I 0 to December 31, 2012 

Royally Rate 
0.02 

0.0525 
0.059 

0;0625 
0.0647 
0.066 
0.071 
0.074 
0.077 

,081 
0.083 

Per. Min. Rate 
0,004 

0.0105 
0.0118 
0.0125 
0.0129 
0.0132 
0.0142 
0,0148 
0.0154 
0,0162 
-0.0166 

(c) Security: Before this Agreement takes effect, Manufacturer agrees to deposit an 
amount to be mutually agreed between it and CMRRA, which shaU be held in trust by CMRRA 
as security for the proper performance by Manufacturer of all the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, During the term hereof, CMR,RA may apply the deposit or any part thereof towards 
the payment of any Royalty due or other charges by Mrurnfacturer by reason of ru1y default of 
Manufacturer in complying with the terms hereof, The deposit shall accrue interest at current 
bank rates on shorMerm deposits which shall be held in trust by CMRRA pending full and com
plete performance of the terms and conditions herein. CMRRA may additionally require Manu
facturer to deposit further amounts with CMRRA during the term hereof for the same purpose. 
The runount of the initial deposit payable hereunder and any additional deposit(s), the due date(s) 
for payment thereof and such other terms and conditions as CMRRA may require shall be em
bodied in one or more amendments to this Agreement. 

4. Payment of Royalties 

(a) Obligation to Pay Royalties: Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, royal-
ties shall be due on all Mechfil1ical Licenses issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer for all Record
ings sold or otherwise distributed by no later than the Due Date following the conclusion of the 
calendar qtiarter in which such Mechanical License were issued. All royalty payments will be net 
ofall bank charges, Goods and Services or any other applicable tax. 

(b) Interest on Overdue Quarterly Payments: Where Mfil1ufacturer's regular quarterly 
payment of Royalties, including the Royalty Advance defined in Section 4( e), is made to 
CMRRA later than the relevant Due Date, Manufacturer shall pay interest on the full runount due 
for that quarter at that rate which is equal to the prime rate as set by the Bank of Canada prevail
ing on the Due Date plus two per cent (2%), calculated on a daily basis. Such interest shall be 
clue and owing upon the day on which the overdt1e payment is made to CMRRA. 

(c) Royalty Accounting for Pre-2013 Sales: With respect to the sale of a Recording 
prior to the commencement of the Term hereof; Manufacturer shall calculate the Royalties paya
ble pursuru1t to Section 4(a) above, and in accordance with Sections 5, 6 ru1d 11 of this agree
ment, for each Mechanical License issued by CMRRA. Manufacturer's payment of Royalties 
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shall be accompanied by separate, accurate, royalty statements for each Affilated Publisher and 
Non-Affiliated Publisher, to be delivered to CMRRA in electronic form conforming to the for
mat specification outlined in Schedule "D" attached hereto, or such other electronic format mu
tually agreeable to CMRRA and Manufacturer. The royalty statements will include all data 
which is indicated as "Mandatory" on the said format and may include data which is indicated as 
"Conditional''. More specifically, "Conditional" data is data that must be provided to CMRRA if 
it is available to Manufacturer. Manufacturer will include all Conditional data for all new Me
chanical Licences issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer after the date of execution thereof and 
Manufacturer will use its best efforts to include the Conditional data for Prior Licences. 

In addition, Manufactmer's payment of Royalties shall be accompanied by an accurate 
summary of the total amounts payable to each Affiliated Publisher and Non-Affiliated Publisher, 
in the form hereto atiached as Schedule "E". Any adjustment appearing on a royalty statement or 
summary must be accompanied by sufficient reasonable infom1ation to explain the purpose for 
which such adjustment was made. 

(cl) Sales Accounting For Post-2012 Sales: Manufacturer will, by no later than the 
Due Date in each calendar quaiter during the Term hereof, and in accordance with Sections 5, 6 
and 11 of this agreement, provide CMRRA with a complete electronic report of all its Recording 
sales during the prior calendar quarter ("Sales Report"), such report to conform to the format 
specification attached hereto as Schedule "C". The Sales Report will include all data which is 
indicated as "Mandatory" on the said format and may include data which is indicated as "Condi
tional". More specifically, "Conditional" data is data that must be pl'Ovided to CMRRA if it is 
available to Manufacturer. 

On receipt of a Sales Report from Manufacturer, CMRRA will identify the Musical 
Works in respect of which it has issued Manufacturer a Mechanical License pursuant to this 
Agreement. CMRRA will then calculate the amount of Royalties owing with respect to Manufac
turer's sales or othe1· distributions of such Recordings pursuant to such Mecha11ical Licenses and 
will advise Manufacturer of same. 

( e) Royalty Advance: Manufacturer will, by no later tha11 the Due Date for each cal-
endar quarter during the Term hereof, pay CMRRA an advance against Royalties owing for that 
quarter ("Royalty Advance"). The ainount of the Royalty Advance will be determined by multi
plying, for each Recording, the following .items A, B, C and D where 

(A) is the sum of 

(i) all m1its sold during the applicable calendar quarter 

(ii) any units liquidated from reserve, if any 

(iii) less any new units held in reserve as per Section I I of this Agreement 

(iv) less a11y units retumed in the current period 

(v) less My negative unit balance from the previous period (unapplied returns) 
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(B) is the applicable Royalty Rate 

(C) is the number of audio Tracks contained in the Recording 

(D) is a percentage to be determined by CMRRA to reflect its market share on the 
basis ofMrurnfacturer's past Royalty payment, its payment history and after con
sultation with Manufact11rer ("CMRRA Market Share"). 

(f) Royalty Reconciliation: After determining the runount owing as Royalties pursu-
ant to section 4(d) above, CMRRA will deduct such amount from Manufacturer's Royalty Ad
vance. If the amount of Royalties in ru1y quarter is greater than the cumulative Royalty Advance 
on hand, Manufacturer will, upon CMRRA' s request, immediately pay CMRRA the amount by 
which the Royalties exceed the cumulative Royalty Advance on hand. Any such payment out
standing longer than seven (7) days will bear interest calculated on the basis of a rate which is 
equal to the prime rate as set from time to time by the Bank of Canada plus two percent (2%) on 
a quarterly basis during the period in which interest is to be calculated. 

If the amount of Royalties in any quarter is less than the Royalty AdvMce, CMRRA will 
maintain the balance of the Royalty Advru1ce as a credit toward royalties payable for any Uni
dentified Works, Unidentified Owners or Unlocatable Owners or retain such amount as a pre
payment of Manufacturer's subsequent royatly obligations hereunder. 

(g) Pre-2013 Unlicensed Recording List: No later than six (6) months from the date 
of execution of this Agreement, Manufacturer will provide CMRRA with an accurate cumulative 
listing of all Recordings sold or otherwise distributed by Manufacturer up to December 31, 2012 
in respect of which Royalties have not for any reason been paid by Ma11ufacturer for any owner
ship interest in any musical compositions reproduced therein ("Unlicensed Recording List"). 
Upon request by CMRRA, Manufacturer shall thereafter provide CMRRA an updated Unli
censed Recording List. 

Manufacturer shall provide CMRRA with the Unlicensed Recording List in the format set 
out in Schedule "F" or in a11 electronic format mutually agreeable to CMRRA and Manufacturer. 
The Unlicensed Recording List will include all data which is indicated as "Mandatory" on the 
said format and may include data which is indicated as "Conditional". More specifically, "Con
ditional" data is data that must be provided to CMRRA if it is available to Mrurnfacturer. 

Manufacturer is not required to maintain an Unlicensed Recording Lists related to the 
sale of Recordings post December 31, 2012. 

(h) Licensing and Payment of Royalties on Unlicensed Recordings: CMRRA shall, 
upon its receipt of the Unlicensed Recording List, review such list and identify any musical 
compositions which are Authorized Compositions or Non-Authorized Compositions and will 
issue Mechanical Licenses to Manufacturer with respect thereto pursuant to this Agreement. 
Manufacturer will, upon receipt of srune, execute each Mechanical License and return such Me
chanical License to CMRRA. Payment of all accumulated Royalties respecting such Authorized 
Compositions or Non-Authorized Compositions and Royalty statements respecting such payment 
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in like form to that set out in section 4( c) herein shall be delivered to CMRRA on the following 
Due Date. 

5. Free Goods 

Except as provided in sections 6 herein, royalties will be paid quarterly on Recordings 
distributed on a free or no charge basis, on the same rates and terms that apply to Recordings 
otherwise sold . .Such Recordings shall be separately identified in Manufacturer's Sales Report to 
CMRRA in accordance to the format specification outlined in Sched1Jie "C". 

6. Promotional Copies 

(a) No royalties shall be payable on Promotional Products, as that term is defined 
herein, up to a maximum of two thousand (2,000) units (all formats combined), 

(b) Manufacturer shall provide CMRRA with one (1) copy of each such Promotional 
Product for CMRRA' s inspection at the same time at which such Promotional Product is distrib
uted by Manufacturer. CMRRA will not sell or distribute any Promotional Products pmvided to 
it hereunder. To the extent that any Promotional Product contains any Authorized Composition, 
the pmvision of a copy of such Promotional Product to CMRRA is deemed to be an application 
for a Mechanical License with respect thereto, and each Authorized Composition reproduced 
therein is deemed to be licensed pursuant to the tenns hereof, 

( c) All Promotional Products shall be separately identified in Manufacturer's Sales 
Report to CMRRA in accordance to the format specification outlined in Schedule "C". 

7. [Intentionally Omitted] 

8. Deletes 

(a) Deletion: Where Manufacturer deletes a Recording containing reproductions of 
Authorized Compositions licensed to Manufacturer hereunder from its catalogue of products 
offered for sale to its customers ("Deleted Recordings"), it will provide CMRRA with written 
notice of such deletion on a quarterly basis. Manufacturer may, for this purpose, provide 
CMRRA with a copy of the deletion notice which it provides to its customers. 

(b) Royalty: 

(i) Destruction a/Deleted Recordings: Where ManufactUl'er 
destroys Deleted Recordings, no royalty shall be payable to 
CMRRA with respect thereto. Manufacturer will maintain reason
able records and documentation of such destroyed goods which 
shall be made available to CMRRA upon request. 

(ii) Sale of Deleted Recordings: Where Manufacturer sells De-
leted Recordings, the Royalty payable will be as follows: 
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(A) Where Deleted Recordings are sold at or below three 
dollars and fifty cents ($3.50) each, Manufacturer will 
pay a Royalty equal to fifteen per cent (15%) of the 
proceeds of such sale. 

(B) Where Deleted Recordings are sold for greater than 
three dollars and fifty cents ($3 .50) each, Manufacturer 
will pay the Royalty Rate otherwise applicable pursuant 
to this Agreement. 

(iii) Payment of Royalty: The amount and payment of Royalties 
referred to in subsection 8(b )(ii) herein will be payable on the next 
Due Date and will talce into account CMRRA's share of market as 
agreed upon between CMRRA and Manufacturer. Manufacturer 
will maintain records of the proceeds of sale of Deleted Recordings 
and submit such information to CMRRA along with its payment of 
Royalties. 

(iv) Cancellation of Licenses: Wbere Manufacturer has provid
ed CMRRA with notice of Deletion as set out in section (a) herein, 
CMRRA will cancel all Mechanical Licenses issued to Manufac
turer respecting such Deleted Recording. 

9. Royalty Reduction for Budget Recordings 

(a) Definition: In this section, 

(i) "Best Selling Price" means the price in effect to the larg-
est-volume dealers purchasing Recordings from Manufacturer; 

(ii) "Full Line Product" means the product line released by 
Manufacturer containing most of Manufacturer's new releases; 

(iii) "Budget Recording" means a Recording, the Best Selling 
Price of which is fifty-five percent (55%) or less of the Best Sell
ing Price for Full Linc Product offered for sale by Manufacturer. 

(iv) Where Manufacturer does not sell or otherwise distribute 
Full Line Products, "Budget Recording" means a CD whose Best 
Selling Price is less than three dollars and fifty cents ($3 .50) and 
an MC whose Best Selling Price is less than two dollars ($2.00). 
u: during the Term hereof, Manufacturer begins selling Full Line 
Products, "Budget Recording" shall, from and after the date on 
which Manufacturer commences to sell or otherwise-'distribute 
such Full Line Products, be determined according to the terms of 
subsection (iii) herein. 
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(b) Budget Rate: Manufacturer may apply to CMRRA for, and CMRRA shall issue, 
Mechanical Licenses for Authorized Compositions reprnduced on Budget Recordings on the 
basis of three-quarters (3/4) of the Royalty Rate which would otherwise be applicable pursuant to 
section 3 during each Period ("Budget Reduction"). 

( c) Restriction: The Budget Reduction is applicable only to Budget Recordings that 
contain at least either eight (8) musical works or, in the case of classical or serious music, at least 
thirty (30) minutes of playing time. 

(d) Mid-Line Recordings: Recordings known in the trade as "mid-line" Recordings 
are specifically excluded from the Budget Reduction. 

(e) Provision of Pricing Information: Manufacturer shall submit to CMRRA current 
price list information on each Due Date to qualify for the Budget Reduction. 

10. Exports 
Unless otherwise agreed by the parties hereto, Recordings exported by Manufacturer will 

be licensed by and rnyalties will be paid to the mechanical rights society and/or responsible pub
lisher(s) in the country to which the Recordings are exported, and that Manufacturer will not be 
liable to CMRRA for the payment of Royalties on such exported Recordings to the extent that 
such Recordings are otherwise subject to Mechanical Licenses issued to Manufacturer by 
CMRRA hereunder ("Export Exemption"). Manufacturer will provide CMRRA with advice on a 
timely basis of all Recordings manufactured pursuant to Mechanical Licenses issued hereunder 
for which exemption from Royalty payment is claimed by Manufacturer on the grounds of ex
port, including quantity, catalogue number and identification of purchaser by name and country. 

It is understood and agreed that the Export Exemption is intended to apply only to Re
cordings in respect of which all applicable mechanical licenses are obtained and applicable roy
alties are paid in the territory into which they have been exported, and that the Export Exemption 
is not intended to provide Manufacturer or the importer or purchaser of such exported Record
ings with the opportunity to export or obtain Recordings free of any royalty payments or obliga
tions. 

In addition, Manufacturer will, upon request by CMRRA, provide reasonable proof that 
mechanical licenses have been obtah1ed and applicable royalties have been paid on exported Re
cordings in the territories into which they have been exported. If Manufacturer is unable to pro
vide CMRRA with such proof for any Recordings in respect of which it claims the benefit of this 
section, Manufacturer will be obliged to obtain Licenses and pay Royalties as provided hereun
der in respect of such Recordings 

ll. Reserves and Returns 
(a) Reserve Allowance: Manufacturer shall be entitled to a reasonable reserve against the 

return of Recordings sold or otherwise distributed, save and except for "one-way sales" of Re
cordings where such Recordings are sold or otl1erwise distTibuted by Mam1facturer where the 
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purchaser thereof is not entitled to return same. Amounts held in reserve will be paid out on a 
regular quarterly basis, over a maximum period of five (5) calendar quarters, whereby any 
amount entering the reserve shall be fully liquidated no later than five (5) calendar quarters after 
such amount entered the reserve. 

(b) Reserve Accounting: The number of units for which Royalties are paid shall be ad
justed to indicate any reserve(s) claimed by Manufacturer pursuant to Section 1 l(a) above, 
whether the reserves are withheld or liquidated, For greater cladty, Manufacturer's reserve shall 
be withheld or liquidated only by adjusting the number units payable and not by reducing or in
creasing the Royalty Advance or Royalties payable for each line item, to an Affiliated Publisher 
or Non-Affiliated Publisher, or to CMRRA. 

( c) Returns in Excess of Reserves: Royalties associated with retumed Recordings in ex
cess of the reserve held by Manufacturer shall be carried as a negative credit balance and shall 
not be recouped against royalties otherwise payable to CMRRA. 

12. Termination 

(a) Termination of Agreement: 

(i) Insolvency of CMRRA: This Agreement shall terminate in 
the event that CMRRA is voluntarily wound up or becomes insol
vent, makes or is the subject of an assignment in banhuptcy or if a 
receiver is appointed to manage the affairs of CMRRA. In the 
event of such termination, all Mechanical Licenses issued by 
CMRRA to Manufacturer will remain in full force and effect di
rectly between Affiliated Publishers and Manufacturer for the re
mainder of the Tenn hereof. 

(ii) Insolvency of Manefaoturer: CMRRA may terminate this 
Agreement in the event that Manufacturer is voluntarily wound up, 
or is the subject of an assignment in bankruptcy or if a receiver is 
appointed to manage its affairs. In the event of such termination, 
all licenses issued to Manufacturer by CMRRA hereunder will be 
terminated forthwith and Manufacturer will render an accounting 
and payment to CMRRA of all royalties due and owing thereunder. 

(iii) Breach of Agreement by Manufacturer: CMRRA may ter-
minate this Agreement in the event of any material breach of its 
terms or of the terms of any Mechanical License issued by 
CMRRA to Manufacturer. Prior to effecting such termination, 
CMRRA shall give Manufacturer written notice of its intention to 
terminate in the maimer set out herein, If Manufacturer fails to take 
reasonable steps to cure such breach within thirty (3 0) days follow-
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ing the date of such notice, then this Agreement and all Mechanical 
Licenses isst1ed hereunder shall terminate on the thirty-first (31st) 
day following such notice, Upon such termination, Manufacturer 
will forthwith render an accounting and payment to CMRRA of all 
Royalties due pursuant to this Agreement. 

(b) Termination of Individual Mechanical Licenses: Subject to the provisions of Sec-
tion 2(d)(v) of this Agreement, CMRRA may terminate any individual Mechanical License is
sued hereunder npon Manufacturer's material breach of any of the terms thereof by giving writ
ten notice of such breach as set out herein. If Manufacturer fails to talce reasonable steps to cme 
such breach within thirty (30) days following the date of such notice, then the said Mechanical 
License shall terminate on the thirty-first (31st) day following the date of such notice. Upon any 
such termination of a Mechanical License, Manufacturer will render an accounting and payment 
to CMRRA of all Royalties due and owing thereunder in the course of its next quarterly Royalty 
accounting. 

13. Arbitration 

Disagreements regarding the interpretation of the terms of this Agreement shall first be 
the subject of discussion between CMRRA and Mmmfactmer. Failing resolution of the disa
greement by such discussion, it shall be referred to m·bitration pursuant to the provisions of the 
Arbitrations A ct, S.0. 1991, c.17, as amended from time to time. The refernnce to arbitration 
shall be to one arbitrator, if the pmties agree upon one arbitrator, otherwise to three arbitrators, 
one of whom shall be chosen by each party to the dispute and the third by the two so chosen and 
the third mbitrator so chosen shall be the Chairman. The award may be made by the majority of 
the arbitrators. Pursuant to s.45(3) of the said Act, the award may be appealed by either patty to a 
Court on a question of fact or on a question of mixed fact and law. 

14. Amendment and Severability 

This Agreement may only be m11ended in writing signed by the parties hereto. A waiver 
by either party hereto of any term or condition of this Agreement or of any individual Mechani
cal License incorporating this Agreement by reference shall not be deemed or construed as a 
waiver of any condition or term hereof for the future or of any subsequent breach thereof. All 
remedies contained in this Agreement and in any individual Mechanical License incorporating 
the terms of this Agreement by reference shall be cumulative and none of them shall be in limita
tion of any other remedy. To the extent that any provision hereof may be judicially or adminis
trativdy determined to be illegal or otherwise void, other than articles 2 and 7 herein, it is scv· 
ered herefrom m1d will not otherwise affect or otherwise derogate from any other term hereof. 

15. Audit 

(a) Audit Right; Manufacturer hereby agrees that CMRRA, on behalf of its Affiliated 
Publisher(s) and those listed on Schedt!le "B" hereto, shall have the right, not more than once in 
any twelve (12) month period, to conduct, at its own expense, a Copyright Royalty Examination 
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("Audit") of Manufacturer's books and records as the same relate to the use of the Authorized 
Compositions and those listed on Schedule "B" hereto, which are the subject of Mechanical Li
censes incorporating this Agreement, provided that CMRRA provides Manufacturer with rea
sonable written notice of its intent to conduct an Audit not less than twenty (20) business days 
prior to such Audit, and provided further that no such Audit shall talce place within thirty (30) 
days prior to any Due Date. The Audit right may be exercised only once during any calendar 
year with respect to royalty statements rendered within two (2) years ofCMRRA's receipt of 
said .statements. 

(b) Books and Records to be Kept: Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 
such books and records shall include books of account and supporting documentation, such as 
reports from third party manufacturers and distibutors, relating to the manufactt1re, sale or other 
distribution and return of Recordings sold or otherwise distributed by Manufacturer. Such books 
and records shall be maintained in a manner consistent with such Generally Accepted Account
ing Principles as are and may be established from time to time by the Canadian Institute of Char
tered Accountants. 

(c) Access to lriformation: Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Manufac-
turer shall advise CMRRA and its agents, upon.request thereof, where such records, books and 
supporting documentation are kept and shall provide CMRRA and its agents with such infor
mation. CMRRA and its agents shall have the right to talce hand-written extracts and to make 
photocopies and computer reports of such records, books and supporting documentation as 
CMRRA and its agents determine are reasonably necessary and convenient for the efficient con
duct of the Audit. 

(d) Verification by Third Party: in lieu of exercising the Audit Right herein, CMRRA 
may, in its sole discretion, accept the findings of a mutually acceptable examiner engaged by and 
at the cost of Manufacturer, including but not limited to an auditing or accounting firm, for the 
purpose of verifying the accuracy of Manufacturer's records and payments made pursuant to this 
Agreement. 

16. Applicable Law 

This Agreement shall be interpreted and governed by and pursuant to the laws of the 
Province of Ontario. 

17. Notice 

Any notice or other communications hereunder will be in writing and must be delivered 
by personal service, facsimile or by pre-paid registered mail to CMRRA and Manufacturer at the 
addresses set out in this Agreement, and such notice or communication will be deemed to be 
received in the case of personal service on delivery, or if by facsimile on the day of transmission, 
or if mailed on the fifth business day following its mailing. Either party may change its address 
for notice provided above by giving notice to the other party. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
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notice of material breach of any term or condition of this Agreement shall be by prepaid regis
tered mail and shall be deemed received on the date of actual receipt by the addressee. 

18. Entire Agreement 

This Agreement and the Schedules and Exhibits attached hereto, constitute the entire 
agreement between the parties and neither pa1ty hereto is bound by any representation or in
ducement not set forth herein. 

19. Titles 

Section titles herein are merely for identification and will be of no effect whatsoever in 
the application and construction of this Agreement or its provisions. 

20. Currency 

All rnyalties paid pursuant to Mechanical Licenses issued hereunder shall be calculated 
and paid in Canadian funds. 

21. Assignment 

Neither this Agreement nor any Mechanical License issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer 
hereunder may be assigned by Manufacturer in whole or in part without the express prior written 
consent of CMRRA, save and except for any assigmnent necessitated by a change in control or 
ownership of Manufacturer oceasioned by the aequisition of a substantial contrnlling interest in 
the shares thereof or through tl1e merger of Manufacturer with another firm, in which case as
signment will be subject to immediate notification to CMRRA, prnvided that the assignee in 
such case is a party hereto. 

22. Representation and Warranty by CMRRA 

CMRRA represents and warrants that its Affiliated Publishers and Non-Affiliated Pub
lishers own and/or control the reproduction rights in the Authorized Compositions and Non
Authorized Compositions pursuant to the terms and conditions of tl1is Agreement and that they 
have authorized CMRRA to enter into this Agreement with Manufacturers and to grant Mechan
ical Licenses to Manufacturers as set out herein. 

In the event that t11e above representation and/or warranties is or are breached with re
spect to any Composition licensed hereunder, and Manufacturer is found liable or settles any 
claim for damages as a result thereof, CMRRA will indemnify Manufacturer against and hold 
Manufacturer harmless from any and all claims, demands, liabilities and losses (including rea
sonable legal foes, interest and court costs) arising out of or in any way related to such breach. 
CMRRA agrees that Manufacturer may withhold such sums due CMRRA or Affiliated Publisher 
pursuant to the provisions of section 4(f)(iv) herein, in such amounts reasonably related to such 
claims until such time as such claims are reduced to a final judgment by a court of competent 
jurisdiction or are settled. 
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CMRRA agrees that during the Term it shall maintain, in good standing, an errors and 
omissions insurance policy with coverage in an amount sufficient to indemnify Manufacturer(s) 
for any breach ofrepresentation and/or warranty as set out above. 

23. Confidentiality 

Either party hereto may disclose the existence of and the terms of this Agreement to any 
person, firm or corporation. However, all transactions carried on pursuant to this Agreement, 
including the application for any Mechanical License by Manufacturer, the issue of such Me
chanical License by CMRRA, the payment of royalties thereunder by Manufacturer to CMRRA 
and the contents of any correspondence or dealings between the parties hereto respecting such 
applications, Mechanical Licenses or Royalty payments shall at all times be treated in a confi
dential manner by both parties hereto and shall not be disclosed by either party to any other per
son, or to any firm or corporation without the express prior written consent of the other, save and 
except for such disclosure as may be reasonably necessary to either party's directors, officers, 
auditors (including CMRRA's auditors in the course of their conduct of any audit of Manufac
turers hereunder), subsidiaries or parent firms or corporations. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of 
the day and year first above written. 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Model I-2) 
January I, 2013 

CANADIAN MUSICAL REPRODUCTION 
RIGHTS AGENCY LTD. 

Name: Caroline Rioux 

Title: President 

Date: 

[name of manufacturer] 

Name: 

Title: 

Date: 
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EXHIBIT "A" 

Standard CMRRA Mechanical License 

Each Mechanical License issued by CMRRA to Manufacturer hereunder will set out on its face 
the following information: 

License Number 

Name of Manufacturer 

Address of Manufacturer 

Title of Authorized Composition 

Composer(s), Author(s) and Arranger(s) of Authorized Composition 

Owner/Administrator of Copyright 

Percentage of Copyright owned or administered by Owner/ Administrator 

Featured Artist/Group performing Authorized Composition on Track or Recording 

Release Date of Recording 

Playing Time of Track 

The Recording's Universal Product Code (UPC) 

Manufacturer's Catalogue Number for the Recording 

Contrivance 

Album Title (where applicable) 

Date oflssue 
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EXHIBIT "B" 

Notification of New Affiliated Publisher 

TAKE NOTICE that Schedule "A" to the Mechanical Licensing Agreement dated as of January 
1, 2013 between CMRRA and Manufacturer is hereby amended to add the following persons, 
firms and/or companies as Affiliated Publishers: 

Name of Affiliated Publisher 
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SCHEDULE "A": Affiliated Publishers 

Tho following music publisher affiliates of CMRRA are hereby added as Affiliated Publishers to 
the Mechanical Licensing Agreement dated as of January 1, 2013 between CMRRA and Manu
facturer: 

(computer printout) 
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SCHEDULE "ll": Non-Affiliated Publishers and Non-Authorized Compositions 

The following music publishers are Non-Affiliated Publishers pursuant to the Mechanical Li
censing Agreement dated as of January 1, 2013 between CMRRA and Manufacturer: 

Name of Non-Affiliated Ptlblishcr 

Abkco Music Inc. 

Ashtray Music 

Axe Music 

Black Ice Magic Publishing 

Legs Music Inc. 

The following compositions are Non-Authorized Compositions pursuant to the Mechanical Li
censing Agreement dated as of .Tamrnry 1, 2013 between CMRRA and Manufacturer: 

Title Author(s) 

"White Christmas" Irving Berlin 
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Publisher 

Irving Berlin Music Corp. 
c/o Williamson Music 
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SCHEDULE "C": Stancla!'d Sales Repol't Fo!'mat 

Pursuant to Section 4(d) of this Agreement, Manufacturer's quarterly Sales Report will be deliv
ered to CMRRA in a Microsoft Excel file in accordance with the format and data requirements below. 
The following table lists the required data fields that must appear in each file and a description of each 
data field. The data fields are to be presented as individual columns in the spreadsheet. 

(I) 

(ii)-

"(iii)·-

(iv) 

Sales Period 

UPC 

The quarterly period for which the sales took place. Must be 
indicated as QQYYYY.Q being the applicable quarter, Q, and 
YYYY being year, For example, 1Q2013. 

Mandatory 

The Universal Product Code assigned to the Recording.-- Mandatmy 
·I----- ------·--·-----~;;dUctide~if-"' The catalogue number of the Recording, 

tier 
---Product Title The title of the Recording. Mandato1y 

(v) Performing Artist f----f----------~-----· . . -.,.---:t·-,..,-...,,.-·-~ The name ofcach artist to whom the Recording is credited. Mandatory 

(vi) Release Date The Release Date of the Recol'ding. Mandatory 

(vii) Transaction Type Identifies the method used by the Manufacturer to distribute the Mandatory 
Recording. One of the following values is expected: 

(viii) !;;;p;;;·t Allowance 

RS for Regular Sales 

FG for Free Goods 

PR for Promotional 

\i.ii;;;e an Import Allowance has been agreed lo"~ 
CMRRA and Manufacturer, one of the following values is ex
pected: 

IA for sales subject to the Import Allowance under such agree
ment 

NA for sales not subject to the Import Allowance under such 
agreement. 

Where no such Import Allowance has been agreed to between 
CMRRA and Manufacturer, the value for this field is NA 

(ix) -Rat;;-c-at-·eg-o-ry-----i-I-d-entifies th~ price category for the Recording. One of the fol-
lowing values are expected: 

FR for Full Rate as per Section 3 of this Agreement 

BR for Budget Rate as per Section 9 of this Agreement 

Mandatory 

Mandatory 

(x) Best Seiling Whole- - ~s the price of the Recording in effect t-;;·fue largesi::--· Mandatory 
sale Price of Record· volume dealers purchasing the Recording from Manufacturer as 
Ing per Section 9 of this Agreement. 
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(xi) Royalty Rate The applicable Royalty R~s per Sectio;;J;i· Section 9 of Mandatory 
this Agreement. This value should be stated in dollars, for ex-
ample, as .083 

-(xii) Nmnber Of Audio The number of audio Tracks embodied on the Recording. Mandatory 
Tracks 011 Recording 

(xiii) CMRRA Market A percentage to be determined by CMRRA to reflect its market Mandatory 
Share share pursuant to Section 4(e)(D) of this Agreement. 

_,..,,,...., ........ 
Am'Oun~ (xiv) The prnduct of the Royalty Rate (xi), the Number of Audio Mandatory 

------- Tracks on Recordins (xiQ an~ the CMRRA Market Share (xiii\ 
(xv) Sales Units For The The number of units for which Royalties are being paid in the Mandatory 

Period (net of re- quarterly period. The value in this field must be zern or posi-
serves) tive. 

(xvi) Sales Units Released The number of units being liquidated (paid) from a reserve that Mandatory 
From Reserve For The was held in a prior period. The value in this field must be zero 
Period or positive. -- --- --(xvii) Negative Balance Negative credit balance from the previous period as a result of Mandatory 
Forward From Previ- returns in excess ofreserves. The value in this field must be 
ous Period zero or negative. 

~-· --c ---- - --(xviii) Returns For Current Returns for ourrnnt period. The value in this field must be zero Mandatory 
Period or negative. 

.. - ~"""" 
(xix) Total Units Payable This is the sum of the Units sold (xv), Sales Units Released from Mandatory 

For The Period resc1·ve (xvi), Negative Balance Forward (xvii) and Returns 
(xviii) 

- Life To Date sales of the Reco~ (xx) Life To Date Sales Mandatory 
Units 

(xxi) Royalty Adv;nce As per Section 4(e) oftl1is Agreement: The product of the Total Mandatory 
Units Payable for the Period (xix), the applicable Royalty Rate 
(xi), the Number of audio Tracks on Recording (xii) and the 
CMRRA Market Share (xiii) 

FILE NAMING CONVENTION: 

Manufacturer's Sales Report will .be named in accordance with the following convention: 

Manufacturer Name_CMRRA Manufacturer ID_Type_YYYYMMDD,xls 

)> Manufactmer Name being the name of the manufacturer. 
)> CMRRA Manufacturer ID being the Manufacturer's identificntion number as provided by 

CMRRA. 
)> Type being Sales Report. 
)> YYYYMMDD being a sequence with YYYY indicating the year, MM indicating the month and 

DD indicating the day of the applicable royalty period end date. 
)> For example: 123 Records_ 45600_SalesReport_20130331.xls 

Mechanical Licensing Ag1·cement (Model l-2) 
January 1, 2013 
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SCHEDULE "D": Standard Royalty Format 

Pursuant to Section 4( c) of this Agreement Manufacturer's royalty statements will be delivered to 
CMRRA in a Microsoft Excel file, or such other data file as agreed to in advance by CMRRA, in accord
ance with the format and data requirements below. The following table lists the required data fields that 
must appear in each file and a description of each data field. The data fields represent individual columns 
in the spreadsheet. 

~~~i1i~r~;. m~~f(~~·~!~~~;~~·\~~JJ1ill1:tmim.!:·. tf;~»~M~~1~~~~~~ 
(i) Publisher Name The name of the Copyright Owner as stated on CMRRA's Ii- Mandatory 

(ii) Publisher Number 

i (iii) License# Prefi-1x ___ 

(Iv) ~e#Sufflx 

censes. _.. ---·----+------! 
The Copyright Owner identification number, as stated on 
CMRRA's licenses or as used in Manufacturer's own account 
system, so Jong as such identification number is only ever used 
to identify one specific Copyright Owner account and is not re-

Mandatory 

tg!ed to ldentif_)'. a. different CoExright Oy:ne~"'ll'-. ---·-+-------··· 
The License Number Prefix as ,provided by CMRRA. Mandatory 

The License Number Suffix as provided by CMRRA. Mandatory 

(v) 
-+..,,.---,..,,.-·,.-~~--ir-:· 

The Musical Work's identification number as stated on Mandatory Song Number 
CMRRA's licenses or as used in Manufacturer's own accounting 

s stem. -·---,.-----·-:-----
The title of the Musical Work as stated on CMRRA's licenses in Mandatory ----(vi) Song Title 
res ect of which Royalties are beln, aid. - Writer Name(s) (vii) The name of the authom and composers of the Musical Work Mandatory 

(viii) Unique Product Identi· The catalogue number assigned to the Recording by Manufac- Mandatory 
ficr tUft)J", 

(ix) Contrivance · The configuration type of the Recording (contrivance).-·- Mandatory 

(X-) - fu;yaity Rat-e -- The applicable Royalty R'a~'J.S'ecfum'f;;;: Section 9 of Mandatory 
this Agreement. This value should be stated in dollars, for ex· 

(xi) Ownership Percentage 
..ttme1s~•s~.o~s~3-----------~ 
The ownership Percentage of the Copyright Owner as stated on Mandatory-
CMRRA's licenses. Must appear as a percentage amount (33.33) 

Units-·-(xii) 
_wit~.2!l~ the percent symbol. 
The number of units for which Royalties are paid in the quarter- Mandatory 
ly period, net ofreserves, which is the subject of the statement. 

(xiii) Roy'aii'Y AmmJO't"""-
Must!!.!?! include co~na separat.or. ..----·-----!· 
The total Royalties paid respecting the share of the Musical Mandatory 
Work that is the subject of the Mechanical License. Amount is 
rounded to two decimal places and must not include a dollar 

(xiv) 
lill!'· - .. ·---+-· 
The quarterly period that Is the subject of the statement. Must be Ma;;d°;;t;;y 
indicatod as YYQQ. YY represents the last two digits of the 
applicable year. The second Q represents the applicable calen-
dar quarter. For example, I 2Q4 represents the 4•h calendar quar· 
!Cl' of the xem· 2012. 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Model 1·2) 
January I, 2013 
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SCHEDULE"])": Standard Royalty Format (continued) 

As mentioned above, the data fields represent different columns of data that must appear in your 
Microsoft Excel report. It is of critical importance that the column sequencing is presented in exactly the 
same order as in the above table and that the Data Fields cannot be merged in a single column. It is essen
tial that you do not add or remove a column. 

The column width may vary; however, CMRRA requires that it be submitted in a 'flat file' format. 
This entails that each cell in each column is filled, even if the information is repeated from prior rows of 
data (i.e. publisher name). The desired result is that each row is self-sufficient and independent from the 
others. 

Your spreadsheet must be free of embedded formulas and 'grand totals' for each column. 

Manufacturer will ensure that its royalty statements conform to said format and will not make any 
changes thereto save and except for those which are approved in advance by CMRRA. 

FILE NAMING CONVENTION: 

Manufacturer's Royalty Statements will be named in accordance with the following convention: 

Manufacturer Name_ CMRRA Manufacturer ID_ Typc_ YYYYMMDD.xls 

)> Manufacturer Name being the name of the manufacturer. 
)> CMRRA Manufacturer ID being the Manufacturer's identification number as provided by 

CMRRA [same as (xvii)]. 
)> Type being Royally Statement. 
)> YYYYMMDD being a sequence with YYYY indicating the year, MM indicating the month 

and DD indicating the day of the applicable royalty period end date. 

For example: 123 Records_ 456~Royalty Statement_20130331.xls 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Model I-2) 
January 1, 2013 
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SCHEDULE "E": Standard Format for Publisher Summary 

Pursuant to Section 4(c) of this Agreement, Manufacturer's will deliver to CMRRA a summary of 
the total amounts payable to each Affiliated Publisher, in a Microsoft Excel file, or such other data file as 
agreed to in advance by CMRRA, in accordance with the format and data requirements below. The fol
lowing table lists the required data fields in each summary and a description of each field. The data fields 
are to be presented as individual columns in the spreadsheet, with the exception of the last data field in the 
table below. 

J~~~1l'f f~fi~2{;~!:~\~;~t~11~1iITl~;U~tJjli:~~ 
(i) Publisher Name The name of the Copyright Owner as stated on CMRRA's 

~~~i-::li~ce~n~se~s'-. ~ 
(ii) Publisher Number The Copyright Owner identification number, as stated on 

CMRRA's licenses or as used in Manufacturer's own account 
system so long as such identification number is only ever used 
to identify one specific Copyright Owner account and is not 

ti.!f~~Mf_;,~~;+~ttl~\1 
Mandatory 

Mandatory 

(iii) Total Payable toPublisher 
re-used to identif.i; a djfferent Corxr[!l!)t Ow_!!er account. +----,----1 
The total Royalties payable to each Copyright Owner, Mandatory 

(iV)- Grand CMRRA "Total The grand-t-ot_a_l p-a-y-ab_l_e t~M._u_s_t_b_e-indicated at the Mandatory 

---'-------·-----' end .2.fE.olumn {iii) above. 

The data fields represent the different columns of data that must appear in your report with the 
exception of (Iv) which is a sum of column (iii). 

FILE NAMING CONVENTION: 

Manufacturer's Publisher Summary will be named in accordance with the following convention: 

Manufacturer Namc_ CMRRA Manufacturer ID_Type_YYYYMMDD.xls 

)> Manufacturer Name being the name of the manufacturer. 
}> CMRRA Manufacturer ID being the Manufacturer's identification number as provided by 

CMRRA. 
}> Type being Publisher Summary, 
}> YYYYMMDD being a sequence with YYYY indicating the year, MM indicating the month 

and DD indicating the day of the applicable royalty period end date. 

For example: 123 Records_ 456_Publisher Summary _20130331 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Model 1-2) 
January I, 2013 
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SCHEDULE "F": Unlicensed Recording List Standard Format 

Pursuant to Section 4(g) of this Agreement, Manufacturer's Unlicensed Recording List will be 
delivered to CMRRA in a Microsoft Excel file in accordance to the format and data requirements below. 
The following table lists the required data fields that must appear in each file with respect to each t1nli
censed Musical Work, 01· share thereof, and a description of each data field. The data fields are to be pre
sented as individual columns in the spreadsheet. 

Data fields mad(ed as "Conditional" must be provided to CMRRA to the extent such information 
is available to Manufacturer, or where such information is provided by Manufach1rer to an online music 
service. 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 
, __ 

(vii) 

(viiD 

(ix) 

~1~~1~1~:~r~~m 
Mandatory 

Catalogue Numbe_r__ The catalogue number of the Recording as assigned by Manu
facturer. 

Mandatory 

Royalty Rate 

~--Total Payable 

Product Title 

Perfo1·mingA:rtT;t"--

Timing 

ISRC 

The cumulati;/e m1mbe1· of units for whicl; Royalties are paya- Mandatory 
ble from inception of distribution of the Recording until the end 
of the quarterly period which ls the subject of the statement. 

The appli~oyalty Rate. Should appear as dollar amo;mt ~ 
(.083). 

The total Royalties payable for the Musical Work as embodied 
on the specific Recording. 

Mandatory 

The title of the Recording embodying the Musical Work. Mandat01y 

The name or;;;;;;h artist to whom the Track is credlte-d'". ----1--M-an_d_a-to-1y--1 

-----The running time oftlie Track, in minutes and seconds. 

ISRC number assigned to the Recording, where such Recording 
was rnleased after January 1, 2007. The field is Conditional 
where such Recording ls released prior to January I, 2007. 

Mandatory 

Mandatory for 
Post-2006 

Recordings. 
Conditional 
for Pre-2007 
Recordings 

(x) Writer Name(s) The name of the author(s) and composer(s) of the Musical 
Work. 

Conditional 

-------- -~---- -----The percentage interest thcreh1 in respeot of which Manufac- Conditional 
turer has not obtained a Mechanical License or has not paid 
Royalties at the time such Unlicensed Recording List was 

·---+ Ereea1!9. Should a ear as a ercenta e amount 3333 , 
-(xii)-- Re1.;;-;;D.t;-- The release date of the Recording. Conditional 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Model T-2) 
Januaiy l, 2013 
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-- Rec~l·ding Deletion Information IlliiTCaii;;gwheihe;:tt;e Reco1'.ding is si1ll.lctive or (xiii) Mandatory 
status has been discontinued. Expected values are the following: 

DR for Recordings that have been discontinued 

AR, for active Recordings that have not been discontinued ---(xiv) Deletion Date The date on which the Recording was deleted from Manufac· Conditional 
lurer's catalogue ofprnducts offered for sale to its customers. 

.. 
(xv) UPC Number The Universal Product Code assigned to the album on which Conditional 

the Track appears. 

(xvi) Disc-Number The disc number associated with the Track such as b1 a box -·ct'' 1 Con it1ona 
set. .. -- ---(xvii) Track Number The track number of the Track on the album on which It ap· Conditional 
pears, 

·(xviii) Publisher N;;,e The nam~";;fthe music publisher(s) associated with the Musi- Conditional 
cal Work, 

(xix) P11blisher Number Manufacturer's internal id~r assigned to the Conditional 
music publisher. 

(xx) Song Number Manufacturer's internal identiflcation number assigned to the Conditional 
Musical Work. 

- The reason for which the Mu;rical Work is on the Unlicensed (xxi) Unlicensed Reason Conditional 
Recording List. Expected values arn the following: 

DISPUTE, for copyright ownership conflict of the Musical 
Work 

NO LICENSE, for Musical Works, or share thereof, for which 
you have not received a Mechanical License 

For all other reasons, you are required to provide a briefexpln· 
nation. 

--·- 'TT;-contrivance or fo~Recording (xxii) Configuration Conditional 
(CD, LP, CS, etc .. ) 

" 
Conditional (xxiii) Calendar Quarter The calendar quarter applicable to the Unlicensed Recording 

List. 

·- The International Stan'J;;lw-;;;:k~ of said musical com po- ---(xxiv) ISWC Conditional 
sitlon, 

----· ~i----'' 

(xxv) Label Name Label name associated with the Recording. This relates to Man- Conditional 
ufact111-ers that handle Recordings for multiple labels. 

~""""''"'- -~-..........,------- --------~--------------~,,...,,,,..,~ ~-----(xxvi Transaction Type Identifies the method used by the Manufacturer to distribute the, Conditional 
product. One of the following values is expected: 

RS, for Regular Sales 

PG, for Free Goods 

PR, for Promotional Goods 
-

Mechanical Licensing Agreement {Model I-2) 
Jmrnary 1, 2013 
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SCHEDULE "F": Unlicensed Recording List Standard Format (continued) 

FILE NAMING CONVENTION: 

Manufacturer's Unlicensed Recording List will be named in accordance with the following con
vention: 

Mnunfacturer Name_ CMRRA Manufacturer IO _Type_YYYYMMDD.xls 

)> Manufacturer Name being the name of the manufacturer. 
)> CMRRA Manufacturer ID being the Manufacturer's identification number as provided by 

CMRRA. 
)> Type being Unlicensed Recording List. 
)> YYYYMMDD being a sequence with YYYY indicating the year, MM indicating the month 

and DD indicating the day of the applicable royalty period end date. 

)> For example: 123 Records_ 456_Unlicensed Recording List_20130331 

Mechanical Licensing Agreement (Model I-2) 
January I, 2013 
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SCHEDULE "G": License Application 

Pursuant to section 2.(d) of this Agreement, Manufactmer's license application must disclose at 
least the following mandatory information for each Tracie 

(i) Name and address of the Manufacturer; 

(ii) Performing artist to whom the Track is credited; 

(iii) Title of the Recording; 

(iv) Release date of the Recording; 

(v) Configuration type(s) of the Recording; 

(vi) Manufacturer's unique catalogue number for each Recording configuration; 

(vii) Title of Musical Work, as well as the title of each individual Musical Work contained in a 

medley, mash-up or used as a sample; 

(viii) Name of each author and composer of the Musical Work(s); 

(ix) Running time of the Track as well as the rnnning time of each individual Musical Work 
contained in a medley; 

The following is a list of Conditional data that must be provided to CMRRA if it is available to 
Manufacturer: 

(i) Name of the music publisher(s) for each Musical Work; 

(ii) Where the Musical WOJ'k is a translation or adaptation of another Musical Work, the title 
of such original Musical Work; 

(iii) UPC (Universal Product Code); 

(iv) ISRC (International Standard Recording Code); 

(v) ISWC (Intemational Standard Work Code); 

(vi) The wholesale price of the Recording; 

(vii) Rate Category for the Recording (Budget Rate or Full Rate); 

(viii) Number of individual Tracks on the Recording; 

Meehanical Licensing Agreement (Model I-2) 
Janua1y 1,2013 
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This is Exhibit "36" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusinl sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

//JJJ1;'> 
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

· Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc. 
Province of Ontarto, for WeirFouldaW\ 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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From: Terry Peruslnl [1u;illto:terryCrostargrove,~a] 
Sent: Aprll-28·15 11:01 AM 
To: 'NLevesque@cmrra.ca' 
Cc: le!)nl(er@stijrgrove.ca 
Subject: CMRRA / Stargrove 

HI Natalie: 

I hope you are well, 

I assume the suggestion for Jennifer to put you on to someone at Legacy was directed at me. We are both 
somewhat confused why herlnqulres for mechanical licenses with Stargrove has moved Into your examination 
of Legacy. This matter Is about CMRRA dealing with Stargrove In the same manner It does other record labels In 
Canada· not about Legacy Entertainment. In terms of the royalty program Legacy usecj, there seems to be a 
question whether thatprogram worked or not, The fact Is Legacy sent millions of dollars to CMRRA for royalties 
over the years I was there using that very same progrnm. On that fact alone clearly the program used did work 
and accompllshod what It Is Intended to do. This would be the case again If CMRRA was sincerely Interested In 
working with Stragrovo on behalf of the many, many publishers (artists) It represents. Jennifer Informed you she 
cloes not wor!( at LaBacy any longer. I sold the company many years ago to a group In the UK and I am no longer 
with the company. 

Let's be candid; members of your principal publishers sit on your board. 'fhe comment that your principal 
publishers (your board) are Instructing you not to deal with Stargrove Is the reality of what Is going on here. We 

j 
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asked to go on a Ml.A and you came up with every excuse to avoid that. Even when you rejected our progrnm 
we asked for a referral to another. We were happy to go with something else that wor/(ed, but oddly you had 
no suggestions of a program that would work for you. You suggested a pay as you press on a quarterly basis. 
We said happy to go with that please explaln further. Instead of exp la In further you came back with some aside 
about /.egacy, 

Based on your principal publishers Instructions It ls very clear CMRRA does not want to worl< with Stargrove In 
aiding us to distribute budget priced eds In the Canadian marl(et, Ccmslder/ng your "principal publishers" are 
subsidiaries of "principal .record" labels that are not happy to have our lowered priced products, such as the 
Beatles In the marketplace, It Is not difficult to conclude what /s going here. It Is unfortunate for the 1000s of 
publishers .(artists) you represent that they am not fairly represented by CMRRA because of a board that truly 
does not have the Interests of those publishers (artists) In mind, Tliere Is no doubt those other publishers 
(artists) would want the revenues our products generate them, In fact there Is no doubt the artists under your 
"principal publishers" would also love the Income our products will generate for them. Unfortunately this wlll 
not happen for them because "principal publishers" that sit on your board have record labels to protect. Your 
principal publishers will not deal with us therefore clearly a meeting Is pointless and will not get us any further 
then this email exchange has. 

The notion that yot1r principal pub/lshers are Instructing you not to deal with Stargrove Is clearly !he central 
Issue In CMRRA not dealing with us. We appreciate yourpubilshers do not need to give reason for their refusal 
to deal with Stargrove. That being said there are very clear competition laws In Canada to Insure ones rationale 
for refusal to deal do not discriminate because of one's pricing po/Icy, etc, etc. This Is a matter our counsel and 
the Canada's competition Tribunal will Investigate. There Is no doubt the artists will be shocked to find they are 
being denied Income on songs they had created. That could very well be a cause for Canada to follow the USA 
and EU with compulsory licenses, 

Since you wll/ not deal with us we will follow your lnlt/al Instructions to pursue the publishers directly. 

Kind regards, 

Terry Perus/nl 

2 
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This is Exhibit "37" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261

h day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

,.. '···:·!:·ctn Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc,, 
'' ol Ontario, for WeirFouldsW\ 

Barristers and SollcllDrs. 
Expires OClWbtlr 24, 20111. 
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Barristers & Sollcltors 

May 22, 2015 

VIA E-MAIL 

Universal Music Publishing Group Canada 
A Division of Universal Music Canada Inc. 
2450 Victoria Park Avenue, Suite 1 

Toronto ON M2J .5H3 
Canada 

Sony/ATV Music Publishing Canada Co. 

1670 Bayview Avenue, Suite 408 
Toronto, ON M4G 3C2 
Canada 

ABKCO Music, Inc. 
85 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 1003 
Canada 

Casablanca Media Publishing/ Red Brick Songs 

249 Lawrence Avenue East 
Toronto, ON M4N 1T5 

Dear Sirs and Mesdames: 

WeirFoulds1,Lp 

Nikiforos latrou 
T: 416-94 7 -5072 
nlatrou@weirfoulds.com 

File 17083.00001 

Re Stargrove Entertainment Inc. - Refusal to Supply Mechanical Licences 

We act alongside Dimock Stratton LLP for Stargrove Entertainment Inc. ("Stargrove") in respect 
of your respective refusals to supply Stargrove with mechanical licences for the works identified 
in Appendix "A" to this letter (the "Works"). 

Stargrove has been engaged with each of you through the Canadian Musical Reproduction 
Rights Agency Limited ("CMRRA") for months, to no avail, trying to find a solution to your 
apparent unwillingness to issue Stargrove mechanical licenses on standard terms. This refusal 

to supply mechanical licenses directly affects Stargrove's business, artificially maintains 

4100 ~ 66 Wellington Stroet West, PO Box 35, Toronto~Dornlnion Centre, Toronto, Ontario, C.anada. M5K 187 
T: 416-365-1110 F: 416-365-1876 

www.welrfoulds.com 
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elevated prices of sound recordings that are in the public domain, and is a violation of the 
Competition Act. This refusal benefits your respective affiliated labels to the expense of 
consumers. 

CMRRA has told our client that, on instructions from each of you, it will not issue mechanical 
licenses to Stargrove. As a result, It has refused to enter Into a Mechanical License Agreement 
("MLA") with Stargrove. This refusal appears to extend beyond simply licensing the Works; if 
CMRRA refuses to intermediate for any licenses between you and Stargrove, this Imperils 
Stargrove's business in respect of all manner of rights that stargrove owns or has licensed, 
wholly separate from the public domain titles that appear to have caused you to take the 
exceptional action that you have. 

By this letter, we would ask that you each reconsider your position, failing which our instructions 
are to seek relief through all available means, including through the avenues available under the 
Competition Act. 

This group boycott of Stargrove is anticompetitive. The principals of Stargrove, with a combined 
total of over 50 years in the music business Internationally, including In Canada, are not aware 
of any instance of CMRRA having refused a mechanical license to an entity seeking to 
reproduce a work. Indeed, CMRRA was established for the very purpose of efficiently issuing 
mechanical licenses on a routine basis to numerous licensees. Further, it is in the financial 
interest of owners of works for their works to be licensed and reproduced as frequently as 
possible. The only reason we can ascertain that you as publishers are refusing to do so relates 
to the fact that you are affiliated with record companies that seek to compete with Stargrove. 

Stargrove has been unfairly targeted because it seeks to produce low-cost CDs of sound 
recordings that are in the public domain. Your decision to break from the standard practice of 
issuing mechanical licenses to anyone who will agree to abide by CMRRA's standard terms and 
pay CMRRA's standard royalties can only be motivated by the goal of preventing Stargrove 
from offering consumers low-cost alternatives and choice. 

While Stargrove does not relish the prospect of a public dispute over these practices, it cannot 
stand by and incur significant losses because your organizations are taking unprecedented 
steps to keep it from offering low-cost alternatives to Canadian consumers. 

Among other competition law issues raised by the above-described refusals, we note that the 
price maintenance provisions in section 76 of the Competition Act enable the Competition 
Tribunal to order an entity to accept another person as a customer on usual trade terms where a 

2 
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refusal to supply a product to another person, or any other form of discrimination against 
another person, is because of the low pricing policy of tl1at other person, and the conduct is 
having or is likely to have an adverse effect on competition In a market. Section 76 expressly 
applies to refusals to supply or discrimination by a person that has exclusive rights and 
privileges conferred by copyright. Section 75 - the provision prohibiting refusals to deal - is 
similarly engaged. 

Stargrove remains willing and able to enter into the standard CMRRA MLA for the Works and to 
pay the applicable royalties and fees. Stargrove reiterates its request for CMRRA to enter into 
an MLA with it, and requests licenses from each of you for the Worlrn on standard terms and 
your confirmation that you will not discriminate against Stargrove in respect of mechanical 
licenses Lmrelated to the Works. 

Please note that that if matters are not resolved to Stargrove's satisfaction by Friday, May 29, 
2015, our instructions are to seek relief against you and your respective labels through all 
available means. 

Yours truly, 

WeirFoulds LLP 

Nikiforos I atrou 

NI 

cc: Canadian Muslcal Reproduction Rights Agency Limited (CMRRA); 
cc: Michael B. Kramer, Counsel to ABKCO Music, Inc.; 
cc: Casey Chislck, Counsel to Casablanca Media Publishing 
cc: Sangeetha Punnlyamoorlhy, Dimock Stratton LLP 

8079102.3 
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330Cl\TNO TITLE TRACK TRACI( W1lt<m.1 Pub!lshln11 Pl•lllbuldDy 
BTR0001 Lovo Mo Do 1 Lovo MaOo Lonno11/Mccartnoy 13EECHWOOD MUSIO CORP. (OWNED B\'UNIVERSAL) Unll'Grool 

I Fool Pino l.onnon1Mcca~noy SONY/ATV MUBIO PU!lLISH!NG Unlvorea! 
Thi~ Boy Lonnort/McCar!My SON'f/ATV MUSIO PU!lLIBl-JlNG Unlvoreol 
I saw Her standing Tlloro LonnonlMcCartnoy GIL MUSIC Corp (tlul refu&tll oame tromCi\Sf\BLANcA). Unlvo1aal 
All My Lovln(I Lonnon/MOOa1tMV BONY/ATV MUBIC·PUIJUSl-llNG Unlvoraal 
Plnaso Mlelor Postman Holland JOBETF.IBTONI:/ UNIVl<RSAL Unlvoraal 
A Hard Da)'ll Nigh! LonnonlMoCarlnoy SONYIATVMUS!C PUOUB!'llNG Unlvornal 

• y_ou Ca11't Do Thal LenncnlMOOm!noy aoNY/AlV MUSIC PUSUSHll~G Un!vorsal 

• ll Won't Bo Long Lannon/MOOarllley SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Unlvo1sal 

'" lrl Foll Lonnon/MoCnrlMY SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Unlveraal 

STR0002 Can't Duy Me Low Onn'l Buy Me Lo\IO LennonlMcCnrtnay 60NYIATVMUSICPUBl.1SHING Unlvemal 
ff<im Ma To You Lennon/MnCurtney GIL MUSIC Colp {BUI 1ofusal oame !romCASJ\tlLANOA). Unlveraal 

' pleaee Ploase Me LenRonlMcDerlfley UNIVERSAUOICKJAMES MUSIC LTD Unlveiesl 

' Oo You Wanl To Koowa Seosol Lennon/MOCnrtnl!Y 60NYIATV MUSIC PUl>LlSHJNG Uni'lereal 
5 IW~nna Ele Your Man LennonlMoCur\ney CMRRA1<h(,)Wsnolhlna (8u1 ror~~el oame from CASAflLf\NCA). Un!vereal 

' No Reply Lennon/McCartney SONY/ATV MUSIO·PUBLISHING Unlversar 
7 Wordo or Love l!otly PSERMUSIC LIMITE.f) UnJve1aal •no rGsponso on !his track 
0 MrMo<>nllgh! Jilhn6on SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Unlve1eal 

' And I Love Her Lennon/McCarlney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBl.ISHING LJ11lverfllll 

'" you Really Got A Hold On Me Robinson JOBETE MUSIC/ UNIVERBAL Unlvere~I 

STR0004 Ultlo Red Rooster 1 I Wanna Bo Your Man LennonlMoCnrtney SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Unlve1anl 

' Ultl!I Red Roesler Dixon l\DllCO Untilerael 

' fleall·OI Stone Rl~hnrd/Jll{!ger l\Bi'iCO UnlVaHllll 
4 What A Shame Rlchafd/Jagger l'IDKC0 Unlveroal 

' Telf Me (Yoll'lll Coming Elack) Jogge//Rlohord Pl!ERMUSIC CANADA (SIT ON CMR!tA BOARD) Unlve1sol 

' Good Tlrnee Dod Tlmee Jagger/R!oherd ABl<CO UnlVorsal 
7 U'e All OW!r Now B&SWomaok AB!\CO UnlVereol 

' Time Is On My Side Meade/Norman cMRRf\ehow nolhlng Unlvercal 
9 Grown Up W!OlllJ Jagger/Rlchor<l /\Dl<CO Unlvorsnl 

10 lrYou·Need Ms PlckelUsa1emall/So1idara OROPTOP MUSIO (SUbjeo1 lo cla!Jrlcallon trom CMRRA} Unlvarsel 
11 Walking The'Oog Tl1omae UNIV/ORS/IL PUEJLISHING Unlverael 

srrwooa It l'lln1 Mo Babo 1 T11e T!mee They-Are A Cho Min Dyl~n SO~'(IATV MUSIC PUBLISHING s~nv 
2 llAln'! Me Babe °'"" SONY/ATV MUSIC;PUDLISHING Sony 

' Co/Tina, C1mloo Oylan SONY/f\TVMUSIC PUBLISHING Sony 
4 alov.1n' In The.Wind Dylnn SONY/ATV MUSIC-PUBLISHING Sony 
6 tlob Dylon'll aJues Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC' PUBLISHING Sony 

' A l:iord Rain's A-Gonna Fall Oylan SONY/ATVMUSIO PUBLISHING Sony 
7 Oon'I Thing TWIM ll'e All Rroht Dylan SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING Sony 

• Ballad Or flol!Js Brown Dyl~n SON'f/ATV MUSIC-PUBLISHING Sony 

' Only A Pawn In Their Game DylQn SONY/ATV MUSIC-PUBLISHING Sony 

'" WIUl God' On Our Bid• Dylan SONYIAlVMUSIC PUBLISHING Sony 
11 one Too Many Mwnlnga Dy!~n SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHIN<3 Sony 

smoooo Fun Fun Fun 1 Ten Lillie Indiana Wileen/Usher UNIVERSl\L MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Universal 
2 De l'rue To '(our School Wiison/Love UNIVERS/\L MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Unlvar"al 

' run Fun Fun WllBO(l/L<Jve UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING LTD Unlvaraal 
4 I Gelf\found LoVeM'ltoon UNIVERSl\L MUBIO PUBLISHING LTD Unlvarsal 
5 Whan l·Grow Up(To Be A Man) Wiison UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING I.TD Unlvernaf 
6 DaJICe Dance Dance LoveMl~eon UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBUBHING LTD Univer•~I 
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This is Exhibit "38" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, e!D., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds Ill\ 
Barristers and Sollcltors, 
Exp/JBs Oc1Db1lr24. 2010. 
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From: Patricia McAlplne [mailto:patrlcla.mcalpine@amerchca.com] 
Sent: May-27-15 1:18 PM 
To: Terry Peruslni 
Subject: Fwd: FOS Bin opportunity! I 

Terry - I'd love to have 10,000 units of both of the Beatles titles for this opportunity .... 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Chad Minicuci <chad.minicuci@amerchca.com> 
Date: Mon, May 25, 2015 at 4:07 PM 
Subject: FOS Bin opportunity!! 
To: Brian.Grcaves@umusic.com, Ryan.Didier@sonymusic.com, "Reid, Pat" 
<Pat.Reid@warnermusic.com> 
Cc: Chad Minicuci <chad.minicuci@atnerchca.com>, Patricia McAlpine 
<patricia.mcalpine@amerchca.c01n>, Diane Di Fiore <diane.di:fiore@amerchca.com>, Natasha Wise 
<natasha.wisc@,;a_rnerchca.()om>, Rod Lugtcnburg <r.odJugtenburg@amerchca.com> 

We have an opportunity to use the Front Of Store bin for $5 CD's for 3 weeks. (July 25 to August 14) 

There 375 are stores with these bins. (314 English/ 61 PQ) 

We would ship roughly 10,000 units of one title and can go as many as 4 titles but might choose to go 
less titles depending on the offers. 

1 



333So please offer us one to four titles so we can make selections. 

Obviously if we do amazing sales, we'll get more opportunities I 

Unfortunately, (you knew this was coming I) we have to submit titles, item #'s and forecasts no later 
than Friday noon .... therefore need you to get back to us on Wednesday ... , Thursday at the latest! 

Please dig into this and get back to me, thimks, 

Chad Minicuci 

AVP Sales 

Anderson Merchandisers Canada Inc. 

905-763-1999 ext. 431 

chad.minicuci@amerchca.com 

Trish McAlpine 
Anderson Merchandisers Canada 

2 
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This is Exhibit "39" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

M11r!e F.llz<i!Jcth \r\l;ikefie!d, a Commissioner, ate. 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFoulds W>, ' 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Exp/ms OclDbt!r 24, 2010. 
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From: Chad MlnicuCJ [mailto:chad.mlnicucl@amerchca.com] 
Sent: June-10-15 10:43 AM 
To: Terry Peruslnl 
Subject: Beatles CD's 

HI Terry, as you know, we do a great volume of CD sales on the $5 price point. Wal mart customers embrace the 
variety of choice and of course the affordable pricing that allows them to buy morel 
In particular, the Beatles 'Love Me Do' title that we shipped in February of this year was welcomed by the 
Walmart consumer as evident In the sales results. There is no doubt that we are in need of more titles like It 
. Based on the fact that defective returns were only 0.032% (way below Industry average) means the customers 
are satisfied with the quality of the product. 

Obviously I am not in a position to make decisions or take sides on legal controversy. My primary Interest Is to 
make CD's available at Walmart that the customer is looking for at pricing they expect. The product you recently 
made available to us certainly hit the mark and we hope that you can provide us with more selections In the 
near future. 

Regards, 

Chad Mlnlcucl 
AVP Sales 
Anderson Merchandisers Canada Inc. 
905-763-1999 ext. 431 

1 



336chad.mlnlcucl@amerchca.com 
TELL TME WORLD! I! Starting Frlrfay July 10111 

... 

ALL MUSIC NEW REI.EASES WILi. BE ON FRIDAYSll! 

2 
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This is Exhibit "40" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

~~'!i]f,x takiog Affid,,;t., oto 

Mane Elizabeth Wakefleld, a Commissioner. eia,. 
Province of Onfallo, for WeirFouldaW', • 
Barristers and Sollcllom, 
Expires October 24, 2018. 
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From: Patricia McAlplne [mallto:patrlcla.mcalplne@amerchca.com] 
Sent: August-10-15 11:36 AM 
To: Terry Perusini 
Cc: Chad Mlnlcucl 
Subject: Re: Beatles 

Thanks for the update Terry - pis continue to keep us advised - I'd love to be able to buy some Beatles 
stock from someone (read on) 

just so you know - last fail (ABCO - the Beatles portion of UNI music) offered a temp deal with low 
costs on key Beatles titles - we temporarily lowered our retails and did a large buy in at the low cost (as 
did all of the music industry), with the intention of putting the retails back up when we ran out of stock 
in the whse (on the stock we bought at the lower cost) - flash forward 10 mths later and I'm ready to put 
the retails back up, as I am now out of stock on the low cost goods, and WM will not allow increases in 
retails. Consequently, I have no stock to ship or sell on titles like Beatles Ones, Abby Road, Red, Blue, 
White, etc, 

Can you imagine the units we can sell on the $5 titles, with none of the other catalogue ava to ship at 
t11is time? Good luck ..... 

1 
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This is Exhibit "41" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusinl sworn before me this 261

h day 
of August, 2015 

ftW"{f 
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

~~~-'~ cr 0::
11clh Wakefield, a Commissioner, etc., 

I .•. """ ol Onlario, for WeirFouldswi. 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
fXplrea Oc!Dber 24, 2018. 
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STRONG 
LEADERSHIP 
A BALANCED-BUDGET, LOW-TAX PLAN FOR 
JOBS, GROWTH AND SECURITY 

Tabled in the House of Commons 
By Hie Honourable Joe Oliver, P.C., M.P. 
Minister of Finance 

APRIL 21, 2015 
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• Chapter1 

• Providing $200 million over five years, starting in 2015-16, to improve First 

Nations education. 

• Providing $12 million over three years to Indspire to provide post-secondary 

scholarships and bursaries for First Nations and Inuit students. 

Assisting International Communities 
• Allocating $6 million over five years, starting in 2015-16, to introduce measl!l'es 

that will help ensure Canadians have access to sate, reliable and lower-cost 

re1nittance services. 

• Investing $22.8 million in 2016-17 for Grand Challenges Canada to continue its 

pmmising work towards solving global health challenges through innovation. 

• Establishing the Development Finance Initiative to support effective 

international development by providing financing, technical assistance and 

business advisory services to firms operating in developing counl~ies. 

Celebrating Our Heritage 
t 

• Supporting activities and events to celebrate Canada's 150'" anniversary in 2017, 

with $210 million over four years, starting in 2015-16. 

• Providing $13.4 million over five years, starting in 2015-16, and $2.8 million 

ongoing to support and modernize the Canadian Honours System. 

• Investing np to $20 million over four years, beginning in 2016-17, to support the 

next generation of Canadian Olympic and P aralympic athletes. 

• Providing $25 million over five years, beginning in 2016-17, to renew the 

Harbourfront Centre Funding Program. 

• Proposing changes to the Copyright Act to extend the term of protection of sound 

recordings and performances. 

Protecting Canada's Environment 
• Continuing to support, with $75 million over three years, starting in 2015-16, 

the implementation of the Species at Risk Act, 

• Providing $Z.O million in 2015-16 to the Pacific Salmon Foundation to snpport 

the Salish Sea Marine Survival Project. 

• Extending the Recreational Fisheries Conservation Progmm by providing 

$10 million per year for three years, starting in 2016-17. 

• Dedicating $34 million over five years, stat'ling in 2015-16, to continue to 

support meteorological and navigational warning services in the Arctic. 

22 ECO-NOMlC ACTION PL.AN 2016 
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Prosperous Families and Strong, Secure Communities -.L 
Strong Communities ""'llf'I" 

Assisting International Communities 
,/ $6 million over five years, starting in 20j5·-16, to introduce measures that 

will help ensure Canadians have access to safe, reliable and lower-cost 
remltt.ance services. 

,/ $22.8 mlllion In 2016·-·17 for Grand Challenges Canada to continue Its 
promising work towards solving global health challenges through innovation. 

,/ Establishing the Development Finance Initiative to support effective 
international development by providing financing, technical assistance and 
business advisory services to .firms operating in developing countries. 

Celebrating Our Heritage 
,/ Supporting activities and events to celebrate Canada's ·1 som anniversary 

In 2017, with $210 million over four yeers, starting In 2015-·16. 

,/ Providing $13.4 million over.five years, sta1iing in 20115-16, and $2.8 million 
ongoing to support and modernize the Canadian Honours System and bring 
it closer to all Canadians. 

,/ Investing up to $20 million over four years, beginning In 2016-1'1, to support 
the next generation of Canadian Olympic and Paralympic athletes. 

,/ Promoting arts and culture al Toronto's waterfront by providing $25 million 
,over fivo years, beginning in 2016-1'7, to renew the Harbourfront Centre 
Funding Program. 

,/ Proposing changes to the Copyright Act lo extend the term of protection 
of sound recordings and performances. 

Protecting Canada's Environment 
,/ Continuing to support, with $75 million over five years, startinf) In 2015 ·16, 

the Implementation of the Species 1it Risk Act to protect Canada's diverso 
species and secure the necessary actions for their recovery. 

,/ Providing $2.0 million In 2015---16 to the Pacific Salmon Foundation 
to support the Salish Sea Marine Survival Project. 

,/ Extending the Recreational Fisheries Conservation Program by providing 
$1 O million per year for three years, starting In 2016· .. '17, to support thcJ 
conservation of recreational fisheries across the country. 

,/ Dedicating $34 million over five years, starting in 2015·-16, to continue to 
support meteorological and navigational warning services in the ArG!lc. 

ECONOMJC ACTION PL.AN 2015 265 
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• Chapter 4.2 

Private sector Investment Is the key driver of economic growth: It's essential 
to creating new businesses that provide jobs, earn profits and generate tax 
revenue, as well as other benefits to society. But some prom/sing 
enterprises In many low- and mlddle·lncome countries-and Canadian 
companies that wort< In these regions-can't aooess the long-term financing 
they need to grow and reduce poverty. 

-Engineers Without Borders Canada 

Business and economic development go /1and-fn-hand. Over the past two 
decades, private sector-Jed growth has driven 90 per cent of job creation In 
developing countries and pulled hundreds of ml/lions out of poverty. [. .. ] 
Aooe/eratlng these private capital flows will be difficult, but Instrumental to 
tl1e next wave of poverty reduol/on. 

-Canadian Chamber of Commerce 

Celebrating Our Heritage 
The Government is continuing to make investments which will ensure that 
Canadians have oppo1tunities to celebrate and commemorate Canada's heritage and 
values, Economic Action Plan 2015 proposes to provide funding to support activities 
and events to celebrate Canada's 150th anniversary in 2017, 

Economic Action Plan 2015 also proposes to provide fonding to support and 
modemize the Canadian Honours System, to help Canada's future Olympians and 
Paralympians, and to suppo1t the Harbourfront Centre in Toronto, Economic 
Action Plan 2015 also proposes to amend the Copyright Act to protect sound 
recordings and performances for an additional 20 years. 

300 Eco;NOMIC ACTION PLAN 2016 
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Prosperous Families and Strong, Secure Communities £ 
strong Communities "'!"'" 

Promoting Arts and Culture at Toronto's 
Harbourfront Centre 

Economic Action Plan 2015 proposes to provide $25 mil/ion over five years, beginning 
in 2016-17, to renew the Harbout:front Centre Funding Program. 

Harbourfront Cen\Te is a not-for-profit organization on the Toronto waterfront that 

delivers arts, culture and recreation programming. Economic Action Plan 2015 

proposes to provide $25 million to renew the I-Iarbourfront Centre Funding Program 

from 2016--17 to 2020-21. This program supports the Harbourfront Centre's 

operating expenses, making it possible for the Centre to provide high-quality 

programs for residents and visitors to the city. 

Harbourfront Centre Is a national showcase for the contemporary visual arts, crafts, 
literature, music, dance and theatre for adults and children. Its Innovative programs and 
venues Include: 

• The Power Plant Contemporary Art Gallery, a leading public gallery devoted 
exclusively to contemporary visual art. 

Harbourfront Centre's World Stage, which presents theatre, dance 
and performance art. 

• HarbourKIDS, a series of family-friendly events from skating to circus festivals, 

• Harbourfront Centre's Artist-In-Residence post-graduate program, which provides 
creative and business training to assist emerging designers and craftspeople In 
establishing professional careers. 

Protection of Sound Recordings 
and Performances 

Economic Action Plan 2015 proposes to amend the Copyright Act so that the term of 
protection ofpeiformances and sound recordings is extended from 50 years to 70 years 
following the date of the release of the sound recordings, 

The mid-! 960s were an exciting time in Canadian music, producing many iconic 

Canadian performers and recordings. While songwriters enjoy the benefits flowing 

from their copyright throughout their lives, some performers are starting to Jose 

copyright protection for theil' early recordings and performances because copyright 

protection for song recordings and performances following the fast 1·elease of the 
sound recording is currently provided for only 50 years. 

EC(,)NOMIC ACT-ION PLAN 2015 305 
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• Chapter 4.2 

Economic Action .Plan 2015 proposes to amend the Copyright Act to extend the 
term of protection of sound recordings and performances from ·so to 70 years 

following the first release of the sound recording. This will ensure that performers 

and record labels are fairly compensated for the use of their music for an additional 
20 years. 

Protecting Canada's Environment 
A safe and clean environment supports a high quality oflife and contributes to a 

strong economy. Since 2006, the Government bas taken significant action to create a 
cleaner, healthier environment and protect our natural areas, Substantial investments 
have been made in clean energy and energy efficiency, protecting Canadians from 

toxic substances, cleaning up federal contaminated sites and the Great Lalces, and 
improving Canada's weather services, 

More recently, the Government launched the National Conservation Plan to fllrthe1· 
protect Canada's natural heritage for the benefit of foture generations. The Plan will 
provide a more coordinated approach to conservation efforts across the country with 
an emphasis on enabling Canadians to conserve and restol'e lands and waters in and 

arnund their communities. It also includes significant investments to secure 
ecologically sensitive lands, support voluntary conservation and restoration actions, 

strengthen marine and coastal conservation, and encourage Canadians to connect 

with nature. 

306 EG·ONOM!C ACTION Pl,AN 2015 
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This is Exhibit "42" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 261h day 
of August, 2015 

A Commissio:tof taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commlsslonar, eta. 
Province of Ontario, forWeirFouldsW\ 
B:<.rristers and Sollcltors, 
Expires October 24, 2016. 
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April 21, 2015 

Graham Henderson 
President 
Music Canada 
85 Mowat Avenue 
Tomnto, ON M6K 3E3 

Dear Mr. Henderson: 

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the copyright term for sound recordings. I 
have reviewed this material carefully, and share your view that the current te1m of 
copyright protection for sound recordings falls short of what is required to protect 
artists and ensure they are falrly compensated for their work. 

Please know that, as announced today In Budget 2015, our Govemment will extend 
copyright protection for sound recordings from 50 to 70 yeal'S. The extension will be 
incorporated Into the Budget lmp!ementatlonAot, and will be in effect immediately 
upon passage of the legislation. 

The Govemment is committed to recognizing the valuable contribution that rutists 
make to the cultural fabric of Canada. I believe this measure is important in fully 
acknowledging and protecting that contl'ibution, 

Once again, thank you for taking the time to share your views on this matte!'. 

Sincerely, 

The Rt. Hon. Stephen Hat'Per, P.C., M.P. 
Prime Minister of Canada 
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This is Exhibit "43" referred to in the Affidavit 
of Terry Perusini sworn before me this 25th day 
of August, 2015 

/frJ,/~ 
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc. 

Marie Elizabeth Wakefield, a Commissioner, ete., 
Province of Ontario, for WeirFouldslJJ\ 
Barristers and Solicllors. 
fXplres Octobar24, 2016. 
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C-59 

Second Session, FortyMtirst Parliainent, 
62-63-64 Elizabeth II, 2013-2014-2015 

HOUSE OF COMMONS OF CANADA 

BILL C-59 

An Act to implement certain provisions of the budget tabled in 
Parliament on April 21, 2015 and other measures 

90769 

AS PASSED 

BY THE HOUSH OJI COMMONS 
JUNE 15, 2015 

C-59 

DeuxiCme session, quarante et unle1ne 16gislalure, 
62-63-64 Elizabeth II, 2013-2014-2015 

CHAMBRE DES COMMUNES nu CANADA 

PROJET DE LOI C-59 

Loi portant execution de cerlaines dispositions du budget 
depose au Parlemcnt le 21 avril 2015 et mettant en oeuvre 
d'autres mesures 

ADOPTE 

PAR LA CHAMBRll DES COMMUNES 
LE 15 JUIN 2015 
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66 Economic Action Plan 2015, No, 1 62-63-64 ELIZ. II 

Coming into Force Entrde en vigueur 

Jamrnry 3, 2016 80. This Division comes into force on 80, La prCsentc section entrc en vigueur le 3 Janvier 2016 

ll.S,, o. C-42 

Tomi of 
copyright
sound recording 

No rovivnl of 
oopyrlght 

,Janunry 3, 2016, 3 janviel' 2016. 

DIVISION 5 

COPYRIGHT ACT 

81. (1) Pal'agraph 23(1)(b) of the Copy
right Act Is l'eplaced by the following: 

(b) if a sound recording in which the 5 
performance is fixed is published before tl1e 
copyright expires, the copyright continues 
until the earlier of the end of 70 years after 
the end of the calendar year in which the first 
such publication occurs and the end of 100 10 
years after the end of the calendar year in 
which the first fixation of the performance in 
a sound recording occurs. 

SECTION 5 

LOI SUR LE DROIT D'AUTEUR 

81, (1) L'alinea 23(1)b) de la Loi .mr le 
droll d'auteur est remplacc par ce qui suit: 

b) si un enregistrement son ore au moyen 5 
duq11el la prestation est fix6e est publie avant 
!'expiration du droit d'auteur, celui~ci de
meure jusqu'a la fin de la soixante-dlxieme 
annee suivant l' annee civile Oll Un tel 
enregistrement sonore est publie pour la I 0 
premiere fois ou, si elle lui est anterieure, la 
fin de la centieme annee suivant l'annee 
civile ou la prestation est fixee au moyen 
d 'un enregistrc1nent sonore pour la pretniCre 
fois, 15 

(2) Subsection 23(1.1) of the Act is 1·e- (2) Le paragra11he 23(1.1) de la meme Joi 
placed by the following: 15 est remplnce par ce qui suit: 

L.R., ch. C·42 

(I.I) Subject to this Act, copyright in a (I.I) Sous reserve des autres dispositions de D0<!0 du dmlt: 

sound recording subsists until the end of 50 la pr6sente loi, le droit d'auteur sur l'enregis~ ~~~C:.~trcment · 

years after the end of the calendar year in which trcmcnt son ore expire a la fin de la cinquan- 20 
the first fixation of l:he sound recording occurs. tiCn1e ann6e suivant l'ann6e civile de sa 
However, if the som1d recording is published 20 premiere fixation; toutcfois, s'il est publie avant 
before the copyright expires, the copyright l'expirntion du droit d'at1teur, eelui-oi demeure 
continues until the earlier of tho end of 70 jusqu'a la fin de la soixante-dixieme annee 
years after the end of the calendar year i.n which suivantl'aanee civile de sa premiere publication 25 
tlie first publication of the sound recording ou, si el!e lui est anterieure, la fin de la centieme 
occurs and the end of 100 years after the end of25 anncc suivant i'annee civile de cetlc fixation, 
the calendar year in which that first fixation 
occurs, 

82. Paragraph 23(1)(/J) and subsection 82. L'allnca 23(1)/J) et le paragrapbc Auocmo 

23(1.l) of the Copyright Act, as enacted by 23(1.1) cle la Loi .mr le droit d'auteur, Cdictes ;1~~:: 1;~;~t~u~" 
section 81, do not have the effect of reviving 30 pa1· l'articlc 81, n'ont pas pour effet cle 30 
the copyright, or a right to remuneration, in 1•eactiver le droit cl'autem ou le clroit i\ 
n sound recording or pcrfor1ner's perfor~ rC1nuneratlon, scion le cas, sur un enregis~ 
1nnncc fixed in a sound recording in which tre1nent sonol'e ou une prcstntion fixee an 
the copyright or the 1•ight to remuneration tnoycn d'un enregistrc1nent sonorc si cc droit 
had expired on the coming into force of those 35 Ctait etelnt i\ l'cntrcc en vigueur de ces 35 
provisions. dispositions. 
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